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Introductio

11.	 a1tims.
ifereutlal Equation : Equations such as

dyf(l—x'
'
(ij) ( fLY)' f2.1'=4()+4.v.

(iii) L3Y +7 +8 —9y= log x,

0000az Liz
?XD JV
?'z	 &'z(r)

which involve differential coefficitnts, are called the dffferen:iequations.
Ordinary Differential Equations. Equations like (/), (II), (iii)

which involve a single independent variable are ca1le •1 ordinari'dffrrentiaI equations.
Partial Differential Equationc. Equations like (fi') and (i') which

involve parta*l differential coefficients with respect to . more than
one independent variable are called partial differential, equations.

Order and Degree of Differential Equations. An equation
like (Iii) which involves a third order difFerential coefficient bUt
none of higher order is said to be of third order. Equation (i
is also of second order.

The degree of a differential equation is the pocr (or dcgrce)
of the highest differential coefficient when the equation has been
made rational. Thus equations (I); (iii), i) and (E) are all of
first' 	 degree and equation (ii) is of second degree.

4eral Solution. The relation containing it arhitrarycons'ari
which satisfies an ordinary differential equation of nth ord.f kcalled its complete primitive or general solution.

It can be shown that by eliminatinga arbitrary constants f
an eq":tkrn in	 we get a differential equation of nth ordcr.
Such a process is called formation of differential equation.'.

Particular Solution. A particular solution of differential	 i-
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ation is One obtained from the primitive by assigning definite
values to the arbitrary constants.

Geometrically, the primitive is the equation of a family of
curves satisfying the differential equation and a particular solu-
tion is the eq'Iation of some one of this fathly of curves.

We now give examples on the formation of differential equations
by e	 nating the arbitrary constants.

1 Eliminate the constants from y=ox+bx. [Nan. 61 (S)J

Solution. We have ! a+2bx, —=2b.

	

dy	 d) 	
d2y	 I d8yNow a= .--2bx=--x—, b=---,.

	

Adx dx-	 2dx-
Putting these values of the constants in given equation, we get

Idy	 d2y\ I	 P.)'yx(--x-- t+-x2--,dx dx-! 2 dx-

eyor x2 L —2x !+2y.=O,

which is a differential equation of second order, obtained from
y=ax+bx2 after eliminating the arbi&ary constants a and h.

Ex. 2. Eliminate the constant a from

	

v'(I_x2)+.V(l_y2)=a (x-y).	 ...(1)
- Solution. Differentiating the given equation, we get

	

y	 dy_f1 dy'
/(1—x)	 ,(t.>.)d_ak	 Tv,

Dividing (1) and (2) to eliminate a, we get
•	 -	 /(1_x)+V(l_y2)	 - x-y

	

x/V( 1 -x2)±y/t/( 1—)i2) (,	 ( I ..dy/dx)
	This can be - simplified to give d	 y'(l	 2 )

We find here that after eliminating one arbitrary constant a,
we	 fl'erentia!equation of first order.

x. 3 Form the differential equation of which
y+c) 2 —x°,	 .

is the complete integral.
Solution. Differentiating the given equation, we get

	

2c(y+c)=3x.	
(2)

Dividin(I) by (2),

	

y+c x•	 dy2 dy/dx =. i.e., 3 (y+c)=2x-

6r c(2x2_3i.).



1,,,,adurtio,t

Putting this value of c in (2), we

(2 Ay-	 \ dydy.	 —3Y). IxTT=3x3.
jdy\ 3 	fdy\i.e., 8x i — i .—l.v i—idxi	 dxi

a differential equation of first order and third degree.
U. 4.. Form the dØèrential equation corresponding to the fanii!ji

of curves y = c (x — c)2 where c is an arbitrary constant.
[Karuatak 19601

Solution. Here	 =2c (x—c).

Dividing the given equation by (1),
y x—c

	

	 2y	 wh'r -orc—x— —,

Putting this value of c in (1), we get
I	 2y\1\2y

p-2	 i.e., p11=4y.(px-2y),

which is the required differential equation.
Ex. 5. Find the differential equation of all circles passing

through the origin and having their centres on the x-axis.
[Nag. T.D.C. 19611

Solution,. Equations of circles passing through the origin and
having their centres on the x-axis is

x2±y2+2gx=O,
where g is an arbitrary constant.

•	 Differentiating, x+y +g=O, re.,

Putting this value of g in the equation of circles, we get

x2+yt -2x(x+	 )=o. i.e., y2=x'+cy
which is the requiied differential equation.

Ex 5. Find the differential equation of the family of parabolas
with foci at the origin and axis along the x-axis

Solution. Let the directrix be x= —2a and latus rectum be 4a.
Then equation of the parabola is
(distance from focus — distance from direct ix),

x2 +y2= .2a +x)2 or y2 -4a (a+x).

Differentiating, y	 =()	 y.dy2a, or a
dLyx

Putting this value of a in (1), the differential equation is

j2y ( y +x) or y ()'+2x ()_Y=O.dx
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Lx. 7. For,,: the diff. reisvial quationi/ia: represents all par-
abolos each of which has a lotus rectum 4a and whose axes are par.
die! to x-axis.	 -

Solution. Equation of the family of su:h parabolas is
(y—k)1 =4a (x—h),

where  andk are arbitrary constant.

Differentiating, (y—k) !=2a.

Differentiating again, (y—k) _+()'o. 	
(3)

Putting value ofy—k from (2) in (3). we get
d2r	 i'\
dxt• 2Q_-l.ld_j O,

which is the required differential equation.
Ex. 9. For,,, the diiTereni Ia! equal/wi of a/I phraboL,s 1t/,ose axc.y

are parallel to the axis ofy.
Solution. Such parabolas are given by

(x-4,)4a (.r—k),
where hj, a are ih'r.e arbitrary constants.

1)iffereiit.aiing, (x—. Ii) 2a

dci' .	 d2y
Differentiating aiain 1 =2a	 i.e.,

Differentiating once again. d3j,

This is the require.., differential equation.
Ex. 9. Form di,en.1a/ equatlo,, of all conics whose axes coin-

cide 141b the axes of eo-ordj,,aies.	 (Delhi Hons. 1958)Solution. Such co3ics are given by
ax2+b21,	 'where a and I' are two arbitrary constants.

dy ax dDifferentiating,	 y	 all x rn-= - -, - - - I ----- iL	 by 11xe	 I'	 0,-(),
di r Jr/I x glr\	 a r-	 -	 I	 -•-•--j- .v d. r , dvj	 h, .v dxdi	 JrY Jrr	 ;,.J	 -••

' hj..' r 0..	 thlTcrent,aI equation.
i.	 ..	 iii.. ..Ji/'.-r.. hi/al cquagIwi in t/wJu'l4n,in costs
O	 '	 i , 'ar..sacter).	 tips. v	 il—.-)



,H ) ae+be +Ce' (.4. c parawe:et).
d3i'Ans.	 dy

c,$ (c pararnetri).	 Ana. 8a ()3.27.
(fr/'y=cx+ c— c3 (c /wrarnetEjr).

dv dv 14\3
Mi. t:X.: +__ I•	 dx -dx dxf

(i eII +2e$+c3 .O (eparaineter).

An.. 1—.;) I.t) +1=L
(ci; y=a cos (mx+b) (a, $ ,ramefrr,).

A.S4.-/
$il)'	 + be (a. b 1 ranWIsri).

drAss. x d'+2—xyO.
('iii) XX ..1 +8e	 x.	 _____

gjty ,jj./1.	 An..

Find the d'ffvrential equatia,: of all CircIes of radius a.
(fleihUl.... 66 ; Poosa 631

I . Equation of the circle is
Eliminate I: and k to get the diff equation in the usual way.
E'. Ii. (b) Find th e d:jjere,uiaI quaf ion of all circles which

ontheir centres n x•axix w.i hare a gi. en radites.
(Marathnada 601

hint. Equation of Cie circle is (X — h)2+) a. where Is is
the pa	 'icr.

Dtfine(i)(,enerajs,Iuturn. (ii) P.jrtk,sIar solution
 equalitim and o/'rw", the d'ffere,uial e4u.gjo', of the

ljw,j/i of Ijr$tS	 (A cos x+ B .cin x).	 $I'oi,a 64;
l ijit Ctirve is ye' (A cos x+8 sin .).

dv
•	 tAcos x -i- 8 tin X)+.(-4 sin x+Bco x)

=y+e'(—A Sill X+B cos x)
d-i• (1t
•, -.=- • ±c' ( — A- si.i	 Bc,vi vj -' 4 cosx-B sIIi xut	 a

,/i	 ,ih*	 \— v	 -.i-

TIs	 —2+2y

i s (lie required differential equation.
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Equations of First Order

and First Degree

21. Differential equation of the first order and first degree.
A differential equation of the type

M+N!2=O,dx
where M and N are functions of x and y or contauts, i called
a differential equation of the first order and first degreq/-..

.,We*tv6 below some methods of solving such equations.
Solution of the differential equation sihen tariables are
separable.

If an equation can be written in such a way that dx and all the
terms containing E are on one side and dy and all the terms con-
Iainirg y on the other side, then this is an equation in which
variables are separable. Such equations can therefore he written
mts f,(x) dx=f2(y) dy and can b solved by integrating directly anJ
adding a constant on either side.

a	
Y_ 14,2

_!ioIve

Solution Separating the variables the equation buorne
dy	 dy

l+y	 l+x'
Integrating, we get tan ytan' x+rf

or tan-3 y-tan 1 x=A i.e, tanif__-r-...t tan' C (say).
x=. C (I + x),)

hich is the solution.
Ex. 2. SoirE	 e

(,nrakhpur 59 ; Andhra óft 'agar 54
Solution. The givin equation can he written .i

e' dyr.(t+)dX.
in	 ) c' . -e+ xi• C.

sec-, X llfl	 t1. _f .:	 X li

T_pIIV T U H016 51



Equations of Firs: Order and First Degree

Solution. Separating the variables, we get
Sect X +• sec' dy=O
taflX	 tan 
Integrating, log tan x + log tan y A

or tan x tan yeA=C.

Lx. 4. Solve (y-px) x=y.	 [Saugar 621

Solution. Equation is px'y (x- 1), i.e.,

dy x-1	 /1 1\
t.e.	 —=—dx i---idx.

Y_ X 	 x x'j

Integrating, log y=Iog x+ -±log A or

(Y2
•	 dv\Ex.5. Solve y-x 1=a [Saugar 631

Solution. The equation can be written as
dx	 dv	 Jl	 a \

t-+-----------
x+a y(l -ay)	 y 1-(0'

Integrating, x+a=C1!_,.	 --p T1

Lx. 6. Solve
(I) (3+2 sin x+cos x) dy=(1+2 sin ),+cos y) dx.
ii (e'+ l) cos x dx+e' sin x dx =0. 	 [Poona 631

!
quations3 	 reducible to the form in which variables are

- separable.
Equations of the form

d.-
can be reduced to an equation in which variables can be sep i-
rated What is required is that we put

ax + by+c=v,
dr de

so that o+b-	
.	 dr I [d-------. i.e., --- -i ----adx dx	 dx b id.•

Then the equation becomes
lIdv	 \	 d1 •-a ) =f(e) or - =a+ bf( r), -

in hich variables are separable.

%. Solve	 -(4'+Y+1).

[Raj. (it : %ra54 Cujrat 65,

SliIutiofl. Put 4x+i + 1 -t, ,. that
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	 .	 bjfrervnisal Lqsiuiiurn

The equation then reduces to
do .1 	 dv.4r2 or W- t#+4.

The variables arc now separable and we can write -^44 —dx.

Integrating tan' (f)-x+c
or	 )—x+C is the solution.

jSoIie	 sIn (x+y).fcos(*+;)	 lAgra B.Sc.'Sc 671

Solution. Put x+yA,, I+jx•
dv

- ...• equationis —Isin v+Cosr of 	 f-sin e+cosvdx
dr	 dràr, dx—	 ____

+Mn i+COS V 2cost 4+2 sin 	 jr
Icor	 or l+l*n l v

Iniegrati., log (1+ tan st)r.*+C, where r=x+y.
lo D+tan 4 1x +y)) x+C is the required solution.

dy

ICalcutta lInus. 63; Bibar611; Vikram 65

801411141111. Put x—y—r. so that

1	 I1	 do, a-5equation is vst I14- - j=a Or

or dx-;1_

-lntegratin, X+C .fa-
•
 2 I, log. !-7 d

or x+C:/(!c_j.)+Ia log	 is the solution.

Solve (x+)2	a2 /

(Pooea 64; .Raj. 63; Delhi lions. 60; AlId 60J
olutioa. Put x+y w, so that 14.	 (I,

•	 dx d
I dr	 \	 Jr

dx	 + 112	 4. p2•	 •—I''a-	 1--d.z	 I	 '	 v	 :



bitait.-on.i 1 I irt Order and I i: ;

I. - 	 I(/X=	 -. (IV.-j l---------iI,.
\	 a-- e- 1

Integratihg, x +C=: -.-a t art - 1

 x + C=.v : y ) a tari'I
x+vor )	 C	 i ta n-1 ._-__L. is the solution.

*Ex. 5. So/re xdx+r di,	 1(-.'TY).
.V (Iy—j' ([V ..j k	 '-

[iMiti Ilonc, 62; Agra B.S. 54]
Solution. Here we chan 	 to polar co-ordin:itcs by putti

x=r co. 0, y- r sin 0, x2 +yr2, x dx+r /ir dr.
y	 xdr—rdx
-=(an 9, ,. --..--- =,.ec' 0 dO or .v th-•v l.: 7= r2 !tt.

/ju — \the equation becomes - I /r =	 r
r d1 4

irSeparating the variable'.,

Integrating, sin-" (r/a)—+C Or	 sr (+
i.e.,	 '(x-f	 a sin [tan- 1 (. x)•+ L

I.x. 6. Solve x	 _J=.\(x+i2,	 [Bor,thay 61: A g rt 50i
Solution. The eqt;atoii ctri b put as

dr--r ,.tV dj — .t ilxx/(xj-j'1 c/V or	 -	 . 2 q a).

(ar'.rig to polarsas ubn, th- cqu:4tiou bues

	

X sei_ (1	 - yr dx-
or x 'eL-Odt=r dx or rO', v, sec fttI'J-- d
or	 sec 0 (lrf=dx, variables sep:racd.

Integrating, log (sec 0-f taii OJ-v+	 C,
sec O+tan 9=e or	 y/) bIV(r

•	 -	 .	 /x- v 	 \dr	 x-4- 4 a\
Lv±h)

IDC'llbi lions. 63; Nappur 3j

Solution. Put .v +y u, NO that 14

•	 th.	 fr I	 t'—h\	 2 (—af,It	 II	 I

	

• —/'i ''--aj	 '-f ( I' — a s: --jib

	

I	 h—a	 2,-\
or 2	 1+-i---	 _.j,) 't



I t)	 biert'!;,h'l L.j,u,iui's

Integrating,	 log (V.—ab)

or 2x+C-.%fy+& (b--; a) log ((x+5,)2—ab) etc.
dv'

E. 8.	 [Gaubatl 62; Delhi 62; Raj. 621

T

u1t./Iu t .\. +y. etc.
2	 £omgeaeous Diffcrential Equations.	 (Poona 61 (S)J

. cquation of the formin which f1(x, )-) and
f(.v y are homogeneous functions oft and y of the same degree
can be reduced to an equation in which variables are eparablc by

dyputting y_'.xputting-
- d	 dx

The following 1w examples will iftstrate the method.
Lx. L S'Iie (x2 +y) dx*2xy dyO.

mtu(ion. Wehave	 (honogencou).	 -

dt,	de
Putting y	 -= i  +x	 , the equation be.omesdx

- .124- X"1," .  . - I +v2

drT 2 x.vx	 T2

I+u	 l•3e
St	 —' — 2e (variable sparab.e).

1x	 v
x	 l+3'

lnL'rating, log x+ I log (I +3')=Log C
'r1+ 3')'I=C or x (I + 3y/x)I;a=C.

	

p"I.V11M.

S,Ivex; Jx—v+) 1i•' U.	 Agra B S. 54)

 We hate	 I!-. 1 homogeneous!.1x xi3

Puttin3 yrX, 	 the equation becomes

do	 II I d,r
dx I+r' °

1x1..(,.i 	 41- . ii-	
;,• .i

Iit'r.itng, log .t .	 — lop p ! C; log	 C

' . t. hill, W-11 	 .1. I) I. .. ,tI:I I, •- I':- .•...f d.'i'..c ,,.
• I'.. •i.



I:qwAs.su	 F,r.0 Ôrti,r mJ I nsf t)gr...	 It

xl	 V
01 log .3_+Ca5

-	 dy_yt3X2Y
. 3. Solve	 [Lucknow Pass 601

	

dx

Solution. Putting yVX, =v+X	 we gel

x dv dy	 t'-3-3v	 2v(1—v)_.___—
dx dx	 l--3 —V	 1+30

2 dx_ 1+3'-'   	 \
- -
	 d,—(!- -L    +2- ide.or x	 2v(l—v)	 V

Integrating,
2 log x—Iog v-2 log (1—v-2 log (I+v)I tog C

or x1(l9)'(I+v) -Cv. Putvr/Xttc.

Ex.4. .aey'+

(Delhi Hone. 66-,.Cal. Boos. 61, 56; Osmanig 60; Gujrat 611
dv	 y1

Solution. The equatic.fl i 	 [homogeneous).

Putting y=vx, 4
y %;	

dv
+X	 . ege(

dd,	 do,	 r'

	

- or x--	 —c
dx i—I	 (IX .- I

de dv s—I
Ofor x • - - -	 --.- lie

d 	•t-- I 	v
d.	 I	 Ikor -. il—•-idv.x	 CI

IiitegratiflL log xr.-r--IOg v+In C

or jogxr+IOgC or xc--ce
or ;ct" as y rX.

IN. 5. Solve (x2 +.') dy=xy 1x. 	 [Naiur T.D.C. 19611
hint. Homogeneou s. Put rrx.	 An 

EN. 6. Solve the fallmring hsflWgeHe(th <1uaSii'flS

(I) y(y_2x9dX + . (2y—. 2 ) Iv=M.
ksrnlak USc (Sub) 19601

•	 I dIe'	 X+y 0.(us. (I.	 1955)

•	 d	 y (x + y )	 ,
(hi) dx4 x'	 An .x'v c- ti' • 24

Poona I%4;	 58; Kerala 61: ViLram 611
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d'('I) (XL)2)

(i) (x)xy'
	 [Poona 19641

ir) x	 —y=v'(x+.i-. fsagar 1963; ('at. Hons. 62; Raj. 56](Cf. Ex. 6 P. IC))	 Ans .x2+y2=(C.v_y):.
Ex. 7. (x cos	 sin	 sin -_x cos	 x

(Cal. fleas 1962]
or x ('Os (y dx+ dr).r	 tx dv-- dv).

[Raj. 1959; Cal. lIons. 61, 55; Delhi 6$ 61]
r	 x is ;/xSolution. The equation is	 =--- Q. sin t/x -}---.-.....)

dx x 0 hill y,x—• .v cos v/x)
cfr dv	 2: co, uPuttin g	 t'x,	

sin V,.—co5C

or I tande2	 , i.e., Jog	 ---;og C--2 log -v
VI	 x

or sec (yf ) = ('xv is the solution.

.,x. 8. Solve (X sin (x 	 [Delhi Pass 671

Solution. Equation is	 =!cosce

Putting ;'=v.v.

dxEquation reduce, to sin ' dt=-

Integrating, —cs	 -log (x

or cos - -' kg Cx is the solution.

Ex, 9. Se/re (x+2i--t'2) Ix 4 (i'-4-xt--_x (/iD,
[Gujrat B.Sc. (Prin.' 1961]

Solution	 - '	 Put

d	 1	 2, I
dx	 ' h" — I - - -- ' 4 - -- ! -.
dx

,•-f	 I) (c5 + I)



Eqiarius oJ IIr.ct Order a'.l Fir., VeRriv 	 1.4

=(
1	 2t \j_1)dL..

Integrating, log x= log (r+1)—log (r+l)+log C

or -1 --1 =C (v+I) or j'/x±l =C(+1)-

Ex. 10. Solve 2y3 dx+(.v 5-3y x dr=O
[1umbay B.Sc. (Sub.) 19621

olution. Proceed yourself.

25 Equation Reducible to Homogeneous Form.
dy ax+hy+c	 a b

An equation of the type	 wIen	 can
dx

be reduced to homogeneous form as follows:

Put x=-X+h, y= Y+ k; then	 hcre X, Y are new

variables and I:, k are arbitrary constants. The equation now
becomes

dY_ aX+bY+(ah+hk+c)
dA a'X+b'Y+(a'/z+h'k+c')

We choose the constants h and k in such a way that
ah+ hk+c =-O, a'h+b'k+c'=O.

With this substitution the differential equation reduces to
dl a.V4bY

which is ahomoeneous equation in X, Y and can

be solved by ,puttirig Y=vXas earlier.

a
Special Case. When - 

b	 I-- (say), then the differential

equation can be written as -
dr	 ax.fbv-f.c
(IX in (ax -f by) +c

•	 dv drPut	 so that a+bax--by=, 
dx

I /d	 \	 •+c.
(I) then lincs	 in which variables can Dc

separated.

p , 
,9t;;=a\

 stdre
	 x+2i-3

Jv -v—	 [Vikram 60]

Puix'	 -+•h, y= i+k, where h, k are some constants;

The i•en equation then become

2; +,-2/-3)
-I -2—/c-

—



or

or
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Now choose h,k such that /,±2k-3O and 2h-4-k-305
Solving these we get !,=I, k-l.

l) X+2Y
dx2%y hornotcnous in A .ind I.	 -

Put Y=X, so that =r+X.

dv
V

dX2+v	

'l+2v'A 1+2v..	 i7+x 2+' ''	 dX
/1 •	r\or _vz	 d4

Integrating, log 1=2.4 log 	 log (l.—)+1cg C

or X=C I
1—v V(l—v2) ( 1—t)

or
I	 Y\	 I'or	

Xtl —y) =C
2 (t4) as

or

	

	 (K— Y)2= C2 X+ Y) but x=X--1, y= 1+1.
xy;3=C2 (x+y-2) is the required solution.

polution.

oire (3-7y-3)=3r-7x+7.	 (Raj. M.Sc. 61)
d3y-7x+7
dx 3x-7y-3

Put xX4J• y 1+k, where ii, k are some constants. Then
And the given equation becomes

dY 3Y-7X+(3k_7h+7)
dlX-7Y+(ThTk

Choose h, k such that 3h-7k-30 and 3k-7h7=O, which
give hI, k=O.

• dY3y7g
=-	 [homogeneous].

dY	 dvPut dX	 WY
dv _3v1-7X 3v-7+ X dl 3K— 7rX 3— 7v

K =	 —v
dv 3v-7	 7 (v'—••l)—-1.k ..3-7v	 --j

7dX 3-7v dv=— 1 2	 5 \
X(v'—l) 
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1nterating. 7 log X-2 log (r— 1;log (i+I)+IUgC

or	 X (e l) v+l)5=C

or X7(._l) (-+i) C as Y=vX

or	 (1,_X)2(Y+X)C
or (3-_x+1)()-+x-1)5C as x=X+l, v=Y+O.

Ex. 3. Solve (2x+y+3) L=x+2y+3.

[Karnatak B.Sc. (Priuic.) 601

di- x+2y+3
Solution. d. 2x+y+3
Put xX+ lz, y= Y+k, where h, k are constants.

•
dx=-dX, dy=dY; :. dy dY(lx dx

• dYX-I-2Y±(h+2k+3)
dIY2X.+Y+(2h+k+3)

Choose h, k such that h+2k+ 3=0. 21,+k+3==O. Solving
these, we get /Z—1,k—l.

JY X-4-2YdY	 dv

	

•	
Put

	

de X4 2vX	 dv I + 2v
v+X i2X+vX 

Or
dX 2+v

dX 2+ e	 I	 4 \
oi 

yi

Integratin g , 2 log X=-3 log (1 —r)+lpg (I +v) +. Iog C

X ( l_rIs c or	 —c	or	 - -j--- .
or (X_Y)3C(X+)') ;where x=X—I,y=Y—i

or (X—y) C (x+y-2) is the solution.

Solve (2X_2Y+S)tX_Y+3.

	

•	 [Sagar 63; Agra B.Sc. 61. 21

Solution. The equation is	
x—y+3

	

dx
•	 dy di,	 (ly	 d!)

Put x—v V. SO that	 or	 =l— . .

•. The equation becomes
dv ,4-3	 dv	 t+3	 v+2

l_--=-----.-- or —=I—•dx 2c+5	 dx	 2v-f-5 2v+S

or dx?Lj d,—(2+, di, separating the variabks.
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lr.iratuig, x2r+Jo 07+2)+C,
x=2 (x-y)+Ing (v-r-f 2)+C as v=x-y

W,	 2y-x= log (x- v-f 2).LC is the required Solution.
Lx. 5. So/re 4v -6x-44-3

dx 3x-2i'+j
[Poona 64; Karnatak B.Sc. (Princ.) 611

dr (IVSolution. Put 3A-2)o, ie., 32f.-
dx dx

•	 (IL'3 22r+3v-4-3
Y. 	 -.

• 	 I	 2\• d.,. -v+1 -	 - I - ---- ' d.j

	

v±3	 t	 0+37
!ritegrating, x=-v-f2 log (+3)+Cor	 x=(2y_3x)2 log (3x-2y+3)+C

or	 2x—y== log (x-.-2v+3)+C is the solution.
JEx. P So/re

[Karnatak B.Sc. (Sub.) 611

	

Solution. dx2(3x-2r)j 	 Put 3x-2y=.
do•	 -3-2-3	 fI_4v+I
dx	 dx	 - 2r+ 1 2e-4- I

or	 dx'-d0 or 2dx=( I+_.L_)thetc
Ex. 7, Soiie the Jo//owing equal Fans

(i) (2X4-y+1) dx+(4x+2y-/)dyO.

dy 6x . 2y._7	
[Güjrat B.Sc. (Princ.) 611

/ dx 3ij'.	 [Luck. Pass 56]
(2x-5J'+3) (lx-(2x+4y-6) d)-=O. [Delhi Hons. 61]
dyy-j

	

dx y-x-S	 [Poona 62; Nag 62]
(v) (lx •'x-4j'-3	 [Cal. Hans 631
(vi) (3y +2x 1 4)d.v-(4x+6r+5)lxU.	 [Karnatak 63j
(ti) (2.-5r-7 3) IX-.(2x-.4r.-6) dy'.-. 0. 	 Delhi Uo. n]
(viii) (v—i .-2) dX+(x-2)--3) (iU.	 [AU. 661
(is) .j4.vf2y+I) dV=(2x+r+3) (Ix.	 [Delhi Pass 67]

Hint. In (F) put 2xr-	 (fj	 3• -r=r acj (iii) tafl bercJiied to homgeneius form as u'.il. In (ix) putting e2.v-+ !'.riah!e q Cfl be cpar:ttett
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dyx+y2•)( . Solve 2y	
[Bombay B.Sc. 61]

Solution. Put y=v, 2ydy dv

[homogeneous]. Now put v=xz etc.
2'6. A particular case

A differential equation of the form
dy_ ax4-by+c
dx—bX+hy+/c'

in which coefficient of y in the iumerator is equal to the coeffi-
cient of x in the denominator with sign changed, can be integrated
as follows

The equation (I) can be written as
—b (x dy+y dx+(hy+k) dy—àx+c dxO.

Integrating, we get - bxy +(hy'+ky) - (ax+ cx)=A.

.	 dy ax±hy.fg -oSolve	
hx+by+f -

[Raj. B.Sc. 66; Agra B.Sc.57; Delhi B.A. 57 Raj. M.Sc. 621
Solution. The equation can be written as

(hx+by±f) dy+(ox+hyg) dx—O
or Ii (x dy +y dx) -f (by -fl) dy+(ax+g) dx=O.

Integrating, hxy+ 4by'+fy+ax2+gx.,A
or a +2hxy+bys +2ry+2g+cO writing c=-2A.

L 2 .	 dy2x—y+I• o ye	
(Agra B Se. 59; Nag. 53 (S)]

Solution. Here coefficentof-y-j*numerator is equal to coeffi-
cient of x in the denominator with sign changed. Hence write it as

(x+ 2y-3) dy—(2x---y+1) dx=O
or (x dy +y dx)+(2y-3) dy—. (2x+ 1) dx=O.

Integrating, xy-f y'— 3y—x—x.-('.
Lx. 3. Solve (2x—y+1) dx+(2y—x—I) dy=0.

[Bombay B Sc. (Sub.) 61; Poona 611
Solution. The equation is of above type. Hence after regroup-

ing, we have
(2x-f I) dx+(2y-1) dy—. (y dx+x dy)=O.

Integrating, (x +x) + (y' —y) —xy =
which is the solution

Lx. 4. Solve dy 2x+3y+1
dx +3	 =0.

[Delhi Hons. 601
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Solution. The equation is of the above type and can be written
as	 (3x+4y-.1)dj+(2x+3y+1)dx=0
i.e.. 3 (x dy+y dx)+(4y-1)dy-l-(2x-f I) dx=O.

grating, 3+2y'—y+x'+xCis the solution.

5 LInear DitrentIal Equations
[Poona 63, 61; Nagpur 62, 61; Gui. 61]

A differential equation of the form
dy+Py=Q,

where?, Q are functions of x or constants, is called the linear
differential  equation of the first order.

To solve this equation, multiply both the sides by 6 dx

Then it becomes et?dx .fpy elF dxQeI?dx.
dx

or £yefl#1=QeSPd.

Integrating both the sides w.r.t. x, we get

yelp dz 
J [Qe: Pdx]dx+ C,

which is the required solution.

'Ong
'factor (LF.). It will be noticed that tor solving (1).

we multiplied it by a factor e1 dx and the equation became rea-
dily (directly) integrable. Such a factor is called the integrating
factor.	 •

Note. Sometimes a differential equation takes linear form if
we regard x as dependent variable and  as independent variable.

dx
The equation can then be put as +Px=Q, where P, Q are fun-

ctions of y or constants.
The integrating factor in this case is eu" and solution is

xe1PrY=J[Qe1PrYJ dy+C.

(See Ex. I to 4 pages 21 and 22).

Ex. 1. Solve (!_x2)Solve_xy.=l.

.[I)eU 68: Nag. 611
Solution. The equation can be written as

dx 1—x2 	 I—x4
This is iow expressed in the linear form

'S
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I	 2'	 X2 
dx

=V(l—xt).
Hence the solution is

y.../(l_ xi)rj—!—iV(I_x2)dx+C.

(9^4)	 dx,Solve x+2y=x1 log x.	
521

Solution. The equation is +— yx log X.

I.F. =e' (21x) dx -e2 Iogx

Hence the solution is

x2 .x log x dx —_ C+J x3 log x dx
x' ft

	

=C+ log	
x41

=C+ix' log x—x4
or -

x.2 b) Solve dx	
[Bombay B.Sc. 611

Solution. Equation is	 y=x3. I.F. =X2 as above.

Solution is y.xa=C+J x3 .x' dx=C+ ix'.

Ex. 3. Solve (x3_x)_(3x1_I)y=x5_2x2x
dx

[Gujrat B.Sc. (Sub.) 19611
Solution. The equation is

dy 3x2—1 y=(x —1).
f(3x'—l)	 I

1.F.=€J A3 X- =,— log (x'—x)—j----

I	 fr2—ISolution isY.-j-----=C+j-j.-_1dx

.c+J!d*=c+Iogx.
Ex 4. Sol.e xP+Y=a+bx+c,p4.

.[Delhi  Hons. .1957)
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Solution. The equation can be written as
dY+ic [linear].

f.Li
1.F.=ejX	 slog X

Y. X C+$(ax+b+)xdxC+ f(ox'.f6x+c)dx
-, =C+ax3+jbx2+cx

x.	 Jf+2yran x—sinxand if y=O when X=3)r,

	

re_' 

y in terms of x.	 [Poona 1964.; Nagpur 611
Solution. The equation is linear.

t2tanxdx	 —2logcosx1. F. =e	 =e	 =sec'x.
Hence general, solution is

y.sec2 	sin x sec2 x dx=C+ jsec x tan x dx
or y sec2 x =	 Sec x.

When y=O, x='4i, .. O=C+sec v or C+2 =O, C= —2.
Hence solution is y sec2 x=sec x-2,

y=cos x-2 cos2 x.
Ex. 6. Solve x (x-l) dy -yx2 (x-1)2. 

[Luck. Pass 19581
Solution. Equation is y=x (x-1).

dxjx4x—J) j X x-1/

C+(x—l).dxC+ jxa dx

or	 Y—j=C+x.

Ex. 7. Solve (l+4+3Y=''
- [Lucknow .	 1957]

Solution. Equation is1-dy +j- 3 -- .v= 1+x+x' 
(1+x)4

L2dx
=e3 log

.. Y(1+X)'C+J	 (1 +x)3 dx
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=c+J+=c+J(-i)	 )dxI+x
— C+ log (1+x)+x5.

Ex. 8. Solve xdy +2j'=dy+4. [Nagpur T.D.C. 1961 (S)1
Solution. The equation can be written as

dy	 dy 2	 4
(x_-l)T+2y4 Or

12dx
Linear,	 =e2 log (x_1)(xl)a

Y (x_1)=fj -4 1 (x-1)5 dx+C
y (x-1)-2 (x-t)2+C, which is the solution.

Ex. 9. Solve x -2y=x2+si#L j.dx
[Bombay B.A. (Sub.) 19581

dy 21 . ISolution. The equation is jY_x+ -  sin -j.

-fdx	 1lx =e
 2 log xr=_.I.F.e 

Y.C+fxdx+ flinidx.
	C+log x_J sin cdi, where	 . dxdt

XX
=C+logx+ Cos r

=C+log X+j cos4.

dpEx. 10. Solve ---2y cos x= -2 cia 2x.

[Vlkram 65; Gujrat B.Sc. (Sub.) 6ij
Solution.	 1.F.e
.. Solution is
Ye-2 I'* =C2 J sin 2xe' in -' dx

=C-4 5 sin x cos xe	 dx put -2 sin x=t
=C-f Ce' dtC-e' (t— 1).

:. y=Ce' "" +(2 sin x+l) is the solution.
Equations which become linear when x is (rented ss depeadeat

variable.
Lx.!. Solve y log ydx(x_.jogy)dyo.

(Poona T.D.C. 61(S)]
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Solution. Write the equation as
Lt	 I	 I
dy yiogy	 y

Jyd)J0g(J0g	
logy.

x iog	 logydy
=C+4 (log y) 5 is the solution.

Ex 2. Solve dx +x dy=e- ., log y dy.	 [Poona 61]
Solution. The equation can be written as	 -

dx
logy, l.F.=e'.

xe'C- . Je' log y.e' dy

-C+ f logy dy=C+log	 .dy

-C+ylogy-y.
Ek.

	

	 Solve (J +y') dx+(x-.twr1 y).dy=O.	 [Gujrat 65;
Delhi Hons. 65; Pb. 62; Cal. Hons. 62; Agra 67, 5*1

Solution. The equation can be written as
dx 1	 __r'+- X

_
ay1y2 	Ii-Y'

I_Ld,
J.Ee35 =e

:. xeta0 Y ftan'YmaIr1

get dt+C when 1= tan-' y

-0 (t- 1)+C-e'°	 (tan' y- 1)-f C.
Hence x-(tan,y-1)+Ce

-1an1 y is Inc solution.

Lx. 4. Solve (x+2yy.

[Agra B.Sc. 1956; Raj B.Sc. 561
Hi.i. The equation can be written as

=x2y2 (linear).	 A. x-+Cy.
28 EuatIoss redudble to linear for.

dy1. Bernwill Eq.atio.

Known after James B.unoulli. The rncthod of solution was discovercd
by Leibnitz.

22
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where P and Q are functions of  or constants.
(Nag. T.D.C. 1961; Poona T.D.C. 61 ; Gujrat B.Sc. (Prim.) 58;

Poona B.A. (Gea.) 601
Dividing both the sides by ya we hay,

r+Pr'=Q.

Now pUt'V So that (I —a)

Then(I)becomes-1—

or	 +P(l—n) v—(l—n) Q

which is a linear equation in vand x.

'Al. Equation f'(y)
dx

where P and Q are functions of x or constants.

Putf(y)=v so £hatf(y)

a.•. equation becomes dx'
which is a linear equation in v and x.

Note. In each of these equations, single out Q (function o
on the right) and then make suitable substitution to reduce th,
equation in linear form.

- Ext. Solve

[Kinat*k B.Sc. (Prim.) 1960, 62; Ag!* 61; Bihar 62;
G.Jrat BSc. (Sub.) 611

Solution. The equation is	 y_x3y3.•
dx

Dividing by y3; J +x. .z1.

I	 2dy du	 lip	 dv.
Put	 ., so that_?T=I

 
le. ,

:. equation becomes —j j+xv—X'
dv

or	 —2x.v--2x.

Linear, I. F.=e'
1-2xdz

Hence _a$J_ 2x'e' dx+ C
—Jx'.(-2x) e' dx-f C



24
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— f—it' di+C where i=-x'
._te t 4e 9 +C_e (x2—I)4-C

Hence	 v=1—x2+Ce' or YX

Ex. 2. Solve %+xv=.xy.	
(Kárnatak 1960J

Solution, Dividing by y2 , y- 2 +xy-'=x.dx
Put Y-"— v, so I hat—y2 dv dv

dvequation is 
TX

1.	

dx
I. F.=e1_

vei" C—f xe'1'
_C+fe* di, where —x'=t, —x dx=d:

or	 rle-x' =C+e.C1elXI
or	 y-I= Ce'+1 is the solution.

dy2 y3Ex 3. Solve -+-y=-..	 (Nag. 1958]

South.. Dividing by y3, y	 yz=!-.

Put y.v, so that -2r' 
dy dv

-	 de  Iequation becomes 	 v=
d;4	 2

Of -------v----•dxx

1. F._J4Le4 log xl

vf— j J.idx+C . c+L.
or 3 	 - +Cis the solution.

*Ex. 4. Solve !(x2y3+xy)=J.

(Sapr 1962; Raj. 63; Cal. Hons. 2: Luck. 631
Solution. The equation can be written as

dx



4
of First ()rde' a4 Fir5t Drçr,, 	 - 2'

dxI
Divid ing by x-, x

A de
Put- ! -e	 r

x	 dyd;'

equation bccomes+ r;'=-;

linear in r andy.
veh' =Jy1ei'1'd,+C, +y'- 1, y 4'=dt

te'tft+C=2e(t-l)+C

or _Let7'.=2eli'1($)t_,)+C

or !._(2_.y2)_C(4ii. the solutsoa.

Ex. S. Sohe	 (,_x)_za (y-.--:$4.dx

Soluti... Put p-x.,v
dx

doequation is +1-I-xv-x'r'

Or

	

	 or -•I

Put a-=u, -2v dy

(heequition is
•di:

Of --2Xk=X.dx
I-2xdxLinear in u and x.

2.'e	 +C	 * 't, .-2. J -'-f

ictt
Or .re-" =e5(_x2-i)+C
or (y-X)'=Ce' -(l+x5) is the solution.

Es.6. Solve 2dy-'--*`ii

[N.pur lxi; Nagput SI; Dcliii hiss S71
S.k*Is.. The equation is 2y' _! ,-iJ..

EsaIin.



I) /l.uu:iuI E,uui.s

dv IrPut - v -i	 -
d dx

	

dr 11	 Ji	 I	 I

	

-4-- r=-. 	- r=

	

Jr .	 dx 2x	 2.%

	

ft	 I
i- . -

-	 x	 AloxI iiw-iir. I. F	
dx r'
	 =

vx=c+J! 'xJx=C+Ix-3dx.
2

Of -= - Cx-1 '--f x, is the Solution.

Ex . 7. Solve x	 +y=y? 1j;g X•	 [Luck. I561
Solution. Dividing by xyt, y	 Lg ..

'Put -r' = v,	 d- =dv -
dx dx

	

dv I	 I	
J_,dx

	

dxx	

ir 
x

=- log x. I. F-i.e
x

encc suvi is v 
I	 (I log x dx

or -i . =C+logx 
().j (._x ix

integrating by parts
I	 -I	 I

Of	 --=C-- log x--

or	 (I +log x)-Cx is the solution.
}x S. Solve (x-y') dx+2xy dy-mO.	 (Poosa 196J
Solution. The equation is

2' -'---dxx
d dr	 i dv IPut y -v. 2)'	 .. equation s --.v--I.

. Fj_dXe_IogxI

- -	 -	 v.=c_flax or
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Ex. 9.(a) Solve (x'+3x+2)+(2x.+1)y(Xy+2y).
dx

(Bombay B.Sc (PrIR) 19611
Solution. The equation can be written as

(x+2) (x-f-I) +(2x+l)Yy (x+2)'
dx

1 dy	 2x+l	 . x+2
dx

o. r +(x+2)(x+I) '
[dividihg by y (x+2) (X+ 1)).

_dydv
Put y=v, y

	

.dv•	 2x+I	 x+2equation 'i 
(x+2)(x+l) V=-^l.

This is a linear equation. 	 -

	

I 2x+I	 d	 f(3_I	 x
I. F.e j(c+2) x+r) XJT	 i, 

._eIog(x+I)_3IO2(x+2), x4-I
(x--2)'

x -Fl fx+2 xIHence v. ( +2s ('+j_I (x 2)$dX

tx-i-I	 .j-- or

—2y tan x -y2 tan2 x.	 61)
So*Io.. Dividing by y, the equation bec..mes

Zan x .tan' x.
dx

Put	 -r'-'•r 
dydi

2 id?

	

.. equation is	 iafl x.v.tan' x. LF..'.sec' x.
dx

• v secx-C+ taox.tcc' x dx=C+1 tan x

Of	 sec' x— C+.tan' x is the solutiop.

Ex. 11. Solve
dx

(Bombay S Poo.a S.A., 603
Solution. Writetbe equation as

dy
- . 'T Txy	 C
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I	 -2dVPut -- - v,y

equation is	 - v - x, linear, I. F. - i
dr

X_fxeXzfr+c__Xe_xe_x+f;j(

Or	 ___(x+1)+Ceror_(x+1)_Cj.

It passes through (0, 1), i.e. when x -0, y - 1, .. I - I - C or C -0.
Therefore the curve Is given by -(+I) or I -y(x+1).

EL 1$. Solve, sec2 y + (zany) 2x -
dr

•	 (Agra 63, 61;Gujra* Si; Delhi Hens. 64
Solution. Puffing tan y - v :. sec2 y - , The equation becomes

Linear. LF._J2_j

vé_ c+fx3 idr,xZ t,... Zxdx-dz

xdx_d_c+ffte'ds_C.4e'(z_1)

tan y?_C+eX (tan y_. 1) [which Iswrong]

The correct solution is tan y/e	 2e^	 (x2.... 1)

Ex: 16. Solve +y cos xy" silo 2x.
dr

Solution. Dividing byy",weget
dr

Putting y•	 v, (1 - n)y- , the equation becomes

+v(1 -n)cosx-(1 -n)sln 2x.

I.F. _I(1 -	 a, dl_r

Now put (I- n) sin  -, and integrate.
Ex. 17. Solve the followiig liaedr ewstwns:

fi) (I+x+y_ tub- ,

LF.	 Ann.

Oi)xCOx+y(xsinx+cosx)..I
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...	 +(tanx+y.	 .	 lLinearI

	

dx	 X) xadx
P. tan x+-1 .

x

1. F. al-i	 -
• log x sec xwhidiswrougsolution.

The coned solution Ii, I. F. - x see x.

(al) six Itx -y - tanx.
dx

- cosec 2x. I.F. - (tan x)- 1/2	 AnS. y • tan x + C V(t,pi 4
(lv)x(x2+1)_x(l-x2)+x3 log x.

dic

1.F.-''.

(v)%fa2+Jc2l1+y..Ia2+x2_x

1	 __ax2Y_l_x2cboim.
	1	 (a

L F.- '? + x2''	
• e' +

"2x2
-e'°

The coned solun. is 	 I. F.. - x +	 i.
(?rndab S, $41

Aim y log x- (log x)2+C.
(M4 B.sc. 59J

Amy. 1+VX23/2C
(vW)+ytanx.secx.

dr
1. F. -e'!'-sax.	 As.y sec x- tan x+C.

(Ii) co1xf+a_snxc4sx_cos2 x. .	 (P.iab S6j

IF. - et3	 Aas.ye-e'1 (tan x-1)+C.

	

(s)x(I- x2)'+(2r2y-y-d)dr=9. tN1&'2 	 Cal. How. 611
• ax2 1.F..

	

'	 x(1-x) 1-x2	 xv'(l-x2)
(ni)(!-x2)dy+jdr.atfr.	 .	 . ICaL How G2J

Equation is	 + x_ a	 1. F. a	 1
1-x

2

	1-x

(,l) xbgx+y-2Iogx
dx

I. F. - Iogx.
(WO , dy + y

dr (I _x)'/xt
I + ft

I. F. -
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dv	 4x	 1
(xii) '(X+!)'	 (Poona 64]

I.F. x'+1)'.	 Ass. y (x5 +l)'—C+tair4 x.

(xiii) (x+a)-3y=(x+a).	 (Poona 681

	

dx
Equation is	 y—(x+a)'.

I F (x+a	 Ans. y (x+G) =C+I (x+a)

(xii') x +e1t+x2+y_0.	 (Nagpur 1963)

Equation is +1y -( x+ e).

A.. yxC_J (x+e) dx=C—x5+e.
dyy _x+V(t—x1)

(xe)	 +(t_X2)*I	 Ti—x2)	 [Poona 19641

We have	 dx_.J	 putting x-sin

.J.sec* 6d8=tan8_S,(jX&).

Solution is yeaIV('' )=C+J	 eW('-) dx

	

=c+f[v(j	
+i}exWs). dx

C+f(t+I)e' dt. where

=C-f te etc.
€1,(xvi) (x+a) ii=r	[Aftahabad $9651

Ex. 18. Show that the following equations can be reduced to
linear form and solve them:

(I)	 +2xy+.y4=0.	 (Poolm 1%31

Dividing byy4,r4 :+2xy_11=.x. Put y=v.

(ii) xdyy(Ixy).dx.	 (Delhi Pass 19671

Equation is

Divide by v3. I. F.=lfxt.

(iii) Jx -1105P,	 I%Sgw t96i; Gt,rllkhpilr 9I



Pi(1.,engi,1 Iqsiaii,

D iv ide by e', and then put e'= t'. Ass. 2x=t' (2C'x+ I)
(iv) y(2X),-fe)jx-e4i'0.	 [Rai. 1954, 51

Divide by c'y.	 Ans. y ( .%'+C)+e 0.( y ) 2xv dy—(x'+ )'.— I) dx=O.	 (Vikrnm 1959]

(iii)	 iit Qx tan' i'—x3 (I+

Divide by I-I-1 2. put lair' s=v cIt..
Ans. 2 tin y=x—I +2Cc "

(ii) (i' log x—l) ; hx J'.	 [Cal. lions. 1961; Vikrarn 601l)ividc by xyt etc.	 Ans. l/y4- l+log X—(x.

2'	 '('") . +	 -	
[Gujra* 19581dx	 It

I )ivijc by ; and put y- r cIi'.
ON) cos x	 siu x I 2O.	

i.g. ,ezj
Dividing by Cos x, we et

r	 ' -1 i	 Ian v	 2 sec. x. Now put yi: r.

'fr	 .'•l.
[('a). [tons. 1957; Vikram 631

flint. Divide by '.r and put	 -- r etc.
Ans.

0 le , n i f( I --') see , •	
lAud. l%M

	

Put till I, r.	 Ans. t.	 — C-4- 3 itig l __ eT).

l'rUl'lclu. 01 4iirs leading to the differential equations of the
first4iIiltT ,tml first degree.

I. l's,,j Pie equations of the curves f,r wI,i4-I: the cartesian
.,i!'Iau.iet is '.)flShiflI.	 (Nagpur 1956 jS)I

Solution	 t irIc,ian siitilti,,'t'tit is given by 	
J'
Jr

i.
'I'

i, w lici e a is a cns( Ut

Jv
Of	 .li. sc I'ac aulig tti	 trithIcs,

lii(cgiaiiiie,	 log r	 xC	 log' ....)	 -
01	 1	 C ''	 - 4e,
1% Itir cutc

F % . 2. i•,,.: :h- -.hzri4;p1 of (h a rurte for W/,j,h tfte (arfrsi,pt
-* ;it''i, ,rP,la I is ,'. ' 'i.r,:nr.	 (lh'thj tUct)J



tri,,s 'iF's: t'r.i.. a'J Fs P.ree

Solution. Cartesian subnormal isivcn by v
.3.'

.jr
•	 - =a, where a is constant

dx

Or	 v .3 =a dx.
lnlcgriting. Iv=ax+ C or i' 2ax+.•' is the curve, vshere

.42(' is an arbitrary constant.
Ex. 3. Fin.! the equario'f of the curs e for i -/id: the ' polar szn¼.

tan,.n is c.'nstant.

Solution. Polar subtangenc is given b y r
jr

'hi
r --=a, where a is a constant

a
or	 dr=c.

lnteratin., —' -+C or r	 f	 a -0 is the curve.

E. 4. Fin,! the .quat ion of the cur, .for "i,h 'o1ar iit,:,'rpt,.l
j5 ,lflçf,;flf	 , .

	 L)clh i I lon.

Solution. I'oT;ir subnormal is given 1w

.1'•
-a or Jr =-a d.

or	 r-a+C is the curve.
E. 5 rind the curve for i, hid, the tangent at each point makes

LI constant angle .z with the radizi.c ve•t'r.
Solution. Let o cnot tile angle t'checn the ,.id,us vector 1fld

then

tan 4r	 But	 (const.)
ITT

-	 •h	 Jr
So	 tan i 

• 
- r	 -

Jr	 r
or	 .Ot	 ,It.

I fltCtrit*iig. Jog r	 c1 cot	 + lot	 •	 -

or	 log . 	 cot a or r	 •. .1

b.b/r.,w that ali curves for ii hi,, the ia e of th noimal
is .',:iaI t.' the .c.lU:r.' at ' 1/se raJths I.t,'r are .it/t(' L.JT4 li•s of

rcc1ar,ts far III f'er/.i/a..
Solution . At g u y point P (v. ) of a cu r e

length of the iort,,jI - -;. 41 +
	I cntJ, of the radius vector—	 :4 I-).
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As given YjI+0V)1—X.+Y.dx
)=.i. so that yor	 y' (	 dx

When y.+x.weget
x dx=y dy, i.e., 4X4)P*+C(integratlng)

or	 J2_y22C which is rectangular hyperbola.
Again when y	 WC haveds

Y dy+x-!xO.
Intcgratin, y+x'=C, which is a circle.
E. 7. Find the curve for which the sum of the reciprocals of the

radius rector and. the polar subtangens is constant. 	 [Agra 19561
Solution. We know that polar subtanjent—,-

•. as given	 (const.)	 -
I	 I elr 1k

-. Le1 7 =r. sothat do
dr	 leIL) becomes	 ordo	 d

which is linear in r. ;. I. F.=e'	 Ithe

The solution is re'J —ke'(18+C
or !. t=ke+C 82 V !

or --&+Ce is the curve.
La. S. Find the equation of the curve in which the angle between

she radius vector and the fangen. is one half of the vectorial angle.
LAgra D.Sc. 1957)

Solution. If 4 is the angle betwecoradius vector and tangent.
tan +.$.

As given, 4.i.40 or tan 4 =tan 40
of r

ds 	 0.

SsØraling the varibles
Integrating. log r -.2 log sin 9+ log C

or	 •. sia* 2 40 .	 - oS 6'
or r-o I -	 9 'heic a C. ihe curve, Is a



£qsioiions of Firu Orier and Firs: Degree	 3$

Ex. 9. Find the equation of the curie in sc/itch the angle between
the radius vector and tangent is supplementary of half the rectorial
angle.	 [Agra B.Sc. 581

Solution. Here 4--l0 or tn # — tan (i-0).	 -

r .i— tan O
dr

Separating the variables ) we get

ç+cot *8 I—O.	 -

Integrating, log '+2 log sin 0= log C or r sine lo=C
2Cor Ir (I —cos 0).0 or —=1 —cos 0.

The curve is a parabola.
Ex. 10. Show that if y and y, he so!u:ions of the equation

dy4Py=Q,

where P and Q are functions of x alone, and y —3 ,1 z, then
1x.

where- a is an arbitrary constant. 	 fSagar 62)

	

dy	 dy 	as
Solution. y,=y,z. •. - =:	 +y

As y, is a solution of the given equation,

Substituting in this value of 	 and y. we get
WT

Iy	 ci:
: .1-+y	 +Pvsz=Q

or (%'+Pys+y1

or :Q+y=Q as -'+Py1-()Jr	 dv
St	 QO -	 - LIx.

Integrating, log (:.- I)C+J_ . Jx	 -

r :—I+ j Qu iiX. This proves the result.

I.
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3
Equations of First Order

and First Degree

Exact Differential Equations and Reductionto Exact Equations
31.. Exact Differential Equations.	 (Bombay 61: Karnatak 601

Study the following two differential eqnations.
I. x.d,' . ; rdx-O. Solution isx'.C.
2. sinxcos)di. ; . cosxsini'tlx 0;

Solution is sin x sin y C.
We see that the ditTerential equations can behtim•• eel 1y

directly differentiating their solutions. I)itTrensijI cqu:tI,on' of this
type are called exact equations, and bear tile f011O%'Iflt! property

An exact diffe.u,uial equalioPi can aFiiaic be obtained from its
primitive directly /,y djffe,engj:tjti,,, Willw,lt w,r suh.wquent ,ii,lij.
phcut tOn, (iufljflatü,fl etc.

•32. Nccessarry and Sufficient Condition
T, find rue lece.ç.var' and uffieieng c"udiilon for a clijJerent Ia!

equatimi of Jir.l &Tree heiisç exact.
(Poona 63. 61': Delhi lIons. 57, 55; Nag. 63:-	 .	 Gujrat 59; Bornbay 611

Let (lie equation be M+N
dx

Let u-C be its primitive.	 .
If (1) is exact, it can he obtained by directly differcritiating its

primitive.
eU 4Il)ilTcrenhiating (2), tc hav (Ille0.

	,•.	 (,y d.'.

iw(dlCompaung (I) and (3) we get M	 :inl A':= - .  so that
, If iou_ L_V 2u

kv

Hence the condition I'.



Exact Equations

That the condition is necessary has been proved. Now we
ØNprove tli.it it i. sufficient also, i.e. if----&t(  
--, then we show that

or At dx+NdyO is an exact equatioi.

Let f Mdx-_U, then _=M, so that

2 U •.. a -if _aN am ON
-- .ts -By ax	 )' .9x	 y Ox

N fUi.e.
x ax by

Integrating, N=?-!L_f(,), where f(y) is a function of y
,-.---.-.._ Oy

from x.	 I	 --.
dy	 +11?

^
+N 

dx ,x lay y) dx

=f[u±Jf(,.) dxJ

This shows t	 an exact equation.

33
,̂ dx+

mmbrit).
\The equatio NO Tie, the con —ti

then it is exact. To integrate it,
(I) integrate M with regard to x regarding y as constant;
(ii) find out those terms in N which are free from x and

integrate them vIth regard to j';

(fF1) add the two expressions so obtained and equate the sum
to an arbitrary constant.

This gives the general solutictilt of the given exact equation.
Ex. 1. (y+4x3y- 3x)	 1) dy-0

[Karnatak 601
Solution Here if=y1 ±4xj f3x and .Nx'+4x±y+1.

4y3 4--4x3 and

Since these are equal, th equation is exact.
To Imud solution of the ditrerciitiI equation, integrating Al

i.e. v'-!-4.4r--j-3x w.r.t. x, keeping y as constant, %e get
I"X-'- X1r

!1



Differential Eqi:atir

ia . x4 +4xy3 ±y -- I, terms free from x are y+ 1 whose integral
with respect toy is y2+),.

Therefore the general solution is
r ex-- x4y4 1x 2 + y2+yC.

Ex. 2. Solve x (x2 -j-y—a3 ) dx+y (x2 —y2 —b) dyO.
-	 (Nag. 63; Poona 61)

Solution. Here M=x3 +xy2 —a2x. N—yx2 —y3 — baj.
aN

T=2xyand2XY.
Since these are equal, the equation is exact,
Integrating M w. r .1. X keeping y as constant, we get

± x'2 — a2x2.
In i, terms free from x are —y3 —b2y whose integral is

- 1y4 - j b2y.
Hence the general solution is

W ±x2y2 —a2x— jy4 - b2y=const.
or x —y4+ 2x2y2 _ 2a2x2-2b2 — C.
• Ex. 3. Solve (x-2xy±3y2) dx+(4y+0ryx2) dy—O.

[Delhi Hong. $51
ON

Solution. Llf--2x+Tx--6Y-2x.
ay

Since these are equal the equation is exact.
Integrating M, i.e. x-2xy+3y1 w.r.t. x keeping y as cons-

(ant, we get	 4x3—x2y+3)2x
• in N, term free from x is +4y3 whose integral is y4.

hence jlc solution is *x—x2y+3y'x+yC.

	

Solve (x-2e) dy+(v+x sin x) dx=.-O	 Gujrat 611
Solution. Here M=y+x sin x, Nx-2e.•
••Lff 8N

I,	 1; therefore equation is cxact.

Integrating y+x sin x with respect to x keeping y as constant,

we get	 x.p+f x sin x dx= xy—x cos x-':sin x.

In N. term free from x is —2e" whose integral with respect, to
Y is —2e'.

Hence. the complete solution is
xy—x-cosx±sin x2e'rC.

Ex. 5. (a) SolvE x dx+y dyaa ll (x	 div)

(Delhi Ho.%. 42
Solution. The equation can be put as

I	 a2	
O.

y\	 I	 a'xt
Xi ±,:) (!X4Y3^)UY

38



Exact 4uan.su	 3

Here M=x+ a2y and
• aM (X2+y2)a*_a2y.2y 2 (x'.—yS)

=	 (x2+y2)2	 (x2+)2)2
ON -a2 (x*+yi)+2a2xa a" (0-14)and	

(x2+y)	 (x2+ja
OM aSince	 j	 the equation is exact.

Integrating M w.r,t. x regarding y is constants we get
1x2+a2y! lain ! or 4x +a3 tan t L

In N term free from x is y whose integral is 4y'.
}lCncc the solution is &xt+a

or x+y+2a2 lain'=C.

Lx. S. (b) Solve  dx+y dy+X dy—ydx0

The C. lion is exact; proceed as in the above example.
.6. Solve (I+ehIv) tLv+e.W (I—x/y) dy=O.

(Karnatak 61; Bombay 50; Guijrat 59; Poo.a 611
SoletIoo. Here M=l +e 1' and N=,.4 (1 —xly)

(ay	 \y2

and	 (1_)+e1v

ØM ONSince -	 -, the equation is exact.
Now integrating 1 4-eliv with respect to x keeping y as constant,

we get x -f et1-- I.e., x+ye*
In N I.e., in e' (t —x/y) there is no term free from x
Hence the required solution is x+yextC.
Lx. 7. [cos x tat: y+cos (x+y)] dx

±[si,: X Sec y±cos (x +y)) dy=U.
[Bombay 61; GvJrat 611

Solution. Here M=cos x tan-i'— cos
and	 Nsin x sec2 Y+ cos x—y)

Now cM— :CS V sec2 .1 .- sin ( v— ),
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X sec- I —sin

Since thesethese are equal. the equation iS e x act.
Now ir.tcrating %f, Ic. cos x (.in v cos (X + .V ) ts th rpci to .

keeping v as constant,	 et
Sin x tan v- Sm (x--y)

In N, there is no term free from Y.

Hence the genera' solution is
sin x tan ±sin.(x+y)=C.

Ex. S. (cos x ta,, v—sin x sec v) dv
+(sin .v sec 2 y— COS x tan v c'scc t dy - 0.

[8oni6a B. A. (Sub.) 581
Solution. We have .f=cos x tan y - sin X 5CC Y.

and N-= sin x sec t v-4-cos x tan2 v cosecy.

- cos x see' r—sin X sec v Ian V

OY
ON
y=cos x see' 	 x (any Sec V.

as (an v cbec r=Lan v see .
i

Since a - =-
8N

, the equation is exact.
ey Ox

Integrating 31 /c. cos x tan y—sln x
keeping )' as c.nstant we got

sin x tan y+cos x sec y.
In N there is no term tree from x.
Hence the general solution is

sin x tan y+cos x sec y=C.
EN. 9. Solve (s!,, x cos y - c) dx

(cos x i: i' ± ta p, r) dv - 0.
[l'oonaf9J

Solution. Here=—sin x sin, )-,	 ------sifl .' sin r.
.0;'	 —OX

Since these are equal, the equation is exact.
Integrating M i.e.. sin x cos Y+e2x w.r.t. x, keeping y is cons-

(ant, we get - -•os x cos y+ fe2x.
Also in N the term free from x is tan y whose integral w.r.t. V

is hg sec Y.
Hence the solution is

— cos x cos y+4+1og Sec y==C.
Ex. 10. $ Il? the following equations (nhh'/: are exact)
i) (2x3.L 3y) dx+(3x+)—l) dy=O.	 [Poona 931

	

Aug .	 x'-1-3;-x4-y2

sec ;'	 ith regard to .
LU
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(ii) (x2 — 4xy-2y2) dx + (- 4xy-2x) dy.
Ans. x3+y3.-6xy(x.T.r)C,

(iii) CO x (cos X —sin a sin r) dx
±eos). (cos — sj,, a sin x) th=.0.

Ans. 2(x+) sin 2x+sin 2-4 sin a sin x sin .rC.
(ii) (2.çy-4-r—ra,iy)dx+x2 --.x tans y+sec .r)dvO.

[Poona 19641
Ans. f.r-I-x—x tan y±tan yC.

( v ) (2x) , + 4x3 •-12x)4 ±3r —xc v ± e) d.v

*t2r±zrx2+4.'4__4y± 2

.re2 -') dv.-U. [Poona 641
Ans. 4X3y+x2.i 2 +x'-4y3x --.'--xe+.r'-=C.

3 . Integrattng (actors.
If an equation heroines exact after it has been ;:ndiiplied b a

fiwetfo,: of x and v, f/zen .cucl: a funciio,, is called wz in! egral lag
factor	 [Karnatak 61
35.. Number of integrating factors.

To show that t t'ere is a,: infinite number of Integrating fèicjors fora'z equal/a?,.

	

Mdx±yd'=O.	 fICaratak 611
To prove this let & be an integrating factor then

(Al dx+N di')=du.
Integrating, uc is a solution.
Now multip lying both the sides by f(u), a fu,wion of ',

we get	 !Lf(u) [41 dx+N dl-]=f u) du.
Expression on the right is directly integrable and therforc so

rnut be the left hand side
Hence ttftu) is also an integrating factor. Since flu) is an arbi-

trary function of U. the nutbr of integrating ctors is infinite.
36. Integrating factor by inspection.

Somet i'nes an integrating flictor cail be found by inspection. For
this -the reader should studr the foliowiug results
Group or terms	 I F.

xdt .-rdx	 . . .	 .	 .

.xdy-.ydx	 .

xdy—ydx	 .	 I	 . di, dX

xdy - ax.
xdy—y dx 

d F tan
I_	 x
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Groups of terms

xdj±ydx

x dx-- y dy

D4jTcrenhiuI Equations

	

I.F.	 Exact Differential

	

1	 X dy+y dxa [Jog (xy)]

for ,i= I

	

.1	 xdx+ydy
(x2+yt)1	 ()0+),2)0

(X2+YT71 I
Or

x Lr+y dy d 
[1 log (x2+y2)]= x4y2

if n=1.

Ex. 1. Solve (x +y2) dy+(yX2) dx=O.	 INagpur 611
Solution. The equation can be written as

x dy+y dx+y2 dy.-x2 dx=O.
or	 d(xy)+y dy—x2dxO.

1ntegratin,	 or y3-x3+3xy=c.
Ex. 2. Solve y dx-x dy +3x2y2e dx=O.	 INagpur 611

SolutiON. The equation can be written as

y dx_X dy +3 2 dx=O,
ys

d ()+C5' d(x3)=O.

Integrating,

Ex. 3. Solve x dy-y dx-x (x-y') I dx=O. IDeIhi Hone. 61]
Solution. The equation can be written as

xdy_ydx_xdx,o
- (x2 —y')2!2
xdy—ydx

i.e. •[ (yJJI1 put=t, then xdy—y dx

i.e.,	 =dx or x+c= sin 1—sin'

Ex 4. Solve a (x dy+2y dx)=xy dy.
Solution. The equation can be written as

(a-r)xdv+2av dx=.O or 9idy+!dxO.

Integrating,	 a log y-y i 2a log xr-Cp	 -
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Or	 log )x*=+Iog C or yx=CeW,

Ex. 5. Solve ydx—xdy+IogxdxO.

Solution. The equation as x -dy
—y= log xdx

	

dyl	 log x

_

or

	

	 .---y------. Linear, LF.=e

:. y!4Llogxdx_c
X jx2

'=—(I+logx—C

or y+log.x+cx+ I O is the solution.
Ex. 6. Solve (i. xy) y dx+(1—xj') x dy=O.	 IBihar 62]
Solution. Write the equation as

y dx+x dy+xy (y dx—x dy).=O
or	 d-x))+xy (y d—x dy)=O.

We readily find that	 is the I.F. So the equation becomes

	

d(xy)ydx—xdy00	 -+ f	 '_o
Xy-	 -

Integrating, —+log x—log y=C1 or x=CyeilrV.
XY

Ex. 7. Solve (xex._.2mxy2) dx+2mx2y dy=O.
d' 2

Solution. Equation is 2y_!_.Lt 2ex_=O.
dxx in

dz 2 xPutting j-2—Z, the equation becomes	 2+— =O.

	

LF.=e	 etc.

Ex. 8. 'Solve j (2xy+e-) dx_ex d.y = O. 	 [Vikram 61]

Solution. The equation is c'=2xy2f)ex
dx

or _y_s ±rl	2xrx. Put y'v,

the equation is	 I.F..ca etc.

Solution is	 rIex —x24-C.
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37. Rules for finding the integrating factor.

Rule. I.	 -4(x), a functionof x only, then e1
IV

	is an integrating factor. 	 Lbelhi Huns. 64J
8M_N	 -.

Rule II. If	 =g(y) is a function of y alone, Ihen
Af

is an integrating factor.
We give below some examples to illustrate these rules.
Ex. I. Sf1/re (x2+y2+x) dx+xy d=o-Solution.- 

AfX2+Y--x,
am
- r.2,---y, equation is not exact.

If ON
;r	 3x	 2i--i.	 I

Howeer,
. r------.---- - x

- , a function of x alone.
N 

ci
Hened I
Multiplying by I F., the equation becomes

(x3!xy2.4.x2) dx±xy dy r O, exact no.v (check up).
Integrating, .r3 .riz i-x2 ith regard to x, keeping y as constant,

we get
and in x2y1 there is no term free from x. Therefore the solution is

1x1 ± .4x1y2 4. =C' or 3.0 ± 4x3 +6x2y2 .=C.
2. Solve (,. 5 J.1 +1) d.v-2xy dy=O.

• 9M	 ON
Solution. --- =2y,—-2y, not exact.

Off aN
ayax 2.v 2y	 2

However, ------•--= -	 -- function of x alone..
N. •-'xy	 x

.I.F.e_=e2!'' X.	
S•

Multiplying by	 the equatiqn becomes

exact iiow.

Integratthg, I	 with regard 10 x keeping i as ontant.

t •	1.•
-'Eytt	 ---,
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and in--	 there in no term free frem

Hence the solution is
V2 	 I	 --- = C or x— i - Cy 4- I.
X 

Lx. 3. Solve (2 1 -2) dx-2xr d-O.

	

Solution. Just as in the above example,	 !.

Hence multiplying by 4.. the equation becomes

(i +j) dx- 2 dy_-O, exact

SOkIion is x— - -c or •v 2 — 1•2--c

Ex. 4. Solve (-2 -H 2 2x) dx±2 . v dr=O.
[Vikrflm 1959; AIM. 591 -

At
Solution.	 .- 2t. —rrO, not exact.

iAf bN
7However,	 2v	

I.

1j	 .ex.
MulIiply inp by cx, the equation beomec
• cx (X'+y2 +2 ) (1x	 (Iy=.I). now exact.
This can he written as	 .

txl 2x) e- dx-1-(0' (IX e2; . dv)- 0
or

Integrating, xcx •,'cx=C or (xz -- y2) x=C.
Miter. The equatiOn can also he written as

2,-'/-1.	 1.2 -(x2 : 2x).	 -

Putting- 	 2x. Linear, I.F.=-e-v etc

Sol (v y+x) dx	 (x-i-xt-1)-dt (, -
Delhi liOns. 1965; Aura M.Sc. 63 Banaras 56] -

U.If i-
•	 .V	 •

Solution. —. - - I • i - , --	 ii .	 ). not exact.

I	 1v;-
-	 x	 (I - 12)._ (I 4- 12 )	 3

Hocvcr	 -..
N	 1x(Ii-)

- a function nix alone.
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1dx

	

I.F.=e .x 	 eS'°t=:x3.
Multiplying by x3, the equation becomes -

(x'),+Ix3x3 + x5) dx+} (x4+x4y') dy=O, exact. now.
Integrating x3y 4- x v3± x5 with respect to x keeping y as

constant, we get	 x'y± 'x+-x.
In . (x4+X4y2 there is no term free from x.

the solution is
or ,	3.4y-I-y3x1+x6=C.

Lx. 6. Is the dhffer'njial equation (X3 — 2)-2) dx+2xy dy=O
exact? Solve the equation.	 [Cal. Hons. 19631

Solution. The equation is not exact; however we have
[tfN].....4y_2y.3 '

	 •	 I.F eJ-3 dx/x-,.i-

	

N La.;' ax J	 2xy	 x	 x3.
Proceed as above I
Lx. 7. (2x)24.4.v2xr2+x142y) dx

+2 (y3 — x2) , +x) r=O.
Solution. Equation is not exact.
I o%f
---- ----=2x. I.F.=eIZdx=e'-.N	 ,xj	 -

The SQluI3n is (2x2j4 4xy+v 1) c-T-=C.
Lx. 8. Salve (y'+ 2.r) dx--(Kr . 2E'-. 4x) i;=O.

[Cal. lions. 1962, 611

Solution.	 2,	 -.I••'--4, not exact:
(iV

att
4.:,	 3however,	

M ==_a function of.;alone.

1dy
1.F.	 .cs 1..: y

Multiplying by ]/y, the equation becomes

(y -) (iv+(x±2_) i; . - 0, exact now.

Integrating y + 
Y2

w. r.. x keeping v as constant, we have

.

In x 4-2y—,

w.r.t. y, we getjr'.

the term fit.f;c from x is 2v, So inteerating 2;
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Therefore the solution is 	 x+y=C.

Lx. 9. Solve (3x2 r 1 +2x)-) dx±(2x3y3—x3) d)=-O.
•	 (Cal. Hons. 54 53.]

Solution. Here	 ==I2xy$+2x,_6X2Y3_2X.
Ox

eM_aN
Now	 6x2v.!4x	 2 function of r alone.

.tf	 (3xy3+2x) r

... 1. F.=e	 dv_c_2 Io

Multiplying by 	 the equation becomes

(3x2 % 3) dx .. (2fv-) v= o, exact now.

Integrating 3x2 .v 2 +	 w.r.t..keeping r as constant, se get

X 31'2	
V2

In 2xr--, there is no term free from .v.

VI
Hence the solution is

or
Ex. ID. (2x te )-2'-f	 c/i 0.

I /;.%I	 .V\	 4	 .
Solution. We have -- I. F.

ti \ 0i • OX / F

Solution is	 VIC,
•1 .	•i•

314. Rule HI.
If .%! (tv V dv=O is homogeneous and Mx Ny10.

then	 is an integrating factor.

Rule IV.	 (Delhi lIuns 611

If the equation can he written in the form
i'/lvi) dx xg (xr) jv=(),f(vi)/(xtj,

then	 '.J(E)(%)J	 \• is an integrating factor.

i:. I...4rt• .'i dx - (i.i) d=U.
Solution. 1 he equation is homogeneous and
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Mx+11iyO.
I	 I.	 IHence M	 rV3(vi5)'= — is Integrating factor.

Multiplying by

	

	 the equation becomes
 

di-0, exact now.•%1

Integrating -- with respect to .r treating r as constant,
.v3ue get

In	 term free from .v is 	 , i.e., -. Integrating it w .r.t.
Y, e gel tog .r

Hence thr solution is — -3 -!-log .rconst.=Iog C

or	 logy= log C-f--3 or F=Ce"I3.
Ex. 2. Solve (.1 i:r') d.v—xj	 0.
Solution. Equation is homogeneous.

I	 I	 _l•	 M.v+ N	 xlx1 -	 - x r4 x5

Multiplying by l•, the equation becomes

(±) dx-	 -0, exact now.

Integrating —	 with respect to x keepng r constant, we get
I.'log .v---

' Also — is not free from .v.

Hence the complete solution is log x—--C'.
•	 •r44x1 log s-f Cx',

Ex 3. .Soke 1 dv's (.v2--xr—r) dy=O.
Solution. The equation is homogeneous.

I. 	 ___ I_:__ -- 1___•
Mx-l-Nr y ( .v2-2)

Multiplying bythe equation becomesI-Tvz
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1x2 % 2+2	 (11	 2 \	 INow j	 dxJ1+yçi)XI log

treating *' as constant.
In coefficient of dv term free from x is — , Whose integral

w.r.t. v is — log v. Hence the solution is
* log x_r_j._ log y=log C, or x=C)4elIx.

Ex. 6. Solve y.(2xv i-I) dx± x (l+2xy-xy3)dy=O.

Solution. LF.==- -------Mx—Ny xty
The equation after multiplying I.F. becomes

/2	 l\	 11	 2__j\
.3 .s+ 4;3) dx+ k3j 	 zj) d=o.

Solution IS	 t333 —log .-C.
Ex. 7 Solre

(xy sin xv-I . cos x)) y dx+(xy sin x —cosxy x dv=i.
[Calcutta Hons. 591

Solution. Equation is of th form
flxy) dx F xg(x y ) dy- '0.

1	 1
2x;'cosxy

Multiplying by LF., the equation becomes

( y tan x.J'+ !) dx+4( x tan	 dv-- 0 (exact now).

Integrating j (v tan xv± !) with respect to x, treating - j- as

constant, we get [-log Cos y r-i log x].

In coefficients of dy the trni free from x is - 	 hosc integrd

is - log)'.
• Hence the solution is

4 [—log cos xv -- log x—log t'-conctant
or x=cr co" (xr.

Ex. S. Solve ( t 2.) dx4(x'-2.&) d% 0.	 flomba) 553
Solution. The equation is homogeneous.

I	 I
tfv.Nv	 ir (x+y-)

Now proceed yourself.
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Solve
(.y+.'r+l) y dx+ (x2y—xy±I) x dr=O. [Allahabad 66]

I	 l\drEx. 10. Solve	 —O
31)7v—-	 vdx	 (Delhi Pass 671

Solution. Equation is y3 dx+(x2y_t)

	IF— ____	 1
MX+N1-y3x+x21.2_y

Now integrate after multiplying by I. F.
3•9. Rule V. Làt the equation be of the form

xy' my dx+ax dE)+x;4 (p), dx+vx dy),
where a, b, co d, in, a,	 r are all constants. Then iiJas an inte-
grating factor x'y, where Ix, P are so chosen that after multiplying\J by xg) ,P the equation becomes exact.

Following few examples will illustrate the procedure.
Ex. 1. Solve 0-3_3ixZ)dx4(2xy*_.3) dv=.

\	 Solution. The above equation can be written as
Y" (y dx+2x(r)—xt (2i' dx+x d),)= 0.

Now let .yD be an integrating factor of the equation.
Multiplying by x2y. the equation becomes

+lx2+)(j.+(2. + +d_.+3)

In this (exact) equation.
/jfr,1.HIX2 —2v'x2 , N=

Hence at and 3 are such that
0%! N
o

I.e., (3+) tZ4r2.2 ( LI)
'2 (l+a) xy2+4_ (x.+3)

so that	 3 -=2 (1+2) and 2 ft l). x 3.
Solving these	 I and P - I. 1kne .vr is an integrating factor.
Now multiplying by .vi, the equation becorne

(xy4 -2x3) dx 1 . (2.v 3 —x'i) dx . O (exact).
lntegrnhinu xE1 -2t.v with regard to .v' keeping y constant MC

have.. .r2 r1 -	 ix1.
In coefficient of dv there is no term free fiorn .r.
hence the solution is x'r1 —v2x4 constant.

i.e.,	 v2 i 2 ()2 .v)=- C.
EX-2. Pro v' i/ia: vvk is a,; liziegrat in,,' 1,eIor 'J•

(p.' dx+ qx ilv) xv (ri l.v -j s.v dv) 0,
h 	 k-f,	 ,I,•m.l kn 1

/

	

	
(flU	

IDeihi Huns. 591
Just the article.
Ex. 3. Soh (2f)x 8.vv 4.i	 301 ) y dx

d1-0.	 (ksj. M.Sc. 621
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Solution. Let xtyS be an integrating factor of the equation.
Multiplying by X"y. we get

(20x 1r' + 8x1 2 -'- 4xy 13 + 3x2)-") dx
+4 (x3y+	 x' +x'4'y 3j dy=O.

ONThis is exact for values of a and 11 for which-•	 -.	 cy	 ax
or 20 (P+l) xX+21P+8 (+2) x'y"

+4xa(P+3)y+3xa (4.4)yt+3
r4 (o+) x'y-4 (z+2)

±4 (at 	 .vy+4 (+i)xy°.
20 (+))4 (x f3, 8 (+2)=4 (a+2).

4(P 1 -	 4(+1),3Ip1-4)=4(+1)
These equations are all satisfied for prO,
Hence the integrating faz..tor--.v2.
Now multiplying by v, the equation becomes
(200 +Sx5y 1- 4x2j4+ 3x2y y

4 (x' -x3y l.x2y2.!x!)-3) x di=O.
This is an exact equation.
Integrating (20x4+	 y, with respect to .v trea

ting y as constant, we get
(4x 5+2x4)-+ xy2+x3y4) r.

In N there is no term free from x.
Ilence the solution is

4: 4 +2.% 4y+ fx3r2--x8y5=c/t'.
Ex. 4. Solve (8)- d.v 8x dr+xy3 (4) dx•-Sx d)-)=O.
Solution. .v2yP be an integrating factor Multiplying by xy

•.bM bN
and applying the condition •—=–-- we get

=l,fll.
x.;' is an integrating factor.

The equation on multiplying 1w .y becomes

•rlrc solution is 4•0	 C
E. 5. SIl%e x (4; dx-j.	d.;j+y (3y dx+Sx dy)=O.

[Delhi 6€]
Solution. If.)- be an l.F., then =2, :='.

The equation after multipl y ing by x2y becomes
• (4x 2	dx (2x4v 5x3 r4) dy= 0

hosc solution is	 x412 x'y'= C.
Allier. The equation can he written as

(4xy+ 3:') dx (20+5xr3) dv'O.
Now	 Mx-N) -2xv Ix-y9.
Thus an integrating factor is

I	 I
i7-,\i	 2. •v jx—j	 -
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Multiplying by LF., the equation after simplification becomes

(4±) dx+(+5y2)	 o

which is an exact equation and its solution is
4x+3y3 log x+y=C.

Ex. 6. Solve x3 y2 (2y dx+x dy)—(5y dx -7x dv)=O.
[Delhi Hons. 61]

Solution. Multiplying by x l'yP and then applying the condition
of exactness, we get a=—,

.'. l.F.=x" 813y 1013. The equation t1en becomes
(203y P-5x 13y 713) dx+(x4I3y13_ 7xi3jr1'S) dy=-O.
Solution is

Ix'13y'3+ 3xW3y7I3C1 or x3y3+2 Cx51*y7I$.
Lx. 7. Solve (y3+2x2y) dx4-(2x—xy) dyO.
Solution. Multiplying by x"yP and then applying the conditions

of exactness, we get a.--,=--.4.
Solution is	 5.1(xy)—X3I2ySI2=C.
Lx. 8. Solve (2xy—,y4) dX+(3X+2X),3) dyO.
Solution. I F.xUI13yIL3.
Solution is 5x4I13y2hli3_j2x_l!13y15113_C.
Lx. 9. Given that for some constant a (.Y+y)m is an integrating

factor of
(4x2+2)v+6,) dx+(2x2 +9y'i- 3x) dy=O,

find a and solve the d(fferential equation. 	 [I(r	 61]
Multiply by '(x+y)g and apply the condition of exactness to

find the value of a. Then solve the resulting exact differential
equation.

Lx. 10 Solve 3y dx-2x dy+x2y 1 (JOy dx-6x dy)=O.
[Delhi lions. 591

Find the integrating factor as usual.
Lx. 11. Prove that P x, y) dIc

Integrating factor of the form #(x-{-v) if
•1 (8P8Q

P—Qax ax
is a function of x+y.

Just the article.

Ex. 12. Prve that	 is an integrating facto, of

(2xy—y2.--y) dx+(2.vyxX) dyO
and hence integrate the equation.	 '	 [Cal. Hens. 62]

Multiply by the integrating factor and show that the equation
becomes exact.

dyr=O wi(i have an

[Cal. lIons, 62)
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Trajectories

41. Trajectories. A curve which cuts every mcmber of a
given family of curves at a constant anglea is called an a trajectory.

If a=90°, then it is called an onhogbnol trajectory of the family
or curves.

42. Equation of the trajectories. If a family of curves be given
by the differential equation f(x, y, p)=0, then its a.trajectoiy is
given by

I	 —tana\

Orthogonal trajectories. If a=90°, then
p—tana. p cot a-1 —1=—as cot 90 =0.

14-p tan a cot a+p	 p
Hence corresponding to the family of curves whose differential

equation is fix, y, p)=0 the differential equation of the orthogonal
trajectories is fix, y, - I 1p)=0 which on integration gives family
of trajectories orthogonal to the given family of curves.

Polar Coordinates. If family of curves by given by

then their orthogonal trajectory is given by

f(r. o, —r2 )=0. -

Ex. 1. Find orthogonal trajectories of hyperbolas xy=c2.
Solution. Family of hyperbolas is xy=.c2.

Differentiating y-4-x
dy

di-	 dr
Replacing	 by	 the differential equation of orthogonal

trajectories is
dx

or xdv—ydy=0.,.

Integrating,
This gives family of orthogonal trajectories of the hyperbolas
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Ex. 2. Show that the system of èonfocal conic:
1	 yZ

is.self.orthogonal. (AIM. 1965; Delhi Hons. 60,57; Patna Hons. 50
Solution. •Differentiating the curve'w.r.t. x, we get

2x .. 2y	 x-' ±aypP_O

x b'+A=—°_""•x+yp •	 x+yp
Hence the differential equation of the given conics is

X2 (x+yp) p' (x+yp) 
1(a2—b') x (a'.—bt) yp

or. (x+), ) (x—y/p=at—b'.
Now replacing p by - lIp, the differential equation of the ortho-'

gOnal trajectories is
(x—y/p) (x+yp)=a—b,

which is just the same as (I). Thus the system of confocal cnics
is self-orthogonal.

.Ex. 3. FiAd the orthogonal trajectories of
(Cal. Hons. 1950; Patna Hons54

• 'Proceed yourself.
• Ex. 4. Show that the, system of confocal and Co txial parabolas

y2 -4a (x+a) is self-orthogonal. 	 (Delhi lions, 1959)
Solution. Parabolas are given by

y2=4ax+4a2 .	 .
Differentiating w.r.t. we get

•	 2yp=4a or

Putting this value of a in the equation of parabolas, the differen-
tial equation of the family of given parabolas is

y=2ypx+y'p2.
Now replacing p oy —lip, the differential equation of the ortho-

gonal trajectories is
y= —2yx/p+y3/p'

or yp2+2xyp=y2,

which is just the same as (2). Hence the parabolas (I) ate self-
orthogonal.	 .

Ex. 5. (a) Find the orthogonal trajectories of the family of
coaxial circles x+y+2gx+c=O, where g is a parameter and
a constant.	 (Delhi Hons. 1966; Nag. 61)

(b) Find the orthogonal t.ajeclo,ies of the family of circl-s
x2+y2 + 2fy+ 1 =0,1 being the parameter. 	 (Delhi Pass 1967)
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Solution. (a) Differentiating, x-l-yp+g=O
Putting g—(x+)-p), the differential equation of the family, of

• of coaxial cilcks is
. +y2--2x (x+vp)-c=O.

or	 y2—x-2.vyp+c=0.
Putting	

I/p 

for p the difibrential equation, of orthogonal
- trajectories is

Y5x5+2xY;+c=0dy

or	 2xy dx_
x2_c_y2 . Put x=t, ' •dxdt

	

—	
-=r

dy
di

dt	 1	 C'	 Ior	 ---- 1----y. I.F=—•

	

dyy	 y
. t !=f _(-f-i-)! dy=—y— f(const.) i

or	 X'-J-y2-1-fy—cO.
(b) Proceed as in part (a).
Ex. 6. Determint' the 450 trajectories of the family of concentric

	

circles x2+yc2.	 (Delhi lIons. 19611
Solution. Differentiating Xt±y2=c,

• the differential equation of the family of circles is
x+ypO.	 •..	 ...(1)

Now to find differential equation of the 45° trajectories, we shall
replace p by

	

i+p tah45°	 b.e., ' 1+p
Hence the duff, equation of the 454 trajectories is

or (x+y) dy+ (x—y) dx=O.

This is a homogeneous equation. Putting yvx, we get
r.	 dvl

(x+vx) 1v+xTJ+x_.vxO
dv v2-f-1I.e.,

or
xv2i-I
dxl	 2v, I

or	 :+TO

Integrating, log x+J log (,2+ 1)4 tan t log ('

56
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or	 log (x (t+vt))=log C-2 tan-' r
i.e.,	 x+y2_-('e-2 tsir4 (y/x) as y=vv.

Lx. 7. Find the equation of a st of curves each ,nensber of
which cus every member of the famth' .j=(onst. a; the angle

fDeIhl HoNS. 56]
Solution. Duff, equation of xy=reaa y±xp=O.

Replacing p by,
I +,p tan 450-iTil the differntial equation

of hr-trajectories is 	 -

i.e., ( x ±y) dy=(x-y) dx.

• Homogeneous. Putting y cx, we get
f	 \	 l-2r----2(x+vx) v±xdvT)=x_xv or x. do

dx	 1+vor	 -= --di=-I..-_..-- ------x 1-2v-v2 	 (i—v—v2j
Integrating, log X+J log (1 -2	 )*og C.
Lx. 8. Find the orthogonal Sr eto4ies f t'e cardloid

r=a (1-cos 9),'where a is the parametv, - 	 [DdM Pass 19614; -
Saugar 62: Delhi H0DS. 64, 62. $; Jar k'n. 62,

Solution. The c4rdiojd is r-a (I -cos 0).
dv.	 I	 dvsin 0, i.e., a=-------9.	 -gg

Hence differential equation of the family of cafd&ok 
L	 dv. .	 Id,	 In •9	 -	 -- (1 -os ), re.,sin edO	 I-o

(P)Now replacing dv by _r' 	 i	 iftreenfial euat
- 
p n & the

	

orthogonal trajectories Is -.r 
do	 sin # -.-----.-.--,
Jr 1-cos

dr 1 -cos O	 2sin	 -0jft
r--=-----

sin 0
— dO._ ,

..sin t0 .s 9
Integrating, log r=2 log cos 4t

r-2C cts 10 or r-C (	 0).
Lx. 9. Find orthogonal trajectories of r-o (I ±ros O)l

[Patna Hoos. 1957; jliIir Hems . 54
Proceed as in above example.
Ex. 10. Find orthogonal Irajeejories of the series of l,gariThn:jc

r=a. where a varies.
Id,	 ldr log rSolution. We have — 7 = log a; •.	 -.

a,
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Replacing 
dr by —r do,, the differential equation of orthogonal

trajectory is
1'	 do' logr	 logr
-( —rt -	 or - dr=-0 do,
r	 di,	 0	 r

'logr)*=_ç+C.

• Ex. II. Find orthogonal trajectories of r" sin nO—a".
[Osmania 56)

Solution. Differentiatin g logarithmically, we have
• ndr n cos nO	 dO

=0, :e, r - =—tan nO.
,d& smn	 dr

Replacing by	 the differential equaton of orthogonal

trajectories is
ldr	 di

-- - = - tan nO or - tan nO dO.
rdO	 r

Integrating, log r=- log Sec izO+log c,

i.e., r"=c" sec nO or r" cosnO=c".
Ex. 12. Find orthogonal trajectories of r* cos O=c'.
Proceed as above	 AOL r" sin nO=c"
Ex. 13. Find orthogonal trajectories of the following curves

[Poona 64 ; Delhi 59]
(1) ay2-x3 (semi-cubical parabola).
Hint. Differential equation of curves is 3y=2px.
Differential equation of orthogonal trajectories is

2x dx+3y dy=0; ... X+y3 — c3 .	 Ans.
(ii) x213 +y2I$ iftypo-cycloids).

Hint. Differential equation of orthogonal trajectories is
x 113 dy=y-113 L or y' 12 dyx"3 dx.

Ans x13--y413==c415.

(iii) x2±y+0 1+2cxy.	 [Pains Hons. 52]'

Hint. Differential equation of curves is =	 I.dx
Differential equation of orthogonal trajectories is

V(I-x2) dx±V (1—y2) dy—O.
(iv) • . .4+y2—ay=O,	 [Allahabad 60]

Ans. x2+y2+bx=O.
(v,) x-fr'=2er.	 [Bihar Hons. 551
Hint. Differential equation of curves is (x2—y') p=2xy.
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$	 -

Put —I /p for  and then y=rxis the resulting homogeneous.

equation.	 Ans. (x2±y2+hx)O.
(i.i)	 )XA.	 (Bihar Hons. 531

Hint. Differential equation of curves is xp=n;.

Differential equation of orthogonal trajectories is
x dx+n;' dy=O.	 Ans.x-fiflc.

(vii) y=ax.

	

	 (Karnatak. 62 ; Vikram 61 ; Delhi Hons, 531
Ans. x2 +2ycas in (Vi).

Ex. 14. A fain Ir of parabolas has a co,nmon focus and co,,,mon
axis. Find the orthogonal faniilr.

(cal. Hons. 54; Delhi Hons. 47 ; Patna Hon 53

Solution. The parabolas are given by -
2a

-= 
I +cos 8.

dO	 8
Their differential equation is r d

-
r 

=cot -2
Differential equation of orthogonal trajectories is

•	 I I dr\_ C,t 8

dr	 2c
or ---cot 48 dB.	 ADS. i

r	 (i —co 0)

Ex. 15. Fii;cl the orthogonal traJt'rics of the fand^v of the
-s1'stem of coaxial circles represented by

x2 +y2 2gx. (Poona 62; Karnatak 631

Solution Diffreniating 2x+2y	 2g,

i.e..	 g=x +p.
Therefore differential equation of system of coaxial circles is

.v2 +y2 =2x (.r+yp).
Putting —I /p for p the differential equation of the orthogonal

trajectories is
x2 4-y=2V (.r-y!p) i.e., -(x2 -)' p=2.vy.

Now solve it as a homogeneous equation by putting y=vx.
Ex. 16, Find the orthogonal trajectories of

.\2.c,V+4y=0.	 [LucknOwfilJ
•	 4

Ans. .v-+4y=c-v.
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Linear 

I 
Differential Equations. with

Constant Coefficients

Si. Linear Differential Equitlop
A differential equation of the form

d'	 .
+P	 1-F1 

dA 
Y +-..:t P,y.=X

where pj,p .. F,, and X are Tunctjons ofxorconstants 1 is called
a linear dferntiaI equation of WA o,rdér.

And if Pi. P1. ..., F are all constants (not functions of .v) and
I is some function of x, then the equation is a linear differential.
equation with cofl$,1f coefficients.
5.2. The Operator I). It is usual ti write

dD for -,D2 for -- 1
,--,...,D for d--

And in terms of the operator D the differential equation (I) can
be written as [D+P1D 1 +P2D" 2+... +P,j yX.

Note. It can be proved that .D can be treated as an algebraic
quantity in several respects.

*. A Theorem. If y=yi, Y=Ys, ..., yy, are linearly lndepen
1e g solutions of

(DA+alD+asD.+... 4. a1 ) y=()e,, y—c1y1.+cv1+ ... -Cy is the geheral or complete solution
yhe differential equation, where C 1 ., C2, ..., C, are n arbitrary

ants.
Let us denote the given equation (I) by f(D) y=O,
hcre
Since y=y, Y=YI, ..., yy are solutions of the equation,

,.. flD))'iO,f(D)y2=O,
ow putting y=C,y1+cy+ .. +C.,y in (1), we have

(c'5y1 + .. . + Cya)+aiD (C1) 1 + cy2 + ...
+ .. +a,. ( 1y1-- cy2+ ...

C1 (fryi+aiD"yj'f ...+aN)+CS (Dy+ail)yi-..-a,,I
•	 + . .. +C (D'%±aD" 'i± ... +aO

•
C1 .0+ .O+	 q.00 by (2).
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Since (1) is satisfied by !-CO'. ,y=c1y,+C1r,+... it is a solution
of (1). Also since it contains a arbitrary constants, it is the
general or complete solution of the equation.

54. Auxiliary Equation. Consider the differential equation
(D+0iD3+a3D+...+a.y0	 ...0)where a1 , o, ..., a, are all Constants.

Let )--ex be a solution of this equ3tion. Then putting
• ) e""`, Dy = nie, Dty ,fl2(.rnr	

v• =,
the equation becomes

(nil !-oim4+as,n+...+o) e'O.
Hence ex will be a solution Of (1) if  is a root of The algebraic

equation

This equation in 	 is called the Auxiliari' equation.
Note It is observed that the auxiliary equation f.m)=O gives

the same values of,,: as the equation f.D=O gives of D.
Hence	 AD)--O, i.e.,	 a.=-O

can in peneral be regarded as the auxiliary equation.
Therefore in practice we do not replace I) by m to form the

auxiliary equation. The equation in 1) ma y he regarded as auxi-
liary equation.
55 Solution of equation (1) of the above article.

[Gujrst B.Sc. (Prin.) 58; Gujrat B.Sc. (Subsi.) 65)
Case 1. When all the roots or auxiliary equation are real and

different.
If m, as.,..., as,, be the n different roots of (2), then j- •E--.

C" X.........'e".. are all inJependent 'outionS of (1). Therefore the
general solution of (I) is

C, '"' ce"'+C Mall ... + C,e'""

i:, 1.	 SuIi'e	 I3- .l2r-O.
d-0 dx

Sotntion Ettaation is (i)' 13D— 12) s-.O.
ltie ;tuxiIiar equation is (10-131) 12=0,

i.e., U.'	 I) (/)4-3, (D-4) ( i ,D.... 1,--3.4
hence tile complete solution is

.1	 C,r	 ( • i ' f ( . I'

i:. 2..'i../.,	 (II' (I)	 IiI.I.J 6) ..=0.	 IDeihi I'nss 67)
Solution, A.L. is (I) i ltl) 2) (P+3)'=O. D. -, 	 2,	 3.
I he cnpkt s.Iiiiun i,

b	 (IS

56. Case II. Auxiliary 1 na t ion having equal reels.
IG*a* K. Sc (Princ. 59; Poona T.D.C. 61 (SpI
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• We hive shown in case I § 5 . 5, that when n: 1 , m, ..., in,, are all
different, the general solution is

Y= Cie'17 +C.4e"'-f- . +Ce"".
	But	 (two roots equal) then this becomes

y = (C1+ C2) eft" + C3,111iX +... + C,,c"
which ck 'dv contains only it —I arbitrary constants (since C14-C-1
is equivalent to only one arbitrary Constant)

Therefore this is no longer a general solution.
Consider an equation (D—m1yO,

a differential equation of second order having both the roots
equal.

Put (D—m 1 ) vr=v; then (I) becomes

(D—mi)v=O or 
dv

•	 di'
Separating the variables, -r::in j d.v.

Integrating, log r= log. C+ m 1x or r—Ce
 (fl—nz) y=Ce": as v=(D--n: ri.

or
(I.'

hich is a linear equation of the first order, its l.F.- e"

- r	 _m,x

or •3= (Cv- - C,.) SZX

Therefore the most general solution of
(I)" f-a.3 D' - a2 L)	 + .... a,,) r- 0,

when t o roots of A .E. are equal. is

	

•	 (Cl Civ)
Cor. . In case, three roots are equal. it'.. m 1 n, '- 5?1. the

general solutionion is
C.. 'f C,.	 )lt,X CL.USX 4_ ... C,,i

tly	 (Il l . if2i.	 d.t'.Lx. 1.	 .S.s'/r .-_ ---c- •9 •_ // ..........0.
dx j-	 dx-	 d..

Solution. A.E. is j)l_ /):I.. 9W— I I D-4 0.
i.e..	 tIJ+l)(D-4;. 0 .D= -- . 1,—	 —1,4.

I lence the general 'olutmon is

	

V -	 (.v •C) e	 (4c

	Lx. 2. £sI-e (IY--21F .-4IJ-f--8) - 'J.	 (l)vlhi Pass 1968)
Solu(ion. Auxiliary equation is

i)21)- -4L)-80 or tI) -! 2,1 (1)

	

•.	 .3 	 (C1 	 C_--v) (•	 (,. :x.
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51 Case Ill. -Auxiliary equation having imaginary roots.
Let at ±iP be the imaginary roots of an equation of second order

(sine imaginary roots occur in pairs).
Then its general solution is

)-C1e ('	 xC,ft(.-SP)
c' [Cie"-'+Cze'']

r-e' [Cl (cos Px+i siu x)+-C, cos ftx-i sin Pr)]
=e' ((Cj+Ca) cos P+(C1 -C) i sin Pxl
=e [A cos Px+8 sin Px].

Note. The above result after suitably adjusting Lonslants may
also be written as

y=e.A cos(Px+B) or y=e'.A sin (Px+B).

Imaginary roots repeated. If auxiliary equation has two equal
pairs of imaginary roots, i.e.,'ifa+iP and a-is occdr twice, then
general solution is obtained as

y=e [C1+cax) cos x-l- (Cs +C4xJ sin fry].
Cor. If a pair of roots of the auxiliary equation occur in the

form of quadratic surda -:VP, where P is +ne, then the corres
ponding term in the solution may be written as

C2r [Ct cosh .vffl +2 sinh XVPI
or Cle'zl cosh (xVfl+ C ) or Clew- sinh (x.J+C2).

Ex. I. Solve (D4±5D-+6)y=O.	 (Karnatak M. A 61)
Solution Auxiliary equation is (D 4+W+6)=0,

ie.,	 (D3)(D22)O ..	 : V3i, ±s121.
Hence the complCte solution is

cos V3x 1-05 sin	 Ca co. /2.v+C sin v12x.

Ex. 2. Solve (DI -C D+i) .v=()	 (Gujrat 58)
Solution. Auxiliary equation is D4 -IY-l.) + lO

or (Dal) (I)- l)O or (D-l) (L F D

or	 1)4, I. •-
	 .	

I.

Hence the complete solution is
1

F . (Cl CzV)	 -C I jC'3 COs 2 ' ( siii	 -x

Ex. 3. Solve Me 1,rensiial  equation
d;	 dr
dx- dx

a 5 being conIasus. 	 (Delhi Lions. 66)
Solution. Proceed your'clf.

Si. synopsis of the forms of solutions
To solve an equation of the from

(I+a1I)+aD F...+a.)Y=O



Differential  Equa:iais.
I . Find the roots of the auxiliary equation, u..
jJ aD'.: aD+...±a=4.	 -

2. Put the Ge,,c,aI Solution as follows

.2. (z±I), (*:±i)
repeated e ice.

Complete Solution

Y=C,e??uIx i C2e11 2x + ... -I

y= (C, -f- C,x) eIx+ C3 11 + . .. + cd"a

Corresponding part of the general -
solution is

e'- (Cl cos P.v+C, sin fix)
or	 C,e2' cos (fix .. C,)
or	 C1e' sin (fi.v+c2).

Corresponding part of general solution
Is
= [(C,+C5x) cos fix

' l-(Ca+Cgx) sin fix]..

Rots of Auxi. Equation

Case I

All roots n:,, rn, ?fl3,...
m real and-different.

Case 11

in 1 =1112 but other roots
real and different.

Case III (tmag. Roots)

I. ai8, a pair of
imaginary root,.

Ex. I, S'h	 I._.Ill. 
—u4t=O.1x1

Solution. The auxiliary equation is (M—a")-_O
or	 W2a9 (D+a)O, D=	 al.

solution is r C, ( 	(('2 cos ax+C sin ox:.

. 2 So/re
(Agra B. Sc, 551

Solution. Auxiliary equation is D+,,s=O
or	 (I)-': ni2, — 2n:IF--O
or	 : flz') (!) !- 12nsI) ,,ga) ...O

When 1)2-- '!lnI)+ in• 0, P_: ?!t !!i.	 -

When D+/2n3p i m ., ( b J)
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roots of auxiliary equation are 

Hence the general solution is

y—e(ml/2) X C cos (	 x^Cs)+e mIv3 C3 cos (-_x±C.).

59. General solution of(D'+.aiD'-'+...a7 y=X.
IBombay 61: Gujrat 521

To show that if y= Y is a complete -solution of
(D+a1lY''+...+a,)y=O

and yu is a particular solution of (1); then y= Y+u is a general
solution of (1). 	 [Nagpur B.Sc. 55(S]

Since y=Y is  solution of (2), we have
(D"-'-a1 D'±...+a.) (Y)=O.

Also since y=u is a solution of (1)o we have
(D+a,D1_...+aa)uX.

Adding (3) and (4, we have
(D±a1D'+...+a,) (Y+u)=X.

This shows that y=Yu is a solution pf(l). Now I being a
general solution of i2) contains n arbitrary constants and as such
Y+u also contains n arbitrary constants. Therefore y=Y*u is a
general solution of (1).

Note 1. In the general solutionyY4-u of the equation (1), Y is
called the Complementary Function (C.F.) and u is called
the Particular Integral (P. L) and thus
The General Solutlon=C.F.+P.I.

2. 1 he-solution Y of (2) can be determined by the methods
discussed above. The problem is now to find the parti-
cular integral u of (1). We give below certain methods
of finding u.

Ex. Define the Complementary Function and Particular Integral
for the linear df/ferential equation with constant coefficient.cf(D) .i'= X.

[Karoatak 621

510. Meaning of the symbol

Def.	 I is that function of x, free from arbitrary constants,

which when operated by 1(D) gives X.	 -

Thus f(D).y X—X.

TbereforefWl and)t!-. i.e inverse operators; (i.:e. they:caticel

each other's effect on the function on which they operate')
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Thus the symbol stands for integration.

X is the particular integral of f(D) y=X.

Clearly f(D) ± will be solution of (1) if it satisfies (I).

So PUtting	 X for y in (1), we get

fD)J D) X—X I.e., X=X, which istrue.

It means tlIatfiD Xis a particular solution of (1).

Therefore to find the particular solution of f(D)y=X, we
should find the value of-!b. I.

Note. We know that in solving J(D) y=O, f(D)=O forms
the auxiliary equation, which can be resolved into linear factors

(real or imaginary). Therefore 1 can be resolved into partial

fractions. The partial fractions will be of the form 	 whre

s real or imaginary.

512. To show that 
D— 

X==e''. (e X).

Suppose	 X; then (D—) y=X,D I.

or	 this is linear in y as

	

Integrating factor=e1	 =eJ dX=e-X

and the solution is	 e I dx.

(constant is not added as it is the particular solution)

or	 v- ea- JeXdc

	

-(AX (Xe x) as	 integration.

513. Working rule for finding the Particular inlegiat of
f(D)yX.

Let f(D)=(D- 1) (D-2) ... (D-a,).
Then resolving into partial fraction, wegei
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I	 A.	 A2 An
-=-----i----------+ j------- say.f(D) D- 1 D-2

Now particular integral

f(f: x={D'++	 x

=A1 !_ X+A,LX+...+AeD' x

e—a*x Xdx+A,e	 I e—,x Xdx-I-...

+AI x J e'Xdr.

which can in general be evaluated and thus the pahicular integral.
can be found.

Particular Integral in some special cases.
514. Particular Integral when X=e

(Nagpur 61 ; Poona 61; Karflatak 61;
Gujrat 59; Bombay 611

By successive differentiation, we find that

	

-	
'

De=ae

	

Vedx= atear' 	 (3)

	

IY'e= a'e0'.	 . . .n)

Iff(D)—(D"+a 1 D"-I +aaD 2 + ... +a_1D+ a.., then multiplying.
(I), (2), ( 3 ) ...... (n) by a,,, a. 1 ......, I respectively and adding,
we obtain	 -

f(D) e'=f(a) er

Now operating on both the sides by

jj. J(D) e4X=j)Ja)	

1or e=f(a) —e or -•	 f(D)	 1(o)	 7(D)
dividing byf(a)^O

Therefore	 e= !__e, provided that f(a):j6O.

	

f(D)	 ((a)

Ex. 1. Solve d2y —2k +kty=O.	 .	 19571

Solution. Auxiliary equation is D-2kD+009
I.e.,	 (D—k)2 0 or D=k k.

C F. =(C1 +C1x) e.
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D —	 +ki	 I—E(I —e.
Hence the general solution is

y(cz-- Cix) +(i_lk_iex, k^l.

515. To show that	 in	
T(__ a2)SIII aX

except when f(—a)O.	 [Poona 1964 ; Delhi 551
By successive differentiation, we get

sin ax—sin ax,	 ...(l)D sin ax=a cos ax,
DSinaxr....àIsjnax,
W sin ax= —a3 cos ax,
P4 sin OX—a4 Sifl QX

or (D2) sin GX=(_üi)2 sin ax,

Sirnilariy (D8)a sin ;x(—a2 sin ax.
Thus	 f(D2) sin ax=f(— a2) sin ax.

'perating by

	

	 on both the sides, we get

sin ax__j() ft—ax) sin ax

i.e.. sin ax=f(_ai) . 13T sin ax.

Dividing byf(a), we get
1 1.	 .•

-sIn ax f(—S.12s1n ax, tff(—a l). ).-AO.

• Similarly 1 ij-cosax— j(--_-4cos ax.

Important. It follows from the result above that we put - .ain place of	 We cannot put anything in place of D.
Thus for D' put —a2.

for D3=D8 .D put —a2D.
for t$—D2 .D' put —a8 (—as), i.e., a4 etc.

Thus ultimately 1(D) becomes linear - in P say of the foria(D+a). Then we proceed as follows
I	 .	 (L)—)	sin 	 six 

	 Ox -

	

(P—a) .	 P—aSin ax--,--, sin ax

putting	 for Di in the denominator
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=W-1 (j_ sin ax— gin x) as

(a cos ax — cz 	ax),.	 -

And thus the particular integral id case of sin ax and cos axcan be completely evaluated.
dly4yLx. 1. Solve

	

	 2x.dx
(Calcutta Boas 1962; Karaatak 60 ; Saugar 59;.

Raj. 59; Gqjrat 611
Solution. A.E. is D1+D+10, D_ — j j-,/31.

C.F.=e1 1 15) C1 cos

sin 2x . - j -sin 2x
__	 D4-3.

•	 D3 Sifl	 sin Iv

=— fr(2 cos 2x+3 sin 2x).
Hence the complete solution is

y=exIZ Co cos (4 V3x+Cs)_.ilj. (2 cos 2x +3 Sin 2x).

	

Lx. I. Solie (D+1)2y_—cos3x. .	 fEouibay 19581
Solution. A.E. is (D2+l)20, D= ± j. ±I.

C . F.=(C1 +C1x) co xf(C3 +C) SÜI X.
cos 3x	 cos 3x
............	 cos)*4 	 3x.

Hence the complete solution is
y = (Cs +C3x) cos x+(Ca-fC4x) sin x-f 4 cos U.

Lx. 3. Solre (D'+D+D+J)y.:jn 2x. 	 (Poona 19631
Solution. A.E. is(D+l)(D+l)O, Dr—1, ±1.

cos x+ 3) or C1e+(', cos x+'3 sin X.

P. l....(D.+1: (DI) 
sin 2x= (-4+IXD+1)	 2x

Stfl 2X-.. 1	 SIfl 2x

12 cos 2x—sin 24
Complete solution is y=C.F.p I.
Lx. 4.. Prove that 1/ic solution of the diffi're'nrju/ equationdly

dx- + 4rsin ux - when a7-1-2, under (he wndit!ons )-_OwaO d
dv	 is	 2 ii,, ax—c, sin 'v
d.v wht'it xO 	 2(') 	 .	 (Nagpur 19611

Solution. A.E. is D-l-40. D— .1- 2i.
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C.F.C1 sin (2x+C0.
1	 sin axP.	 Sifl UX 4_a2

The general solution is
y=C1 am (2x4-C',)+sin ax-4---2.

so that	 cos (2x+C,)±°'-.	 ...(2)dx	 4—al
But y—O when xO,
:. (1) gives	 OC1 sin Co.

Again	 when xO.

.. (2) gives 02C1 cos C,+4--.
From (3), Ci O or CI=O but if C,O, (4) does not hold.

Hence C,=O and then from (4), C1-2 
(40'•

Puffing these valuesof C1 and C1 in (1), the required solution is
a sin 2x sin ax 2 sin ax—a sin 2x

'4—a')' 4—a1 	(4-a')
This proves the result-

Exceptional case of	 e'ahea f(a)O.

(Poona 6 11 ; Bombay 611

We have from 514.j-j e 1 if f(a)960.

But If f(a)O,. this becomes infinite and our method fat.
Now fa)O means that (D—a) is a factor off(D).
Therefore let 	 fiD)(D—a)

such that	 #(a)#O.
. 1	 ____
..

D—a#a) e'as4(a:;PIO

aTD—a 
C!) . es-' 

J 
e' e", dx

Ix—
#(a)	 j( ---3;ii:

Now differentiating both the sides of 'l) w rt. I),
f (D)(D—a) ' (D)+4(D).

Putting D—a,	 f'(a)O±4.(a'.	 -
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It means	 q(a)=f'(a).
Hence (2) becomes

1
C 
-

______ o x	 ef(D)	 f'(s)	 f'D
Again 1ff' (a)=-O and f(a)^O then D—a is a factor repeated

twice ; and applying the above result once again, we get

/--) 
e'	 è and so on.

517. Exceptional case of fD) sin ax when f(—a)=O.

[Delhi Hons. 65, 641

From § 515 Pi 68.j; sin aX J(-L sin ax,f(—a2)960.

But iff(—a')O, it becomes infinite and our method fails.
Now f(-a2)= () means that D2 -fa2 is a factor of f(D2).
Let f(D)=(D-fa) #(D), such that 0(_a2)960.

Now fD2) (cos ax+i S j UX)r.J-) eatx

(lD) C

where clashes denote differentiation w.r.t. AJ
(cos ax+i sin ax).

Fquiting real and imaginary pirlc, e have
I	 I

COS I=X 
fTD) 

cos ax

I.	 Iand	 -- sin ax=	 sin ax.

In casef'(—a)O and f'(—d"):/O, D 2± is a t'ice ivpeated
factor ofJ(D). Apphin .g the ahcve result once again, we get

I	 .,
-. sin ax	 --0-) Sin ax

J ( 

	

U•'	 -

tkisnal.ik 61))
Solution. /\uxulIdry equation is

b-30 -..2-_(> i.e., (0-2) (D—l)=O.
•. C. F. C1'+

'• L - IF —3b - 2 (c.icof I*ilur.)
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=x23 multiplying by x and

differentiating the dent. w.r.t. D.

H	 the complete solution is JCie+Cie_xex.
2. Solve (JY2 +4D+3)	 [G*at 611

a. Auxiliaiy equation is
D2+4D+3=0, (D+3) (D±l)=O.

•. C. F. = Ce'+ Cec.
P. D2 D3' casc of failure

=D+4 multiplying by x and differentiating the

denominator w.r.t. D
=x 2	-

Hence the general solution is
y C,e-x + Ce— ixe.

	

Op

SOIV +3 +3+y=e.	 611
latioa. Auxiliary equation Is
D'+3D+3D-f 1=0, (D+ 1) 2-0. D=—1, - 1,.- I.

:. C. F._(Ci+C2x+Csx2)E-z.

P. L= 1 (case of failure)

multiplying by x and differentiating the dean-
minator w.r.t. D (this is again a case of failuxe)

=6	 multiplying again by x and differentiating iLc
denominator w.r.t. D t again case of faunae)

3e 
multiplying by x again and differentiating the deno-

minator w.r.t. D.
Hence the complete solution s

y—(Cs-t-Cx+Csx) e X+ xer.
P dt

	

Ex. 4. Solve' 2-341+yez+I.	
(Papas 611

Soledo.. Auxiliary equaion is 201_3D2+ 1=0
or (D-1) (D— I) (2D+ l)=O. b=I, I, -1

C. r.(C1+Cx) e,+CXCIS
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P.	 first term case of failure

=xdifferentiating the denominator

of the first and multiplying it
by x (again case of failure)

+1 again differentiating the denominator

and multiplying by x.
=x2er+ I.

Hence the complete solution is
y= (C1 + Cix) eX+ C5e+ &x?e +1.

Ex. S. (D3-2D---5D+6) y=e'. 	 [Poona 631
Solution. A. E. is (D-3) (D2+D2)O.

i.e., (D-3)(D+2)(D-l)=O
... C. F.=Ciex+C*e+C3e3x.

•	 I	 __I
P. l (D— ) .D+2) (D-1j	

_ 
1) (3+2)(31e

=
lO(D-3)

as it is a case of failure.
• ke complete solution isyC. F.+P. I.
• 6.	 olve	

[Karnatak 60]
lion. A. E. is (D+4D+4)=O, i.e., (D4-22=0.

.. C.
e' P. I.. (42 +jbi; beLond is a case of failure

e	 e'
(2+2) -__ differeniating denominator of the

secend twice w.r.t. D and multiplying by x

T64 Ix2e.

Hence the complete solution isy=C. F. -I- I.

Ex. 6. ib) Solve •+4+4y=2 sfn/s 2x. 
(Delhi lions. 62

Hint. 2 sinh 2x=e 1_ e .2x. Now proceed s in Ex. 6 (a).
Ex. 6. (c) Solve the following

[Delhi Pass 681
Solution. Auxiliary tquation i

D—I=o, i.e., D= ±t	 (Dfdt).
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:. C.F. — Ciet+Cse*

P.1. = (D$__	 _i+_i exceptional cases

t	 e=1 p+f m

4te'— 4te.
x'=Cse+Cse'+1t (e'—e-') is the general solution.

Ex. 7. So lie (D5 +a') y=sIn ax.	 (Poona 62; Saugar 63)
Solution. A. E. is D'+a=O, D—±aI.

C.F.-Cicos(ax+C).
sin ax

P. I.=+ case of failure

sin ax
multiplying by x and differeniiatng the deiio-

minator w.r.t. I)

:•— Cos OX. -.La

Hence y— CI cos (ax+C)--- cos ox is the complete solutions.
2a

d pEx.8. Solve .4 .y=3ln,x sin Ix.	 (Raj.61
Solution. Auxiliary equation is

• D+IO or (D'+l)(D1—D'+1)O
or (D+I) [(D+1)'-3D].O
or(D2+1)(DI_ t/3D+I)(D*4 J3D+l)O.

When D + I—O.	 D±i.

When D'—%13D4-I.0. D= 2

When D2 +si3D+l -O
--.

Hence C. F.C1 cos (x+C,)+C,eh'iI cos (x4 Cg)
cos (Ix+C,).

Njw sin ",x sin x= (cos x—cos 2x).
cosx	 cos2xP. '•• •D'l•i
	

(first term case of failure)

COSX	 cos 2XX.

	 —4+t
c

.4x. _jos x1) p+ 126 cos 2X

II
12
•-- x sin xX+ cos 2A is	 means Integrati fl.
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Hence the complete solution is )'=C.F.+P.l.

	Solve 2-	 +4 —2y=9+cat x.

[Agra 60; Punjab M.A. 57; Vikrani 62; Peon* 64; Bombay 581
Solution. Auxiliary equation is D$_3D2+4D_20,

i.e., iD—I) (D2D+2)O. i.e., (D—l) [(0— l)'+ lJ=O
or (D1) I i; •. C. F.=Ciex +9 (c1 cos x+Cs sin x)

P1=	
1

D3 3Da+4D2	 D-3D2+4D-2 cot x
first term is case of failure

—x —6D+4	 ( 11-4D-2 
COS X

coo x=xex?.91..,,_1 COO X

=xe'+j (3 sin x+cos x).
Hence the complete solution is y..0 F.+P. I.
Ex. 0. Solve (D3_ SD*+ 7D_2) y=e tosl, x.

[Delhi ibM. 551
Solution. A. E. is D3—SD'+70-30.

/ (D_1)(Dt-4D+3)0 or (D-1)(D-3)(D-1)=0.

... CF.—(C* +C,x) er+Cser.

	

Ctx cosh x	 e.4 (9+e')
P1=(D_1)Z(D3)(D_ 1)D-3)

	

ear	
+

	

_	 ex
' (oa,D1+7D_3,

both cases of failure
e2'

3D—lOD-t-7 r4XD$.IUDT7

	

e3 	 9
jX

xe -
Hence the complete solution is y =C.F.-4-P.I.

Ex. 11. Solie (D+(rn ! +n) D2+n'5n9 y
=cos .3 (m+ n) x çós 3 (rn—n) X.	 [Delhi Hobo. 531

Solution. A.E. is (D+m) (I)i+n?)(l, D=. ±mi, ±ni.

C. I % 	 cos (rnx+C1)-l- C cos (nx+C.).
cocj (rn4nxCOS 3 (m—n)x

D' +Qn + n2) 1)2 +m'nt
Cos mx 4- COs AX

=3

	

	 cases of failure
I.)' (m+ ,i- 0- + en-n-

-	 1	 cos nv
4D3+2sifn)l)
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=jx I [--COS nix cos nx

x	 cos mx Cos— nx

	

4 (nr—n) L	 0	 0

	

x
SI

Il.	 1.
I - - II l?7:V+-51fl tIN4 (m—n) L m	 It

The complete solution is y=C.F.+P.I.

5 8	 fD) x, where in is a positive integer.	
[Gujrat 591

Consider 0—a
11= - -.--.-..	 x•'•= - - I I -- I X.
a	 a,

1/	 0

• =_ (.+""': +" (
pit _2m!)

OL

	lhercfore to evaluate	 expand If D)J	 in ascending
powers of 0, retaining terms as far " and operate each term
On X•.

We need not retain terms containing D I1, fr etc. asDm xO, D.=O etc.
Ex. So/ic (D+2D2+D) e2r4x2+x.	 [Poona 64]
Soluliop. AE. is D(D+I)=o, i.e., DO, —I,
• ... C. F.C1+(c5 -fc3x) e.

	

e	
+	 . 1.2

•	 D(D+l)	 0(1+0)- '•' +
• elz	 1

'2(2+1) 2 +15 (1+ D) (x2-fx

	

+	
DI [I-2D+3...J (x2+x)

I 

3v
WT T+4

	The complete solution	 +P.1.

519. To show that	 (eW..c° I

where V is function of x.
[Delhi lions. 62, 55; Karnatak 61; Homba) 58J

We have on successive differentiation (by parts),
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D (e°'V) eDV+ae=e (Dfa) V,
D2(ea. V)= e'D2 V+ae V4a2e0r+aeorDV

=e(D z +2aD+a2) V.=er (DJ-a) 2 V.
Similarly, D3 ( rV)e tD+a)3 V

and	 D" (eaXV)=eax (D+a)n V.
Therefore f(D) (e0 17)=eJ(D+a) V.	 [Poona 621
Taking the inverse opeiators, we have

(eo V' - e	 V.f(D) '	 '	 J(D4-a)

Thus we find that operator f(D) on (earV) is equivalent to

on V taking e° outside.

Therefore in practice take out e45 and put (D+a) in place of
D and then find	 V as usual.

Ex. . S6Ive _J_91.=6e3rxe3x	
[Bombay 61]

Solution. Auxiliary equation is D 2-9=0, D=±3.
C. F. = C1esr + C2e.

P. 1D2_9	 Sre3(6+x)=e

=e3	 -	 (6+x)=e'	 (l+D)' 1 (6+x)

(l—D—...)(6+x)

=er j^D-(6+x—)=-e (35x+3x

Hence the complete solution is
y=C1e+C5e+-31 e (35x+3x2).

Ex. 2. Solve dv 3dY+3 —y=xe+e.

Agra 61; Bombay 58)
Solution. A.E. is D3 -3D2 +3D— I =0,

I.e., (D-1)3=0 or
CE. (C1 -l- Cx+C) ex.

P. L_(Dl)sex(x±I)

D±l—1, (x+1)=9	 (x+l)

I (x+fl	 I (x4-fl3=e—	
2
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x.t:4l.

Hence the general solution is y=C F.+P.1.
Ex. 3. Solve (D$_7D_6)y=e2X.x2.

(Bombay B. Se. 611
Solution. A.E. is D'-7D-6=0;

i.e.. (D-f-. I) (D2—D-6)=O or (D+1)(D-3) (D+2)=O.
.• C.F.Czex+C3è$x+Cse2r.

P.1.	 .D+2)3-7 (D+)x
I

D46D+5D—I2

-ç( ID_D2_D:x2

12	 122

T2	 T2
etc.

Ex. 4	 d3y dy. Solve	 —2 T+4y=ex cos x.
dxs

-	 [Delhi lions. 54; Karnatak 611
Solution. Auxiliary eQuation is D5-21)+4=O,

i.e.,	 (D+2) 02-2D+2)O
or	 (0+2) [(DH+110.

.D=-2, 1±4 C.F.=C&e X+C',e cos (x+C2).

excosx

er
-(f)7 

T

	

1	 (D^- i) :^ 4 Cos X

D+3D2+DS COSX	 (case of failure)

et.x i	 cos x

cosx

xe	 COS X

	

3D+1	 ..	 ..
..xe 9DI_I cosx	 -

—i'r xe' (-3 sin x+cos x)
xex (3 sin x—cos x).
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Hence the complete solution isy.C.F.+PJ
dtv	 dv -

Lx. 5. Solve-2 - +4v=e1 cos X.
dx-	 dx	 (Agra 591

Solution. A.E. is D1-2D-I-40
or	 [(D-1 ) .f310 or D=3±v131

C.F. =ex (Ci cos V3x+Cs sin s/3x)

ez Cos X

Ex

I	 I
-e D2+3 c0sx 	 I+3 cos X

cos X. etc.

Lx 6. (a) Solve dlv t
dv+2.r=ex sin X.	 EOsmania 62)

Solution. A. E. is Dt-2D+20,
I.e.,	 (D-1)24-I=0 or D=I±I.

C. F.=ex (C1 cos x+C'2 sin x).

P. L '
EX S!DX	 I-

 D-2(D+I)-2(D+l)+l SIflX
+ 

—es 	 Sifl X	 (case of failure)

er .x. j sin x.= ._ e E C0SX, etc.

d	 d
Ex. 6.(b) Solve 2 +2 d_X

'
+2y=xe.	 [Poona 611As

Solution. A. E. is Dt+2D+ 2=O, (L+l)2+I=Q.
C.F.=Ciecos(x+Ci)

P I- Dt+2D+2	 /
—e	 ---- ------- X(D—I)3 +2 (—l)+

e_x L x=eI_D2...)x

.Vt'_, etc.

520.	
--

f	
(xV wIere V Isany function of x.

D)
(Poona 60; Karnitak 60, 61, 611

We have
x)V=xl)M V+nl)!V by Leibntz's rule

0



so	
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(D") V as

.•. AD) (XV)xflD) V/4-f'( D) V.
Taking the invease operatbr, we get

.jjjj(XV)_Xjj..5 v+I/DrLJV
or	 (xV)=x f( V_	 V.

521. f(D) (x'W), where V Is some function of x.

Now V can have the following different forms:
I. V has the form m then x'v becomes X044 which can beevaluated by the method of 518 P. 76.
2. V has the form eax then xmV becomes x'e which can beevaluated by the method of 519 P. 76..
3. Vhas the form cos ax or sin ax, then xmV becomes xm cos axor x" sin ax, i.e.., it is real or imaginary part of xmea.x, whichcan be easily evaluated..

dvEx. 1. Solve --r=.v sin x.dx1
[Mysore 68; Agra 66; Lucknow. Pass 57]

Solution. Auxiliary equation is
D-1=0, (D2 + 1) (DI)=O, D= ±i ±1.

Hence C.F.=C1 cos x+q sin x+('aex+C4e_x.
P. 1 . 1L 1 X Sin x.	 .

=Imaginary Part of

=1. P.

-I .. P of 	 _____— . P.
	 D+4iD3_6De_4jLr7'

=1. P. of	 [l-4lD—D+ID3]-I

=1. P. of _exJ [I±IiDjx

=J. P. of _eix 
	 [X+iJ

=1. P. of (cos x±i sin x) fx'+tix]
cos x—x sin x.
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Hence the complete solution 's
y=CL cos x+C1 sin x+CseX+Cie x+x2 cos x—x sin X.

d'yEx. 2. Solve r 5 +4Y=x Sifl X•	
(Delhi Hong. 631

Solution. A. E. is D'+4=0. D=±21.
C. F. — C, cos 2x+C2 sin 2x.

P. I.	 X SIfl X

1. P. of

=1. P. 01 e .TjX

I. P. of le" (1 + .'Di+ 1D') X

=1. P. of jell (I—ID!)
I. P. of I (cos x+i sin x) (x— x i)

=(3x sin x-2 cos x).
The comple(e solution is YC.F.+P.I.

Ex 3) solve d'y4 dV+d =3xgell sin 2x.

[Lucknow Pass SX]
Solution. A. B. is D-4D+4O, (D-2)=0.

CF. (C1 +Czx) e.
3x2ex sin 2x1

(D-2)	
=3e2x. (D+2.2$xS81n 2X

=3etxjx2sin2.t

=1. P. of 3e1-

=1. P. of3eZ.ex(DLax

=CP. of3e2z Oil p ,-4 x'

P. of _3eeU .1 (I —ID—*D')' x
=LP. of_3e2 eV	 (I+iD--D'.- DO) x2
=1. P. of _3e24.I (x2+2ix—)
='E. P. of —e (cos 2x+i sin 2x) (x5+2Ix—)
= —ge' [(2x2 -3) sin 2x+4x cos 2x]

The complete solution is )=C. F. .P. I.
Proceed as above.
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	EL 3.	 Solve (1)2+!) y=8xse!3 sin 2x.	 [Allahabad 661
• Solve (D9±2D1+ !) y x' cosx.
[Delhi lions. 64, 62; Lucknow Pass 56; Benaras B.Sc. 59;

Ujjaln 61,59; Kirnatak 62; Nagpur B Sc. 55]
Solution. The auxiliary equation is

(Dt+2D1 +1).O i.e., (D'+l)=O,
D= ±i. ±1.

... C. F.(Ca+C1x) cos X+(Cs+C4x) Sin X.

P.	 X3 Cos x=real part of	 Xe.

	

But	 x2eIr_e	 I
(D2-fl)1	- [tD+i)I+1]8

I	 x'=e'(DZ+2iD)1	 _41)2 (1—IM)"
...4rI (1-41D)-2 x'

DR

DR

t [i^ r_1x]

	

•	 -	 f=-1 (Cos x+z sin x)1 x 3 x'+i x1
.. P.L=real part of the above

-1 [(_xs) cos x—x' sin xI
The complete solution is y=C. F.+P. I.

d'yEx. S. (a) Solve — +a 7x cos ax.	 [Plagpur 57]
Solution. A. B. Is D'fa'O, D=±di.

C.F.—C, cos ax+CR sin ax.

P. 1.—

—Real part of

R. P. of e'	 I
(D+ai)*+a

I=R. P. of.e D2+2a:D X
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a.R. P. of eajx 
pj[ 

L— iD x

R. P. ofea1[x4 I 
	I 	 X2

.=R. P. of — (cos ax+ i sin ax) [ .+ j ix}

[axe sin ax-f x cos ax]

The complete solution is y.C. F.+P. 1.
Ex. 5. (b) Solve •(Dt±4) y=x cos 2x.	 txsrnatak 61]
Hint. Put a=2 in the above example.

Ex. S. (c) Solve	 +y—x cos X.	 61 (S)]jPoona
Hint. Put a-1 in the above example.

LEx. 6. (a) Solve	 —y=x2 cos x.	 [Karnatak 60, 61]dxs
Solution. Auxiliary equation is D!— 1 O i.e. D b1.

C.F.=Caex+Cse.x.

P. I	 30 COS X

-Real part of ffii 
X2efX

R.P. of e' 
	
X

R.P. of 
er D+2Di2 

X2

=R.P. of _er.4(l_ID_IDs)x2.
=R.P. of —1e(l+iD+èD1—D1) x2
.=R.P. of - j (cos x1-i sin x) (x'+21x-1)
=— [(x1-1) cos x-2x sin x].

Hence the complete solution is y=C.F.+P.I.
Ex. 6. (b) (f)4I) y=xt sin x.	 (Delhi 121
Proceed as above.

	

d4	 d'
Ex. 7. Solve	 2-42.y=x* cos' x. 

[Cnjrat B.Sc. 621
Solution. A.E. is

D4+2D. +1=0. (D2+i)1=0,m=±i, ±(
C.F.=(C+C5x) cc, x+(C,+C4x)sin x.

Now xt cos1 x=jx (l+cos 2x)=4x2+4x1 cos
P.1. corresponding to 4x1=(l+D')-' 3x2
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=(1-2D8..) 4x24x2-2.
P.1. corresponding to ixt cos 2x

=R.P. of	 4xe

=R.P. of .iefl(D 2 2)2

R.P. of je2Ix	 XI

R. P. Ofe(l_flD_*D)-Ixs
=R.P.

R.P. of (cos 2x+1 sin 2x)Ex'+).ix_fIJ
1(3x'— 28) cos 2x— 16x sin 2x].

The general solution is y=C.F.+P.L
Miscellaneous Examples

Ex. 1. Solve (D—'JD6ry-4x+5.	 [Nagpur 61]
Solution. A.E. is (D-3) (D- 2)=O.

C.F. = Cze-f C1e.
4exf.5eo
D5L+6f5±	 ±1•

Hence Y = Cie+C,e3'+2er+t.

Ex. 2. Solv	 _6y=e2r. 
[Delhi lions. 62]

Solution. A.E. is D3-6D5+iID-6.o
or (Dl)(DI-5D+6)0 or (D-1)(D-2)(D-3)o.

C.F.=C2ex4.Cselx+C3e$x.

P. 1. 
D 6D2+IID_ -case of failure

Or
XD1I2D_i-,=X

Hence y= C'1e + c,e + C'3e _xe!x.

Ex. I. Solve E3 +2y=e.	
[Pootm 611

Solution. A.E. is (D—l) (D2i.D_2)=D
or (D—l)(D+2)(D—I)0.

C.F. =(C+C1x) c'+C5e-'.

P.1 . — ç, (case offailuie)

- 3D23o
Hence y=(C1 +C1x) eX +Cse ?X+ 0LXC2.
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Lx. 4. Solve	 _4!+4y_.e3z+sln 2x. ruJCJ( 
Pass 571Solution. The A.E. is D3-4D+40or	 (D._2)*0 or D2, 2.

C. = (CI +C,x) eu.
P. I.._____

________	 sin 2x
first term, case of failure

____	 $jQ
first term, again case of failure

	

e	 Ix5	sin 2x

OS 2x.
Hence y— (C1 

+ C2-T) etx+ 4x'e'--f JL cos 2x.
*Ex- S. Solve (D+]) ye' sin X+eXll sin

[Lucknow Pass 601Solution. A.E. is D+IO (D+1)(D2_D+1)..O.
•	 C.F. C1e x+ esept cos

P.1. CfflTCSpOflding to eit, Sin x
e*r sin x	 I
Ds_i- eZr. 

(D+2)$J in X

1	 1Sin xe	
D6j	 x

5x	 sin	 _sjn x
=— i e'(ll cos x-3 sin x).

P.I. corresponding to e" sin (ji/3x)
(v'3Sin TX,

I= eI	 1D11DT - sin x (case of failure)

V3=ex.	 sin	 x differentiating the denominator
W.r.t. P and multiplying by xI=e1'x.	 3SIn - x

x	 I	 .
$Ifl	 X

x I (V3	 V3

	

. _-	 cos -y +& an _.
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;

Thus the P .l. 71,e' (LI cos x-3 sin x)

-es" (v3 cos	 x+sin' x)
The complete solution is. y.C.F.+P.l.

Ex. 6. So! e D+Df1)ye" co( x

tLack. Pus 59; PunJab M.A. 56; Raj. M.A. 511
Solution. The auxiliary equation is (D'+ D2+ 1)-.O

01 ((D5+1)'-DjO of (D'D+l) (D1+D+l)0.

When D5-D+1=0,

and when Dl++laiO,

C.F.Ci  cos (W3i+C.)+ Cs e  cos (h/3X+C)

P.	 e.XII coo (I /3x)

(D-*r+D-4,'+ cos (4j/3x)

cos (1V3) case of failure

coi (W3x)

multiplying by x and differentiating the denominator
w.r.t. D

..'flX._1)_6 
(-)+5P-I

 COS (k/3x)

1D cos (I V3x)=e l' X	 Co. (/3x)

_it.-I!IIX.	 $:9[_4	 (jv'3x)-3c1 (V3x)

_eX t-i/ 3 sin (W3x)-3 cos (1%/3x)J

-xnxsin (V3x)+cos (j/3x)

Th àomplcie solution is yC.F.fP.L
Ex. 7. Solve (D'*2f)-3LJt) y=x'+3e+4 sin x.

•
	 [Delhi Hong. 62, 661

The auxiliary equation is (D4 + 21$- 3D2) -0
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M.

or	 D5(L+2D-3)=0 or D1(D+3)(D-1)-0.
..; D-0, 0, —3.1.

Hence C.P=(Cj+C,x)+C,9+Cte.

P. 1 D (D'+2D-3) (x1+3e r+4 sin x)

=	 + 	 .x'

2(D:2)	
(1+D+iD'+W'4-...)x

lix.f (cos x+2 sin x)—	 (x*xj,*)

je*x	 (cos x4-2 sin x)—(x1+qX5+jx').
Therefore the complete solution is y=C. F.+P. I.

Ex.. S. Solve_4 +J3yr8.*a sin 2x.	 [Agra 19"
Solution. Auxiliary equation is D5-6D+ 13=0.

D_6L_.3±2,.

•. C. F.=.e	 cos 2x+C.sin2x1.
P. 8e1x $jfl

tD+3)+13 Sin Zr

sin 2x (case of failure)

sin 2x

= — 2xe3v cos 2x.
Hence the complete solution is

y=elr (C1 cos 2x+C1 sin 2x)_2esx cos 2x.
Ex. 9. (a) Lf(D+b)' y—cos ox, show that the c(mIplese solutloa

Is y— (C8+C,x+Csx$+C4 $) e.5x+'°S IbX;4ta,r*

(Bombay 19611
(b) Solve (D +2_3D*)yx2+3e+4 sin x. tDsIb11972J
Lx. 10. Solve-2	 _ 19 l-.2Ov.. r 3	 -Ir .1.a.	 ax	 dx'"

(Ddhlllois.19%I
Solution. Auxiliary equaslon is (D'-2D3 — 19.0+20 =O

or (.0-1) (D—D-2O)o or (D— 1) (.0-5) (D+4)=0,
D=j, 5, —4, c F.i..Cier+C,esx+Ce.sz
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P. 1. corresponding to xex

xe
ea 

iD+ I) I I ((D-I-i)-5J t(D^ i)1jj X

= b1b	 (D..f 5) 
=eX 

D1P5.b

x

=_er	
-fi

ex (11.1

P.1. corresponding to 2e-dr sin x

=Imaginary part	 2e' elx

Imaginary part of	 2er (1-4)
j42j

—Imaginary part of e' à
 

4-22i
C
_!
, (cos X-4-i sin x)—Imaginary part of	 j- + 

22
g
	

(1-22:)

.	 (sin x-22 cos x).

Hence P.L= - e' (x2+1)=- (sin x-22 cos x)
;. Complete Solution isyC.F.+p.1

Ex. 11. Show that	 cos bxJ =ex cos bx.

Just the article 5-19 P. 76. V=os bx.	
[Bombay 1961]

Ex. 12. Solve (D_ !)I (D2 +f),s1fl2 4x+e+.%.
(Indore 1963; Punjab 65 Raj 61]

S1utioa. A.E. is (D—I)' (D2 .4 1)2. 0. D= 1_1" ±.... C.F.(ca+('2x) ex +(C2 + c'4x) cos X+ (C+cc,X) sin X.
Now sin' 4x i e'+x'l 'I—cosx,+ex

P.I. corresponding to (j-I-x)-- +x (evaluate it).
P.!. corresponding to c
P.J. corresponding to (— i cus .v)= - .'x 2 sin x.

Total
The complete solution isyC.F.+p.I.
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Ex. 13. Solve (D'—D+ I) y=#+eos (I-./3x)+x.
(L.ck.ow 1934)

Proceed as in the above example.
Lx. 14. Solve (D'—I) yx sin x+(I+x') 9.

(Poona 1964; Rajastbag 61; Luckeow 52)
Solution. A.E. i D'—I.O, D'. ±I, C.F.=Cie+Cex.

P.1. corresponding lox am	 x Sin x

	Ill.	 .2D

	

$Ifl	 X	
(see 15-20 P. 791

—x
	

sin	 (x sin x+cos x).

P.1. oprresponding to (I +x')9=

(I+x2)=912 (I +x2)

=er

=e'

s.e'

= , je (9x_3x+2x1).
The complete solul!on is y C.F+P I.
Fx.!5. Spire	 +3+2y4x-2Oco,2x (POGU 19591

'Solution. A.E. is D+3D+2=ft, (D+2)(D+i) 0.
C.F.C1 ' +('1e2.

P.1. corrcspJj,j to —20 cos 2z
20 Cos , 	—2O cos 22O cog j

D1+3D+2 —4-f-JD+2 3D-2
__20 OD+2) c,s 2x	 2O(-6 sin 2x+2)

	

 9D-4	 —36-4
— (Cos 2x-3 sin 24

P.I. corresponding to 4x
= 4 ( 1 + D +4D2r 3 4x
=4 (1—I)) 4x=(2x_3).

Hence the general solution is
yCe +C,e +(cos 2x-3 sin 2x)+(2x._3).

Lx. 1&'lie (Dy+JDy+2y)=x' 00$ x.	 (P.o.a 11* 01 C.F. =C3e + C' as above.
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P.1. ,+D+2 xScoIx etc.	 -

Now proceed as in Ex. 4 P. 82.
Ex. 47. SoIge (D3_D 4-3D+5),_x1+ex cos 2x.

tRaj. B.Sc. 691
Solution. Auxiliary equation Is l)8-D2+3D+50

or (D.f- 1) (D'- 2D+5) ..O or (D+1) [(D- 1)+4]-O.
.•. D=-I, I2I.

.•. CP..Cae+ex (C1 cos 2x+C1 sin 1*).
P.J. corresponding to x'd (25xt-30x+28).
P.1 coonding to ex cos 2x.xet (sin 2x-cos 2x.

Ex. 18. Solve	 cosx+coshx.

(Bombay 611
Solution. A.E. is D'-2D'+2D'-2D+i..O.

I.e.. (D'-f l)-2D -(D'± l)U or (D'+l) (D'-2D+I)O
or	 (Dt+I)(D-I)'.O. D-±t, I 1.

C.F.=Ccos (X+C,)4.(C5+C4r) er
P.!. corresponding to cos x

D'-2D$+2DU2D+i (case of failure)

coo 	 co*x?x. 4D3-6D+4D-2 —X ' -4D+6D+4--2
=xcosx

4
P1. corresponding to comb z i.e. coo (Ix)

Cos Ix	 Cos IX

D4 2D1 +2Da.-2D11 l-2D+2-2D--1
patties D'=-II

I cos IX _1(l+D)cot Ix
(case of failure)

I cos Ix-I sin Ix-

= -x(J-unix+cos ix)	 -
• MIX (I sin lx - coo Ix) x (sinh x--cosh x).
Hence etc.
Ex. 1. Solve (D'-D4-f2Dl-_2P5+D_J),..c.,x.

-	 fRajasthaa 60]
Seistiss. Auxiliary equation is

(D-1)(D'+I)'	 D..I, ±1, l.
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•.• C.F.ci+(s+) COS x+( g+,r) sin X.

cos x (case of failure)

cOaX

differentiating denominator w.r.t. D and multiplying
by x (again a case of failure)

I
-X2 2O3_12D,+12D_4COSX

coax

putting D'= —1
X2	 cos x= j- x' (cos x-sin x)..

Hence y=C.F. -I-P.!. is complete s,lution.

L,+Ex. 20. -4+ j+y=ax'+be sin 2x.

[Allahab.d 1966; Delhi Hons. 60, 531
Solution. A.E.isD1+D'+1=0

or	 (D'—D+))(D'+D+l)=O

Or

C.F.C,e1JS cos (- x +C, )+cse.-I1 cos (
	

x+C*)

Now P.1. corresponding to cx

ax'—(l +D'+ D')' (ax')

—(I —D'...) ax'—(ax'-2a
and P.1 corresponding to bdrx sin 2x

be sin 2x

.=imaginary part Of ,	 '+ 
te2.ea

=l.P. of---1 be-r (1U)

r CIU)
—J.P.

be	 (*.21)

- p	 hX (U (9+201))f 
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l. P. of 
_be-r (cos	

(9+201)

be-
-	

(9 sin 2x-f20 cos 24.

:. P.L,.axI_2a_6e T (9 sin 2x+20coc 2x).

Hence the complete solution Is )'C.F. 1-P.1.

*Ex 21. Solve 
d2y
3je+ O'Y SeC O.

[Vikrsa 1964; Luck. 56; Osmanla 62; Cakutta Hoes. 621
Solutlo.. A.E.is D*+aO. Ic., D=±ai

C.F.(C1 cos ax+C,sjn ax).
Now

_____ sec

	 CC (IX

•	 2as tD—ai b+ai	 cos ax
e° f	 I	 1	 I
2T 11'J	 i D—aI .l.. aI cos ax
CWX I e' S	 etx I etr

•e' fcosaxi	 cosdX_-!_ff(ax+1 sin .ax
21 dX

J	 cos ax	 Ulf	 cos ax

as B stands for integration

(1s tan a.) dx	 Ian ax Aai
e'1	 1	 1 er1	 S

rL X+- log cos axj	 X— log cos ax

(x (e111_e W )J+ !.
2
 log cos

sin ax+ log (cos ax) cos ax.	 -

Hence the complete solution is

y-(C1 cos ax+C, sin a)+ sin ax+.1.2 log (cos ax) cos ax.

	

Lx. 22. Solse	 +Th +tx=O, k >b> 0 having been

gIiflS that when t=O, x--'O, dx
 u,.	

fsiugar 63J
Soletle.. Simple.



	

LI1.ro, Diffe.-rnilol Iquasiqn3 	 53

EL 23. Solve (D-9D-fI8) ye'
Solutle.. C.F..C1e+C,xe.

D-b) (D-3) e

	

D-6 (esxf e	 e dx)

..'4e*x 
J eel ( e3X) dx

The general solution isy=C.F.+P.L
Ex. U. What do you understand by linearly Independent

solutions?
Show that ex, xer and x'e are solutions of

—o	d.dxdx	 3'T
hence find the general solution of this equation.

[Cal. Hens. 631
Hint. See 56 Case II p.61.
Ex. 25. Solve
(I) (D2-5D+) ye'-. x.	 (Poona 621

Au.	 14x3II2Xt+24x)
(H) (D3-3D2 -6D+8) yx.	 [Poona 64]

Au.	 (x+)
(iii (D-l) y9 COS X.	 (Vikram 63)

Ans. y=C1ex C,eC2 cos (x+C4)_Iel cos x.
(iv) (D'-4D+ 3) y= 3e cos 2x.	 (Poona 63]

Ass y=C,ex.j.C,exeX (sin 2x-cos 7x).
(v) (D4 2D+l)y=e1 +sin 2x.	 [Karnatak 631

Au. y=(Cj+C1x) er+(a+gx)	 sin 2x+xte.
(ii) (D-4D-4)y8 (x2 +e2 +sin 2x.	 [Nagpur 631

Au. y(C1 + C2x) e-cos 2x+4x'e'+2 (x2+2x44).
(vii) (D2 -4- 2D +1) y=x cosec x. [Nagpur 62]
Solution. A.E. is (D4-l)5=O.

J (X cosec X1	 -.

1-j-)cosec X_(D. l) (cosec x) by 520 p. 79.



Now evaluate It as in Ex. 21 p. 92

(vu)

(ix) (D2 +4D— 12) y(x— 1)..'.
(x) (D—D)y=I29+8 sin x-2X.
(xi) (D+D+)3—D-2) y=xl.fex.
(*11) (D1-2D3-FD') y=x3.
(xlii) (D'-2D+ 1) y.xIez.

DIfferesdfa i.qIwuuna

(Delhi Hobs. 653
[Mid. 65]
(Mid. 65]

(VIkrss 651
[Agra 67]

lAgra 67 751

'I

E



Homogeneous Linear Equations

61. Homogeneous Linear Equations.
An equation of the form

xN d'	 d"'1y

where P1, P1 . ..., P. are constants and X is a function of x, is
called the Homogeneous Linear Equation.

Important Substitution. If we put
X=F.Z 01 z=Iogx,

the equation (I) is transformed into an equation with constant
coefficients changing the independent variable from x to z.

Thus if xe' or z=log x, 
dz 1--x •
dx

	

• dy dy dz I dy	 dy dy(3)
dxdz dxx dz or dzdz

d2y dz dy dty	 dy
d2y dIldy\

Again -	 -
dx1 dxxdzj	 x2	 x1

2 d!y d2y dy
or	 x

Also	 d (d2Y\ d [1 (d2y dy
dx TX dx2)dx [x2 ..dz2 dz

2 (dydz d2ydz\ , jd2y dy\

but !Li
dx x

or dx3dz1	 dz2 	dz
 d

Thus if we put x
.4_==D, (3), (4), (5) etc. can be put as

x dx
X2L'Y =D(D-1) y,



Differential Equations

xD(D-1)(D_.2)y.

and	 cn!=D (fl—I)

[Be.b.y 61 Poona 601
Making this substitution, the equation (1) become

1D (D-. l) ... (D- . + l)}+ P (D (D—J)...(D--fl+2)}
+	 P+FA] y-'Z

or f(D)y=Z,
where Z is the function of: into which I is changed.

This is now a linear differential equation with constant coeffi-
cients and can be solved by the methods of previous chapter.

Ex. 1. Solve x

	

	 +y=3x'.dxt

Solution. Putting x=e and	 the equation becomes
D(D—flj .'+yr3e I or (DSD+1)=3etz.

The auxiliary equation is D2 —D+ 1=0.

2.	 2
C F.=C1ezft cos (h/3z+c2).

	

3e2'	 3e2Also	
D2D+ I 2'-2-- I

Therefore the solution is
y-Cie42 cos (iv'3z

or y=C1x11' cos (1-.3 log x+4+x3 as #=x or z=logx.
Ex. 2 Solve x	 _ 2y=x-l-1.	

[S*r 62; Raj 51]
So1utio. Putting x=e, D	 the equation beèomes
• [D(D_1)_2]y=*teZ

A.E. is Dt D2=O, (D-2)(1+l)0, D=2, —1.

• C.F.CjeU+C2r z=Cix1+C5 as e=x

	

•1:= (D . 2) (D+I) [e+e:]	 (case of failure for both)

• =z2	 [c+ez] multiplying by z and di11rentiaiing the

the denominator w.r.t. D

	

______ F(--___	 e' e
=z22t+l)_T=z[3._...r1

96
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= (log x)	 as x=e or log x=:.

Hence the complete solution is

y=c1x2+c2 !4 log x

Ex. ,... Solve x!_2x —4y=x.

(Vikram 1964: Agra 58 48, 76; AHahahad 55; Raj. 581
Solution. Putting x=e and D— _, the equation becomes

(D(D-1)-2D-4) ye or (02-3D-4)3=e4.
Auxiliary equation is D-3D-4=O or (D-4)(D.i-l)O.

Ce=x +C,fx as ex.
And P. j= differentiating denominator

w.r.t. 0 and multiplying by z
e4Z	 lz	 -=Z 2435k (log x) .t4 as x=e-.

Therefore the required equation is
y=C1x+Cz/x+}x4 log X.

,Ex. 4. (a) Solve x2 --3x !!+4y=2x2 .	 [Delhi 1963, 59)dx-	 Lv
Solution. Putting x_—e and	 the equation becomes

(IZ

[D (D— I)— 30±4) y2.e" or (D2 -4D +4) y=2e.
A.E. is(D2 -4D+4)=O or	 ,D=2,2.

C.F.=(C 1 +C2z) e2z =(C 1 +Ct log x) x as X=E'.

Again P.1. (D2) 2
' (case of failure)

—z	 2e' differentiating denominator w r.t.

D and multiplying by z (case of failure
agait)

• —z.12e differentiating denominator again w. r..t.
0 and multiplying by:

=ze2'=(log x)2 x.
Hence the complete solution .is

y=(C,+C1 log x) x+(log x) x
Ex. 4.	 Solve xD2-3xD+4)3,=.'.

(Gujrat 1959; Bombay 581
Solution. As in the above example,
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C.P. = (C1 +C2 log x) x.

P.Lr	 e'(m_2)2t. wherc

2j5 
xas#=x.

(m—

• Hence y=(Cn+Cs log x)x2.	 xm.
Er. 4. (c) Solve (x2D2-3xD+4) y=(x— i)*.
Solution. C.F.(Ca+Ca log x) x2.

P.l.(DT2)$ (e— 1)2 (D'.-2)i [e2ex+I]

Z-_2e+* (first term was a case of failure)
4x' (log x)3-2x+1.

Hence Y
=(+C2 log x) x'+jxZ (log x)22x+.

Er. S. Solve x2 +2x_20y.(x+,)3.

[Delhi Hon's. 1959]
Solution. Putting xe, DE, the equation becomes

[D (0 —I) +20-20] y(e+1)l=e+2ez+1.
A. E. is D2+D-200, D+5) (D-4)=0.
C.F.= CIC I . CsC 5Z =,CI %4 + C5x 5 as 9=x,

	P.1=	 rw 0 (d2x42c1+ t)
el- . 2e

4 + 2-20l-f1-0 . ' 0+0-20
2_ 114 g

	
30	 14-	 ex—

Hence the complete solution is
y=C1A4+ Cx 5— x'- ex

Er. 6. (a) Solve x3 Ly—xs ^ V̂+ 2x —2y=x+3x.

EKarnatak 1963; Raj- 551
Solution. Putting x=e2 and D rm K. the equation becomes

0(0 I)(D_2)D(ol)+2D:Jt..ekF3eI
[ü -4L)+5D-21 y=e3
A..E. is D'-4Dl.5l)*2_:t, i.e. (I)—l)(0--2)=O

0 1. 1.2.
C.F. (C1

=(C1 +c log x) x-f. Cx as	 i.c	 -log
* In ca%c of constant 1 . we may write it an cS'. Thus

	

1_	 ,.z	 •.:

W-2Y 
_ 

(1Y-2 -	 —L

or

or
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Also P.1.=

	

	 +3	
9

(0TIY (D-2) (D1)* (D-2)

= (3-1)2 (3-2j + 
3z26_1nuItiplying the second

term by z2 and dilTrentiating the denominator twice w.r.t. .D
=1e3C 1z2#=1x3 } (log x)2 x.

Therefore the general solution is
y=(C+c5 log x) x+3x+x3 —} (log x)! X.

E 6.	 x3 —x2 —+2x _2y=x2.	
[Karnatak 631

As above.

Ex. 7 Solve	 +2x3 _x2 dY+_.i
dx'di

(Agra 77, 72, 55; Bombay 611
Solution. Dividing by x, the equation can be written as

X3 3+2x_x+y=!.

Now putting x9 and Dd/dz, this becomes
(D (D- 1) (D-2)+2D (D— 1)—D+ 1] y=e.

The A.E. is D3—D5—D-j- 1=0 or (D— 1)2 (Df l)=0.
C.F.=(Ci+C2z)9+C2e-:

(C1+C2 log x) x+Csx as x=e

and P.1.= (case of failure)(J)2(D+i)

Z3Dl_2Dj mu l tiplying by z and differentiating the

denominator w.r.t. D

(log

Hence the complete solution is
y=(C1 +C2 log x) x+C3r 1 -f I (log x). l/x.

IYEx. 8. So/we x3 +6x+8x +2'..x+3x-4.

[Nagpurô3
Solution. Putting x=ez and Dd/dz. the equation is
[0 (0-1) (D-2)+6D (D—I)+ 8D+21 IC+3(r_4.
The AX is	 (D3+3D2+4D+2)=O

(Dfl)(o2+20+2)=o

le. D=—1, —1±1

or

or
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C.F.=C1e z+C3e 1 cos (z+ C3).

	

I•	 ____
eu 
	

3e,	 4
23 l3.22+4.2+ 2+ 1+3..12+4.J-0+0+0+2
Of 	 XI 3

x-2.

the complete solution is
YC1X 1+Cr l cos (log x+C)+xl+.2

*Ex. 9. Solve x2_+2x2c+2Y__lo(x+).

[Agra 78, 69, 67. 52; Pb. 62; Delhi Hons. 60 58]
Solution. Putting x=e, D=— dJdz, the equation becomes

ED (D— 1) (D-2)+2D (D,—])+2] 10 (e:+e_t).
The A.E. is D3 — D2+20, ie, (D2-2D+2)=O

or D-1, 2±%/(4-8)i.e. D-1, 1±1

cos
Cix+sxcos(Iog xl C's)

109

second term a• case of failure
l0e ' " IOe' 

3D-2D
	•	 multiplying second term by z and differentiating its

denominator w.r.t. D
I Oe'=59+z.. 

log x as x=e z=log x.

Hence the complete solution is
v=C1x 2 +C2x cos (log x+.Cs)+5x+2 log x.(lfx).

*. 10. Solve x5 j—x	 3Y6— 	 logx. Agra 73,68; RaJ. 611

Solution., Putting x—e', Dmd/dz, the equation becomes
[D (D_l)_D_3Jy=ze2.

Auxiliary equation is (D2 -2D-3O, .D-3)(D+I)O.
c.F. ='1,'+ cse'=C'1x3 + C5x

________	
is ________________

(D 12;! - 2 (D+2) ..	(4 519 P. 76)
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e'
=e' D5+2D Z3 (I JD— 1D2J 1 z

=-4x (log x+I) as ex.
Hence the complete solution is

y=C1x3+Csx'—x3 (log x+).

•Ex. 11. (a) (x2D2+3xD+1)Y=(,'.

tAgra 70, 66, 57; Raj. 52]
Solution. Putting x—e and D'_d/dz, the equation is

[D (D—l)+3D'+lJ

The A.E. is D"+2D'+l.=O. i.e. (D'+l)O.

C.F.=(Ci +C2i) e=(C1 +C1 log

P.! I	 I	 I
(D'+ l)(l — )(D'+ I)(D'+ 1)' -(1 —e')'

Let (U+ J••(	 J,)Z=u.l.e. (D+ I) u=j 

or  dz +—u= linear equation, I.F.9.

________	 I:.	
'1(l_c)2 

dz=_)

e'or u=
(l-e)

1	 I	 I

e	
v(say)(IY±l)(l—e,

Then C(11+1) V=(1.) or

This is a linear equation. I.F=e
r et	I	 I.e' dz_j (t_e2) d:
C clx	 I= i -	 e- x, dz=-.dxJx(l —x)	 x
(1 + l\ d	xj	 -- j x= log X—lOg (I —x)=log

Jr	 x ill

101
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The complete solution therefore is

y= (C1 +C2 log x).+ log

}x. 11. (b) Solve x2 d+x +y-O.	 (Karnatak 611
C. F. of above example is the answer.

*Ex. 12 Solve x+4x +2y='x+ sin x.

Solution. Putting x=e, Dd/dz, the equation becomes
(D (D—I)+4D+2] y—. e'+sin e'.

The AE. is D3+3D+2=O, i.e. (D+2) (D+1)O.
C .F.C1e_+C1e5'..=C1x1+Cjx5.

.et 	 sines
(D+2)(D+1)

_1e+ ___D+2 5j sin e'.

Now lCtDI sin 9=u, i.e.(D+ 1) u=sin e

or

	

	 +u—sin e'. Linear, 1.F.e.dz
ue=J e' sin e dz

sin x dx, as x-=e5, dx=9 dz
=—Cos x= —Cos 9;

Or
D±1 SIfl 9=D+2 u ff -(—e' cos e)—V, say.

	

(D--2) v=—e' cos 9 or	 +2v_e2 èos 9dz
which is a linear equation with I.F.=e".

.. vel2=_J e ços 9 95 dz=_f i t cos 9 dz

=— fcosxdx as x=9

--sin X, .. Vj.Slfl X_? Sin X.

sin X.

Therefore the complete solution is

sin x
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Ex. 13. Solve x' dyjj—X dy
j+Y=2 	log x.	 [Agra 64]

Solution. Putting x9, D d/dz, the equation becomes
[D(D-1)—D+1]y=2z, -i.e. [D2-2D4-1Jy=2z.

A.E.is(D-1)1=O,D=1. 1.
C.F. (c1+c,z) e—(c1 +c2 log x) x as x9.

Now P.1.=(1',)l 2z=(1—D)' 2:

=+W+...)2z2z+4=2logx+4.
Hence complete solution is y— C. F. + P.1.

Ex. 14. Solve
ai

IGuirat B.Sc. (prim.) 8]

Solution. The equation is x1	 =12 log x.

Putting x—e, D m d/dz, the equation becomes
(D (D—I)+D]y=12z.

A.E. is D2 =O, D=O, 0.
... C.F.=C1+C,z=C1 +C5 log x

P.I.=J=2z 3 =2(log x)3.

Hence yC1 +Ci log x+2 (log x)3 is the complete solution.
Ex. 1('(a) (x4D' + 6x'D3 +9x'D2 +3xD+ I) y-(1 +log x)'.

[Karnatak 601

Solution. Putting x=e 1 D'	 the equation becomes

(D' (DI-1) (D'-2) (D'-3)+fD' (KY—I) (IY-2)
+911 (D'l)+3D+1])(I+z)2

or (D'4+2D'1+1) y=(I+z)2.
A. E. is fY4 +2D'5 + 1 =0, i.e. (U+ 1)2=0, 11= ±1, ±1.

C.F.(C1+C,z) cos z+(C;+C4z) sin z
=(C, +C2 log x) cos (log x)+(C3+C4 log x) sin (log X)

(l+ z)2

[1+(2D'2+D'4)]' (1 +z
=(1-2LY2—D'4) (I±z)2=(l+z)22.2
=z5 +2z-3=(log x)3±2 log x-3.

Hence the complete solution is
y=(C1 + 3 log x) cos log x+(C,+C4 log x) sin log x

±(log x)+2 log x-3,



10$
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Lx. 15. (b) x4+6x+9xz+3x

IlCarnatak (Sub.) 601
The C. F. of the above example is the answer here.

*Ex. 16. Solve x2

	

	+4x +2),..=eZ.dx
(De hi Ilous. 66 ; Vlkram 63 ; Agra 46; Kamatak 62, 60;

Sagar 64; Marathwsda 641
\Solunoa. Putting x—e', Dat, the equation becomes

ED (D— l)+4D-2] yr'/.
:. (D+2)fD+l)-o.

C. F. =C1e"+ C2é'= C,x'+ C3x 1. -

• PL(D2(D 1)C	
(+rD2	 )c.'.

Now let D+l	 -'U, I.e. (D+1)u=e"

or j+u=e'. linear,

:. ue'J eT.et1dzf ex dx as ex

e' or	 c' as e=x.

Also let jj4 e=v, (D+2) V=e

or	 +2vv . linear equation, I.F.=et'.

• ivst=f e22 ?dzJ e eeiz

-	

Xe x-e' (x—I)

of v	 (e (X_
—l)J_

e 	 ex(x—I)=-_--.
•

g ives	 I	 lexe1e1.•.

Hence the complete solution is

Y,

Ex. 17. Sr'irc X2_X +2y=x big x.
fLuck.4*J
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Solution. Putting x=e D	 the equation becomes

[D(D_I)_D+2],i.eZ.z.
The A.E. is D5 -2D-f-2=0, D==1±i.

C. F. = eC1 cos (z + c=xC 1 cos (log x+C,).
erz	 __

(D±l)2-2(D+l)}-2 z

=#öjz=e!(1+D2)_Iz

=e(1—D5— .) z=ze'=x log;.
Hence the complete solution is

y—xCi cos (log xC1)+c log X.

Ex. 18.

Solution. Putting x=e, Da d the equation becomes

(D (D-1(D_2)+3D(Di) L D+ I] )e'.z
or (D+l)y=e'.z.

A. E. is (D3+ l)=O, I.e. (D+ I) (D2 —D+ 1)—fl.
l±'4/31

.'. C.F.—Cie'+C3e(112)'ccs(J3z+C1)
=Cix 4+C,Vx cos (4/3 log x+Cs).

I	 2
(D+1)*1'2+jD+3Di+tp

es
-(l+D+ID+ID)'' :r.=fr(j_ID..,)z
e (z--)=4x (log x—).

Thrcforc the complete solution is
y'C1x'+c,Vx cos (J-,/J log x±+4. Oog .-

Ex. 19. Solve x'	 +2x-'nx.	
tNa&,.r7i

S.bdo.. Putting x=e, Dw T . we gel

ID (D—I)+ 2DJ
A.E. is D2+D=O; .. D (D+I)=O, D=O, —1.

C. F. =C,+Ce —C1 + C2x-'.

P.l.=<,yz=(l.ED)* :-.)[l—D—...]z

1	 22	 (logx)2

2	 log X.

In

'Os
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Therefore the complete solution Is
(log x)3y'C1 +Cax'+ 2--I08x.

Ex. 20. Solve t +2x+x1 x+1
7

x+10g x.
(Mysore 491

• solution. Putting x—e, D	 the equation becomes
[D(D— 1) (.0-2) (D-3)+2D (.0-1) (0-2)

4-D (D-1)—.D+ Ii ye'-j-z
or (D-1)4ye'+z.

kB is (D-1)O,D=I, 1. 1, 1..
CF. (Cj+Csz±Cez+Ca') e'

9
(first term case of failure)

tID- z	 multiplying by z4
4.3.2.1	 '	 and differentiating the

denominator of first term
41	 four times
za	(log x)'et+z+4

	

	 -,-4! X+logx4.
Therefore the complete solution is

y 1Ci+C1 log x+Cs (log x)2 +C4 (log x)'J x
'I x)4

+ 4! x+logx+4.
Ex. 21. Solve [x3D'—(2m—J) xD-I-(m3+n')] ynlx* log x.
Solution. Putting x=et,	 the equation becomes

[D (D-1)--.2m-1) D+(?n+n)Jy=ne.z
A. E. is D2_ 2mD'+mt+n*2, (D'—,n)2+n=O, D'=m±in.
C.F.eC1 cos (nz+Cs)=x"C i cos (a Jog x+C3.

1
II (D'_,fl)Z+fl* n'z#!'

memo D'+mnt)3+, n3ZnhetD,*1z

=nz4(i+1zui.eiu(t_ç... )z
log X.

.•.,' The complete solution is
y=xmC1 cos (a log x+Cs)+z* log x.

*Ex. 22. Solve ,.	 —3x 2 +,J	 (log

[Agra 62; DelhI font 57; Kirnatak 6*]

106
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Sohition. Putting x=e,	 the equation becomes

Bill z+ 1

dz

.[D(D-1)-3D4-1]y- el
or (D'-4D+J)y=(z sin z) e'+e.

A.E. is	 D2-4D+I=0. D2±y'3.
C.F. '=C1#'+ C3e(sV):=et (CjeI3+C2e3z.

=x3 (C1x%+CsxV).

P. 1. corresponding to e'
1. _, _________

D!-4D+1 e =( 1'0(j+l c_s
e' x1
6 6

P. 1. corresponding to e'z sin z
I.

(D*_4D+1) e 
2 SIfl 2

2 sin 

6D+62 Sfl 2Ds-

-Imaginary  part of 
e' D2-6D+6

=Imaginary part of e' eIZ

— Imaginary part of e-1 . et	 1+2i6+ 5-61. z

I I 6)	 1=Imaginary pars of e(Il)c.:Lz_ D(21—

	

5-61	 ••J

=Imaginary part of e (3-I)	
7[Z__6]

— Imaginary part of e (cos z+i sin z)

	

I	 (2i-6(5-l-6I
52±62

F6	 S	 130	 156
61	 61

CO3 Z±- 2 Sin 
z+ cosz_.W sin z

	

252	 210
+jj-COa Z +pSIfl 2

2e-2(6 cos 2±5 sin z)+-.u(l9J cos z± 27 sin zj
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X' log X[6 
cos	 v) + 5 sin (log x]	 -

j-721 1 1 91 cos (log x)+27 sin (log x)].

Hence the complete solution is

	

•3•=Xa (clxVs+ cs. 3)+X-
+I

	 1— 	 log (6 cos log x

	

6 	 11

+S'sin log x)+4 1 (i9l cos log .x+27 sin log x).
Ex. 23. Solve (x2D2—XD-f 4) r=cos (log x)+x sin (log x).

[Vlkram 62]
.Solutioa. Putting x=c:, Vml the equation becomes

[D (D'1).—D'+4]ycos z+ax, sin z.	 -
A.E. is D-2D'+40, 11=1±V31.

C.F.=e: [C1 cos V3z+c, sin -,13z)
x [Ci cos (V3 log -Y) +C2 sin (V3 log x)].

P.	 cos z	 e sin z

cosz	
Isin z__2ff+(b+1)2._2 (D'+l)+4

3+211	 1
_,_4D•zcOs z+e' J) . 3 sin 

3 cos z-2 sin z	 I
9+4	 +._l2+3 SIflZ

•	 =7 (3 co (log X)72 sin (log x)]+Ix sin (tog x).
Hence the complete solution is y=C.F.+p.I.

d2s	 dyM. 24. Solve. xt -3x j+4.vx given that
0 iri:e,I x=l and y=es When x=e.	 (Poona 641

Solution. Putting x=e:,	 the equation becmes
1D(D_l)_3D+4Jy=e

A.E. is 1Y-40+4O, i.e. D=2, 2.
CF. =4C+C,) C2.

•	 Complete solution is .r =(Ci+C2z) e'+e.But when x= 1, i.e. z=O,
And when	 i.e.z= I,

O C1 +l. 'c.C1--1
j .,ç=..(c4.c2) e! I.e, i.e. 20—e—Ce2 or C,=2—c"
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Hence the solution is
as e=x.

Ex. 25. (a) x2 d^v+x L_. 4r=x2 .	 [Delhi 1967; AIM. 65]

.(b (xD1-3xD+5) r=x2 .sin (log x)	 IDelbi 1972]
62. Equations reducible to homogeneous form.
Cqnsidcr an equation of the type

	

dAy	 d'1 v
(a+bxY'-+Pi (afbx)'1 (I\•' +...+PA_l (a+bx).

+P,.i=X (x),
where P, P, ..., P. are constants

If we put 0+ bx=u, then

	

dv dv (hi 	 di,

	

— =—.—=b -.	 -

	

dx dii i/x	 di,
(I'ld I dv\	 d!v

I b—,=b- —i etc.dx- dv duj	 dii

dAit
and ---b" '.dx"	 d,i

Thus the equation , after dividing by b", becomes.

	

.?!+'	 v=—

	

dodi?' b	 d'e'	 b"' dii b	 bA	 b
which a standard homogeneous equation.

Now putting u=a+bx=9 and	 the equation becomes

D (D-1) ... (D--a-j-l) y+ P1 D(D—fl ... (D—n+2) v-i-...

bAb \ b
This is a linear equation with constant coefficients and can be

solved by appropriate method.

Ex. 1. Solve (x+a) 4224(x Fa)-+6v=x.

IPoona 1964; Agri 74, 62, 561

Solution. Pulling x+a=e`,D_=;
lz
 . the equation becomes

(D (D— I —4D+6] y=(e2_o).
A.E Is DI-5D+6=0. (D-3 1

C.F.C,e+CeC1 (x+a)!±C2tx+aj.

	

P.I =	 I	
(e'—a)--- -I - e'—

a
D2-5D+6	 6

e'_a_(x+a) a
2 6	 2	 's
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Therefore the complete solution is

y—C, (x+a)'+Ci (x+a)*+4f1.
-E1.2. Solve (I+x*d+(1+x)d +y4 cos log (I +X).

(Debi 1968; Agra 71, 501
Solution. Putting I +x=e',	 the equation becomes

[D(D-1)+D#l]y=4 cos z.
A.E.is D'+I=O,D=±j.
C.F.'=C 1 cos (z+C1)C1 cos [log (l+x)+c5].

PJ.=Dt.4cos z(case of failure)

cos z multiplying by :and differentiating the
denominator w.r.t. D

2z sin z=2 log (l+x)sinlog (I +X).
Therefore the complete solution is

y=C1 cos (Log (l+x)+C'2]+2 log (1+x) sin log (I +x).
Ex. 3. Solve

[(3x+20 D2+3 (3x+2) D-361 y=3x+4x+J.
[Delhi Hons. 1972 70, 611

Solsstloa. Putting 3x2e, 	 the equation becomes

(32D' (D—.l)+3.3D'-361 •y=3 (e'_2 )2+4:(Z_2)+i

A.E. is 9 (D'3-4J=*o, D'=±2.
:. C. F.=Cie 2 +Cse_ z=C, (3x+2)1+C2 (3x-2).

	I 	 (e"—I\ I	 e'	 I
P-1	 (D"-4) 3 1 27 LD'-4 D'*_4

	

= [z	 +} since first term is case of failgre

—*'f [1 ze"+1J=Tf [2e22+1]
T1t(3x+2)' log (3x+2)-I-I] as 3x+2=e.

Hence the complete solution is
y=C'1 (3x+2)1 + C2 (3x 4. 2)4•	 [(3x+2)' log .(3x+ 2)4-I].

Ex. 4. (3x .f2)2 +5 (3x+2) _3y=x2+x+!.

SolutIoa. Putting	 the equation becomes

(32.D

110
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A E is 3 (302 -I-2D-1)=O or (3D—I) (D-I-1)=O.
C.F. = c#s3 + C2e"=C1 (3x +2)" + C1 (3x+2)'.

I	 (e2_ea+7

• "'°3(3D'+2D-L)	 9
ef,____	 9	 7

27 (3.2+2.2—I)__27.(3. 1 2+2. 1-1) +ÔT1)
Hence the complCte solution is

y.-C, (3x+2 1'3 + c1 (3x+2)-1+ 
(3- _(3x-l2) 7

405 .	108
dly

Ex. S. Solve(l+ 7x)2 j-6 (I +2x)+I6y8 (I +2x)'.dx

Solution. Pulling l+x=e,	 the equation becomes

[21D (D—l)-6.2D+16] y8e''
or 4 [E$-4D+4] y-8e' or (D-2,=2e.

C F.=(Ci+z) e*s=[C1 +C2 log (142x)] (1+2x)2
k

= 7e
(D-2 

(case of failure)

•	 2e1'
=Z.2.(D'-2) multiplying by z and differentiating the deno-

minator w r.t. D
7e" again multiplying by z and differentiating the deno-

minalor w.r.t. D
=ze'.= (Log (I +2x)]2 (I 2x).

Therefore the complete solution is
y tCi+Cz log (1 +2x)i (I +2x)2 +((log (I +2x)]' (I +241.

Ex. 6. Solve (x+I)	 +(x+!)—(2x+3) (2x+4).

jAgra 1970 Nagpur 631
d.Solution. Pulling x+ 1=9, D=— :,. the equation becomes

aZ
(D (D— 1)1- D] y=2ë-I- I) (2et+2).

A.E. D'=O. DO, 0
... CJ.(C1+C,z) e=C 1 +C2z I	 2 log (l+x).

P.l.(4l 69+z)Ds
4t, z 5e	 .	 /	 I
22 1

IZ	 means integration twit

=e' 46e +zL. (x±I)2 1-6 (x I 1)-I hog (x+2)J2
=xI-8x+Ilog(x+ 1)12 	leaving the constant term 7,

whici cm b. crnsidered to h icudcd in part ( s of the (.F.
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Hence the complete solution is
y=C1 +C8 log (I 4- x)+x2+8x+[log (x+ 1)]3.

	

a'	 d3yEx. 7. Soi;e16(x4.I)4_+95(x1.J)3&j

+104 (x + I )l Ts+8 (x±l)ad_+y=x2+4x+3.
Solution. Putting (xtl )=e*, Dd/dz the equation becomes

(16D (D— I) (D ..-2) (D-3) -96D (D— I) (D-2)+ 104D (D— I)
+D+I1ye+2, as x'+4x+3=(x+l)(x--3),

I.e. 16D4 -8D2+ I)
A.E. is I6D4_8D8±lO,(4D2_1)2=O.

Dr= ±è, ±i repeated twice.
... C F.=r;Ci +C2z) el!+(Ca+C,z) e1'

=[Ci+ C8 log (I 4-x)](x+ l)hI
+[C3+C1 log (I ±x)] (x+
2e

(4D2T)1(4.2I-1);"
e2l 2e (x+l)2

225	 9
Thus the complete solution is

y=CF.+PI.
d'y	 d'Ex. S Sqive (5 r2x)3 7 —6 (5±2x) d--rBy=-O.

[Saugar 1963; Marathwada 64]
Solution. Putting 5+2x=e, Dd/dz, the equation becomes

[22D(D-1)-6.2D--8Jr0,
i.e. (1Y-4D2' y=O, D=2±V2.

Therefore the solution is y.__e2zCj cos (V2z+C2),
i.e. y(5±2x)' C'i cos [-v/2 log (5+2x)+c2].

	

Ex. 9: Solve (2x1)3 (13y	 dv
T4-f (2x—l) ,--2y=O.

Solution Putting (2.v- 1) et, Dd/dz, the equation is
[2' D (D-- 1) (D-2)+2D---21 .;=O,

i.e. 4D3-12D2+9D-1)
O,(D—l) (4D'—SDf 1)—u,

i.e. 

solution is y= C2e±Ce' cos	 z+C3 }

i . e. yC1 (2.v—I)+C. (2x-1) cos[- log (2x-1)-4-C31.
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Miscellaneous Examples
Ex. 1. P"Hgy=22. reduce the equation

2x3y +4Y()+2xy

to homogeneous form and hence Solve it.
dy	 dzSolution. We have y=z'; •. —=2z -
dx.. dd1y IdzV	 d'zand	

'2T) +22.
Putting these values in the given equation, we get

,!X2 . Z2 (dz)2.	

}+42 '= x1 . 4z' ()'+2xz2 . 2zdz

I.e. x' —x +z=O, homogeneoug

Now to solve it, put x=eu, then the equation becomes
(D(D-1)--n+1)zrO

or (D-2D+l)zo or (1)-1)'zQ.
z=(C1--C2.,) #(C1 -j-c5 Jog x) x.

•. y= '=X' (C1 +c, log x)2.
Ex. 2. Solve the following equation3:
(I) (x2l)1+2xD_2)y=o,	 rNer All5E	 JAns. Y=C1X1+.CIXI,.(x.D+XD_4) y -.t1

	

	 [Karnatak 591
Ass. ). Clx2+C 2 + $ log X.

(xD+6X2D3+8xD_8) y=x',	 [Bombay 58]Putting Xet, (.j13+3D'2+4D'.....8) y—e, D'=I, —2±21etc.
(x4D3+2x5D5—x2D+x)y=1	 [Bombay 61J(D'— ])a W+ 1) y=ea etc.
X3D3+xD+1)y.logxsi,, ( log .
Equation is (D'l-f. I) y=--z sin z. Now refer Ex. 2 P. 81.
xs

42 dx

	

	 [Nagpnr 63]
as. y=Ct.4+C2x-.(vii) (X DS+3X2fl2+XD) y=24xa	 [Poona 62]

q n is	 D'y=24e2.

AflI.y= 1 +2z 	 where z=Iog X-
(will) (x2D+5xD4)'yx1	 [Col. Hoes. 62, 61. 58]

Equation is (if +2)!=e. Ass. y=(C1 +C2 log x) x+4v'.
(ix) (x202 -3xD+5) y=x sin (log x).

[Osmania 60; Karnatak 6,1]

(II)

(lii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)
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Equation is	 (D"-4D'+5) y_eIz sin Zetc.Ex. 3. If D=4,prove

(i)-	 ,x" (log x
(D—m)' y(L))	 r I #(m)

(ii)	 x	 x log x— x" [f(m) log x+f' (m)J.
[Bombay 641

Solution. As D=x	 ••. x=e'.

(') .•• (D—M)"#(D)(D—rn7 #(D)
case of failure, muftiplying by z and differentiating

the deno. w.r.t. D

case of failure again

r(r—l)(D—m,''AD)	 -
case of failure again, so differentiating (r-2) times

and multiplying by Zt*
leAlt

.....-
r!fD)	 r!#(m)

-	 (Iogx)r
•	 r I (m)" 

as.x=#, z=log x.

(11) Now f(xf_) Y.M log x=f(D)enur.z

[zf(D) e +f' (D)91

=e' [zftm)+f'(m)]
=x [log f(m)+f'(m)J
This provàthe result.

[see § 520 P. 79]

Ex. 4. Show that, the equation xsç+px dy +Q=O can be redu-

	

ced by subs tUwlon io+(P—l)+Qy=o. 	
[Cal. Hans. 631

Hi.t. Refer 16 1 F, 99.
42	 .	 4 dyX2 jj=D(D-1)y. where D, x=Dy etc.
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Equations of the First Order

But not of the Iirst Degree

71..Definitles,
Te differential equations of first order do not contain

differential coefficient higher then In this chapter we shall

consider differential equations which involve powers oft. It is
dy

usual to denote by p. Thus an equation
p+P3r4+P2p'+...

where P2, P ......., P are functions of x and y, is the equation of
first order and nth degree.
72. Types of Equations

It may be possible to solve such equations by one or more
of the four methods given below. lit each case the problem is
reduced to that of solving one or more equations of first order and
first degree.
73 Equations solvable for p

Suppose the equation
a+ptpR_+F,pj,_)+... +pn=p

can be put in the form
(p—Fi(x, y) [p—F1(x, y)J ... [p—FA(x, y)=O.

Then equating to zero each factor of the above form, we get n.
equations of first order and first degree, namely

LF1(x, y),	 y),...,	 (x, y)dx
If solutions of the above n componet equations are given by

f(x, y, cj)=O,fs(x, y, c5) =0, .... f.(X Y. c)=O.
then the relation

f1(x. y, c1)f1(x, y, c1) ... f1(x, y, c)=0,
is the most general solution of the equation (I).

There is no loss of generality* if we take
The general solution of a diffcrcniiai equations at the fist order should

Contain one arbitrary constant. 	 - -.
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ci=c,=...c,,c (say).
Therefore the general solution of the equation is put as
f1(x, y, c) /(x, y, c) ...f(x, y, c) =0,

Lx. 1. Solve
P'—(X+2y+I) p'+(X+2y+2xy)72-2xyp=O.

Sehidon. On factorization the given Gquation becomes
p(p—l)(p—x) (p-2y)=O.

The component equations of first order and first degree are
p=O,p'=I,p=x, p=2y.

or	 =O !.=i dP_=x	 =2y.-dx 'dx 'dx	 'dx 
Solutions of these component equations are respectively

y—c--O, y—x—c=0, 2.y—x5--ac_—O, y_cex=0.
and therefore the most general solution of the given equation is

(7—c) (y—x—c) (2y—x2 —c) (y—ce)=0.
Ex. 2 Solve p3+2xp—y2p'-2xyp=O.
Solution. The equation can be written as

P (p'+2xp—y'p-2xy2) ='0 or p (p+2x)(p—y9-=O.
The component equations are
dy dy	 dyj=Ojj-+ = O —y =0.	 -

Solutions, of there component equations are
y—c=3, y+x5—c=0, xy+yc+l=0.

Therefore the most genera' solution is
(7—c) (y+x'—c) (xy+yc+1)=O.

	

Ex. 3. Solve xy (p2±I)—(x2+y)p.. 	 [Poona 61]
Solution. The equations can be written as

yp'—(x'+y) p+xy=0,
Le. (--x) (xp—y)=0.

Thus the component equations are

Y --x=0, x --y=0,	 .
dx

'dydx	 .i.e. ydv—x dx=0, ----=0,Y 
whose solutions are y2_x.,c, )'f-C

Hence the general solution is
(yt_X2_C) (y7cx)=..0.

Lx. 4. SoIi'e x1 (- ) 2+x	 --6y=0.	 jDanarat 511

Solution. Writting p for dy/dx, the equation becomes
xTp2 -fpxy - 62= 0, i.e. (px + 3y).( px - 2y) '-0.
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The component equations are
X	 and X-2yO

dy dx	 dy 2dxor — +3-O and ------o.y	 x	 y	 x 
Integrating these yxc and y/x'=CV
Hence the solution is (yx3-c) (y/x2-c)0.

S. Solve x' (-)'_2xy Ly +2y'-x=0.dx
[Saugar 62; CaL Hons. 61; Gorakhpur 593

Soiutio. Writing p for 	 the equation becomes
x2p2_2xyp+2y3_x20.

Solving for p,
2xy± V[4xy' - 4xa (2y2-x2)J

p=

Y±V(Xy)
X

dy y±V(x ,$)The component equations are -= 

These are homogeneous; .. put pvx, so that

I.e.,dx

or	 dv	
and	 dv	 dx	 -

X
Integrating, siir v=log cx and sin-' v= .-log cx,

i.e., sin-' (y/x)_-log CX as v=y/x,
which form the icquired solution.

Ex. 6 Solve x' (-)'+3xv -+2y'=O.	 [Ngpur 613
Solution. The equation can be writI .s

X'P2 +3xyp+2y2_0, i.e. (xp+y) (xp+2y)-_O.
The component equations are

+Y=O and x+2yD,

or	 and

	

y x	 y x
Integrating, xy=c and yx'=c.
Hence the solution is (xy—c) (yx2—c)o.
Ex. 7. (a) Solve yp'+x-y) p-x-O.

[DelhIHo. 34 ; Mid. 511
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Solution. We have (j—l)(yp+x)O.

I.e. =1andy	 -dx	 4x+x=O or ydy+xdxO

Integrating, y=x-l-c and x5+y'=c.
The solution is (y — x — c) (x2+72.-c)=O.
Lx. 7. (b) Solve xp'+(,—x)p—y=d.	 [Jabalpur62]

Aug. (y—x+c) (xy+c)0.
Lx.. 8. Solve p1 -_p (x1+xy+y')+xy (x+y)=O.
Solution. After tactorizing, the equation can be written as

(p—x) [p1+px—y (x+y)JO
or (p—x)(p—y).(p+(x+y))O.

The component equations are
dy	 dy_ dy
j_X. a—Yj+

dySolution of	 is y-±cOnst., i.e. 2y—x2=c,

Solution of	 ii log y=x+const., i.e. ycez,

and solution of+y=—x (linear equation) isdx

• Ec4-J-xe5 dx,	 -

i.e. yew c—(x--l) ex
Or Y+x-1—ce=O.

Therefore the complete sólut ion is
•	 (2y—x5—c) (ycex) (y+x-1—ce)=O.

• EL 9 (*) Solve P (x .f2y)+3p2 (X+y)+(y+2X)pO.
Solution. On factorizing, the equation is

p (p+i) (px+2py+2x4y)=0.
The component equations are

=O,
 

' y+io, (x+2y)+2x+y=0.

Solution of=O iay=c.dx

• Solution of+ 1..=O, is y.-x=c.dx

Solution of (x+2y)+2x+y..O.

to. (X,i+ydx)+2ydy+2dx=0jsy++x*...
Therefore the complete solution or the given eqifatona

(y—c) (Y+ X—C) (y+y2+x—c)=-0.
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Lx. 9. (b) Solve p'+px +py+xy O	 (Cal. lIons. 631
Hint. Equation is (p+x) (p+y)=O etc.
Lx. 10. p3 -(x+xy+y3) P1+(x'y+X2y'+xy3)p-xy'.4).
Solution. The equation on factorization is

(p-x 8) (p-.y3) (y.....xy)O.
The component equations are

dydy	 dy	 I_dy— X2 , - y1, -=xy I =-=x dxdx	 dx	 dx	 y
Solutions of these equations are respectively

3v-xc, xy+cy4-J-O, y=ce.
Therefore the complete solution is

(3y-x'--c) (xy+cy+1).	 ix')O.
Ex. 11. Solve xyp1+(x'+xy+y2)p+x2+xy=O.
Solution. The equation can be written as

(xp+x+y) (.vp+x)=O.
The component equations are

dy	 dyxxy=O and y+x=O

or xdy-4-ydx4-xdxOandy dy+xdx0.
Their solutions clearly are

and ç+-c=O.

Therefore the most general solution is
(	 x2	 \1yx1	 -oXY-T---C 

/ 2 
2 -c -

Lx. 12. Solve (x2+x)
Solution. After factorizing, the equation becomes

(xp+x-y] [(x+1)p-yJ=O
The component equations arc

4+x_y=O and (x+1)-y=Odx

or x dy-y dx+xdx .. O and

xdv-ydx 1	 dx dyor ------ +- dx==O and	 -.=O.

	

x2	x	 -
x+1 y

Integrating these, we get

+Iog x+log c=O, y-c (x+1)=O
or y +x log (xc)O and y-c (x+1) —O.
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Therefore the most general solution is
[y+x log (xc)) fy—c (x+ 01 0.	 -

*Ex. 13. Snipe (1_71+)p*_2p+.O.

[Raj. 57, 53; Agra 62; PaIns How. 591
Solution. The given equation is

p'—p+p-2 p+=Ox 
X2

or . (+)=,'' ( i_s).

or (p_Y)'rq,*yi( i_s.)

or (px—y)--. dpy (X—y)'I' or p [x±y&J(x1—)')j—y=O.
Thus the component equations are

dy 
[x±y'(x'—y3)]—y—O or

To solve I$putxvy. :.

component equations become v+y 
dv
T=v±V(vI_1)

dv door j ±/(v*1) °r

lntegrting,	 log [v+(v5_I)J..=yc

loor	 .	
,

E44. Solve. p'+2py cot x=y1.	 [Rnrp5 59; Raj.
 The equation can be written as

(P +y cot X)t=y* (1+cot' x)
or p -I-y cot . x=±y cosec x.

The component equations are
dy
Tx Y (—cot x+cosec x) and	 (—cot x—cosec x)

or &(_cot x+COSCC x) dx&=(_cot x—cosec x) dx.

Integrating the first of these, we get 	 -

log y-1og sin X +Iog tan+Iog c= log c tank

or y=c	 tatzx	 c	 c
2 sin jx cos jx 2 cost 4x II +cos x

Solution of first component equation is
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y(1+cosx)=c.
Similarly solution of the other equation is y (1-cos x) =C.
Thus the complete solution of the given equation is

-[y (1 ±cos x)-c] (y (1 -cosx)-c)0.
Ex. 15, If the curve whose differential equation is p±2py cot x

==y2 passes through the point (k, , 1), show that the equation of
the curve is given by

(2y-sec' *x) (2y-cosec' x)-O.	 [Bombay 61]
Solutiofl. Proceeding as in the above example the general

solution of the equation is
[y (l+cos X)-C] Fy (1-cos x)-c]=O.

It passes through (jr, I);' hence
[1 (t+cos j,)-c] [1 (1-cos w)-c]=O,

ie (1-c) (1-0=0, l-c=O or cI,
The required curve through (j,i, 1) is

[y (1+cos x) .-. 1] [y (1-cos x)-lJO.
(2ycos24x-1)(2y sin2jx_1)=O.
os9x sine *x (2y . sec2 x) (2y-cosec' x)-0

or (2y-. sec2 x) (2y-cosec2 4x)O.
Ex. 16. S&lve 4y2p+2pxy (3x+1)+3x3O.
Solution. The equation can be written as

4y5p2 + 6px1y + 2pxy + 3x3O,
i.e. 2yp2yp+3)±x(2yp+3x2)o
or	 (2yp+3x) (2yp+x)=O.

The component equations are

2y +3x0 and 2y
dx

Solutions of these equations are
x

Therefore the complete solution is
(Y'+x-c) (Y8+W-c)=O.

Ex. 17. Solve pt -2p cosh x±I=O.
Solution. The equation can be written as

pa_p(ex +e_s)+1O or (p_ex) (p_er)=O.
The component equations are

dy
anddx	 dx

Their soluions are y__ex+c, y=e-5+c.
Therefore the comj	 ''ti	 is

(y_ex+c) (y+e
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Ex. 18. Solve
(I) p-5p+6--0.

	

	 [1)elM 19591
Aug. (y-2x—c) (y-3x—c)=O

(ii) p25 0.	 Ans.' 25 (.v+c)5-4ax5=0
(iii)p3=ax4.	 Aug. 27ax'.343 (y+c)'
(vi) pi 7p+12=0.	 AnS. y=4x+c,y3x+c
(') p5 -9p+18=0.	 Ails. (y-6x+c) (y'-3x—c).0.
(vi)xyp2 -f p (3x-2y')-6xy0.

Ans. (y—cx') ($+3X2—c)=O
(vii) xy5(p2+2)=2py3+x3.

	

	 [Nagpur 19581
Aug. (x2—y5 +c) (x' -y2+cx4)0

(viii)p7 +x5yx'pypO.	 Aits. (,_cea) (4y—x4+c)=O
(ix) 3py2 — 2xyp+4y'—x'O.
Hint. Put x5-3yr--v2.	 Ans. x2-3y2.=(c±2x)2

74. Equations solvable for y. 	 [Karnatak 19611
If the equation is solvable for y, we can express y explicitly in

terms of x and p. Thus the equations of this type can be put as
y=f(x,p).

Now differentiating with respect to x, we get
dyj	 dp\
d_F X, 'ix)'

which is now an equation in two variables x and p.
Suppose the solution of (2) is

#x,p,c)=O.	 ...(3)
Then eliminating p from (I) and (3), we get the required

solution.
If p cannot be easily eliminated, then express values of x and

y in terms of the parameter p in the form
x= (p. c),y= (p, C).

These two relations together give the complete solution of the
given equation.
7.5 Lagrange's Equations

To solve the equation
y=xs6 (p)+f (p),

	

	 -	 --	 .-.	 -
[Bombay 1961, 58 (s); roona DDJ

Diffcrentiaiing with regard to x, we get

P — s6 (p)+(x' (p)+f' (o)) dx
dp

P-4 (J).. (xs6' (p)+f'(p)]

,'f"(p)
dp P—P) p—#(P)

—;This will be possible only when the equation is of first degree ii) V.

or

or
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This is linear equation in x and p and can' be solved in the
usual way.

Note. In case 0 (p)=p, the above method fails since
p—p)—O and we do not get a linear equation In x and p. In
uiis case the equation is of Clairaut's form and we solve it as in
§77P.130.

Ex. 1. Solve y=2px-(-p4x2.
olutloa. Differentiating with respect to x

or (p+2x ) (1+2pxO.dx
We discard the factor 1 +2p'x=O.

The .factor p+2x=O ivesi+O.

• Integrating, p'x=c.	 (2)
From (2). p'c/x. Putting this Value In (1),

y4px±c' or y—c22px.

Squaring, (y —c')=4p'x'=4 x'

or (j—c)'.s4cx is the complete solution.;
Note. From (2), 	 x=clp'.

•'. (1) gives y=2p.

c	 2c
Thus x., y ='-+c' also logetber constitute, the complete

solution of (1).
Ex. 2. Solve y=2px—p'.	 [Bombay 19611

Sointlol. The equation is solved for p. Differentiating with
respect to x,

dx
p=Zp+2x-24 or p+2x-2y=O

dx 2	 .	 — dp
or	 x==2, linear, 1.F.=e'P	 p2.

... xp*=c+f2p1d==c+p3

or x=Cjr2+p.	 •

Also putting this value of x in given equation,

.2cy'+ p'.
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(1) and (2) together constitute general solu tionof the givenequation.
*Ex. 3. Solve y_- -px+x4p2.	 [Calcutta 59, 54;

Cujrat 61 ; Poona 65, 69; Delhi Hong. 59; Raj. 561•	 Solution. Differentiating with respect to x,

P__.P_x+4x3p+2x4pr,

i.e. 2p+x-2px3 (2+x LP)_o

or (2p+x -) (1 -2px8)=O.
Rejecting the factor 1 -2px, we get

X	 orax-+2p-0
	 x

Integrating, p=4:
Putting this value of p in (I), we jet

or
which is the -required solution of the equation.

Ex. 4. Sdve x—ypap$.	 [Kaxatak 63]
Solution. Solving for y, y=x/p-ap.
Differentiating, p=_ xdp	 dp

	

.-_.	 -a

i.e.

	

	 (ap2+x)=p ( I-p2).dx
1•

	

This can be put as dx
.—x.	 ap (1—p)=fl'

which is a linear equation in x and p.
I 6P

Integrating factor=eJ P (1-Pt)

I dpNow i._---
Jp
—

(1-p2)

f____ dp	 —151+ 1 	 1
Jp (1,) (1 +jj Jl. , 2 (1-p) 2 (1+p)f P

=logp— log (1 —p ) — log (i+p)=log. IP

-log	 '(1- 2	Integrating factor==e	 V(Ip1) .L'i..

Solution of (1) is

dp
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or	 x= /(lp) (c +a sin— ' p).

Putting this value of x in the given equation, we get

Y_ 7( 12)(c+asinP) aP.	 (3)
• (2) and (3) together constitute solution of. the given equation.
Ex. 5. Solve p5—py+xO.
Solution. Solving for y, y=p+xIp.

dp I xdpDifferentiating, p=.—+---.-—
dx

./	 l\dx x	 dx	 1	 por ip--i—+---=l or —+ -X=-j---,, pjdp p2	 dp p(p2 —l)	 p—I
which is a linear equation in x and p.

Now proceed as in the above example or put a-1 in the
above example.

Ex. 6. Solve y=3x+logp.	 [Nagpur 611
Solution. The equation is solved for y. Differeniiating w.r.t.

x,we get P3+d
ldp 

or	 dp

or dp	 11	 ll
1 1(p-3) Pj

.	 p-3Integrat
•	

ing, x-1 log —+log C1

or 1?_.2.__ce3x or P

Putting this value of p in the given equation, the solution is

y=3x+log (1—ce)
Ex. 7. (a) Solve y-2px=f(xp2).	 [AIlhabad 59]
Solution. Solving for y, y=2px+f(xp2).
Differentiating w.r.t. 'x', we get

p=2p+2x+f (xp2) [p2+x.2pi?1

or (p+2x)[l+Pf1(xP2)]=o,dx

so that p+2x=O, i.e.

Integrating, 2 log p-flog x=log C, i.e. p2x=c.
Putting p=c/x in the given equation,

y=2V(cx)+f (c),
which is the required solution.
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Ex. 7. (b) So/ye y=2px-xp5.	 (Rajasthan 60)
Solution. This is a particular case of the above example.

	

Ex. S. Solve ()5+m ()'=a (y+mx).	 [Karnatak 61]d.
Solution. Solving for y, the equation is

ay= -.amx+mp5 +p3 .	 ...( I)
Differentiating wr.t. 'x' we get

d
ap_am+2Inp 

p
a-+3pB 

dp

or dic 2mp+3p'

or a	 dP__(3P_m+-5_) '°.

Integrating, ax_-c+p'_-mp+m log (p+m),
so that from (I),

ay= -M [c+p+mp.4-in' log (p+n)+mp5+p3.
(2) and (3) together constitute solution of the equation.
Ex. 9. Solve y-x+a fan-1 P.

Solution. The equation is solved for y.
.	 dpDifferentiating, p=1±1 a dp 

o' r a

adp	 of 1	 p+l1°	 p1)

Integrating, (log (p-I)- log (p+I)-tanp)=x+c.

This relation together with the given equation, constitutes the
solution of the equation.

Ex. 10. Solve xp'-2yp+ax=O.

Solution. Solving for y, y=	 +4xp.

Differentiating, p—J Ia axdp\ 11	 dp

dpi a\ I a	 p'-aF dpI.e. x	 P-	 or	 1 X-PjO

dp	 dp.dx
I.e. x—p or ---.

Integrating, pcx.
Putting this value of p in the given eqUation, we have

c'x-2ycx+ox--O le., 2y=ex+a/4
which is the required solution.
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Lx 11. Solve

(I) ly rXS+pl
	

Ans. log (p—x)=----+c.
(ii) y=(1+p) x+p.	 Ans. x=2 (l—p)+ce'.

((ii) 4p3+3px='y.	 Ans. x--: 11'	 p–us.

(iv)	 +b.	 Ans. .(x+c)5+(yb)5=1.

)6. Equations solvable
If x can be expressed explicitly in terms of y and p, then the

equation is said to be solvable for x. Such an equation can be
ut in the form	 -

x=fy,p).
Differentiate it with respect to y to obtain
dxl L'(	 dp

which can be solved as an equation in y and p.
Suppose the solution is c(y, p, c)=O.
Then eliminating p from (1) and (2), we get the primitive of the

equation.
If elimination is not possible then values of x and y expressed

in terms of parameter p together constitute the solution of the
equation

Ex. 1. Solve y—_3px+6p2y5.

Solution. Solving for x, 3x=_6py.

	

3lydp	 dpDifferentiating w.r.t. y, -=-	 a- 6y -- l2py

i.e. (1+6P5Y)(2p+Y )=o.
dy

dpNeglecting the first factor, we get 2p+y
dy

Integrating it, py'=c, I.e. p—c/p'.
Putting this value ofp in the given equation,

y-3x E-+6. C5 , 
i.e. y'	 4-

which is the required solution.
*Ex. 2. Solve v=2px+yp3. [Rajasthan 1960, 65; Saugar 63

Delhi 63, 61; Patna ions. 60, 51; Bihar Hons. 56; Gujrat 611

Sotutlo. Solving for x, 2x..-_y2p5.
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Differentiating w.r.t. y, 2= 1 ydp	 dp
72YPj_2p2y

Or j.-f.2P2Y+(!^2psy)o

or

,Neglecting the first factor, we get
pdy

dpdy	 =
py c, on Integrationp y

Now putting p=c/y in the given equation.

or
which is the required .solution.

Ex. 3. Solve p=tan (x_TP_).

Solution. When solved for x, the equation becomes
X=tan-1 + -f- .

I	 IDifferentiating w.r.t. 	 dp (J+p9)_2p2 dp_____

2pdpor dY=(1_.

Integrating,

Equations (I) and.(2) together constitute the Solution.
Solve x=y+p2.

Solution. The equation is solved for x; differentiating w.r.t. y,1

	

	 dp.j+p— I+ 2p —, i.e.p	 dy	 dy 2p2
or ! dp=dy or -2

Integrating, C_2{f±p+Iog (p- 1)
or y=c—[p+2p+2 log (—l)].

Putting this value of  in given equation,
X c_[2p+2 log (p—I)].

(I) and (2) together constitute the solution,
Ex. 5. Solve y2 log yxpy+p2.	 (Allahabad 1951
Solution When solved for x we get
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p	 y
Differentiating w.r.t. 'y', we get
dxi	 I ldp	 ldpplog

\Ip idpor (l+ log Y)—;_)o.

Neglecting the first factor, 	 or
Integrating, log p=logy+log C i.e. p-cy.
Putting this value of p in given equation,y log y r=xy.cy+c2ya or log y=cx+c2.
Ex. 6. Solve p34xyp+8y20. 	 (Agra 1955; Raj. 571Solution. When solved tot x, we get

2y p2

Differentiating w.r.t. y,
dxl 2 2ydp^ pdp p
dy p p p d.y 2y dy 4y2

or
p2 dy p/	 4y21.

i.e.	 or•	 p2dyp	 p y
Integrating, p2cy.

•	 Putting this value ofp* in given equation.
(y_4xy)p=.._8y2 or 64y2(c__4x)2cy

or 64y=c (c-4x)2 which is- the required solution.
Lx. 7. Solve y=2px+p2y.
Solution. Solving for x, we get 2x.—py+.

• Differentiating w.r.t. y, we get

p	 dy p p2dy

le.	 +=. — (i+.!)

or (Y+P)(I+.!j)o
dy

dp	 dpdyOr Y —+P=O or —+---=
Integrating, log p+ log y1og c Or py-c, p=c/y.
Putting this value of p in the given equation, the solution it
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2c	 c'
.Y.X+jY

or- y2cp+c'.
Ex. S. Solve yp2-2xp+y--0.

• Station. Solving for x, 2x=yx+ylp.
Differentiating w.r.t. Y.

2_	 dplydp

or 
1	 dpi I

idp-\i I\	 dp
or y +p	 or y

dpdyI.e.	 or py=c. P=C/Y.

Putting this value of p in the given equation, the solution is
C'	 C

y.-j-2x.--+y=O i.e. v'=2cx—c'.

Ex.9. Solve (I) x=y±alogp.
(ii) y=yp'+2px.	 [Delhi 62 ; Lucknow 63)

•	 Ans. y2=.2cx+ c'.
(iii) aypz +(2x—b) p—y=O. [Calcutta Bonn. 58; Andhra 501
Differentiating w.r.t. y. we get py—c.

Ann. ac'+(2x—b) c—y'=0.
(iv) x'+p'x=yp.	 Ann. x=(p'+ci/pJ,

Y(CV - 1)

•7-7 Clairaut's Equation ypx+f(p.
[Calcutta Hons. 61; Gujarat (Prin.) 61 ; Bombay (Sub.) 61)

The differential equation of the form (I) is known as Clairaut's
equation.

To solve y=px +1 (p).
DifFereAtiating it w r.t. x, we get

dp
p=p+[*+f'(p)1 f,i.e. (x+f'(p)3 =0,

Neglecting x-ff'(p)=O, we get =0.

Integrating it, we get p=c.
Putting p—c in (I), the required solution is

y=CX-l-f(C).
Thus to find the solutions c1f C/a fraut's equation put c for p In

the equation.	 •	 -	 -
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Note. If we eliminate p between x+f'(p)O and the given

equation, we get an equation involving no constant ; this is clled
the singular solution of the equation and will be discussed in the
next chapter.
71. Equations Reducible to Clairaut's Form

It is sometimes possi6le to redudc a given equation in Clairaut's
form with the help of suitable substitutions. The following two
substitutions may be noted in this connection:

L Eguoiiony*=pxy+f(p!)..

Putting y'—Y,. and x1 X, I.e.	 i,the equation

becomes y'=p	 p 1 or	
()

which is of Clairaut's form,
2. Equation em' (c_?flp)=f(peIt?X).

This can be reduced to Clairaut's form by the substitutions
emi= Y and ecXX. -

Solve PX—Y+P-.	

m3	
(Bombay 611

Solution. The equation is

This is of Clairaut's form. Hence putting c for p, the solution
Is y==cx+c5—'..

CS

Solve y=px+p—p5 	 [Bombay 61; Calcutta 63)
1,SoiuIloa. The equation is of Clairaut's form.

Hence putting c for p the general solution i3

y=cX+c—c5	-
EØ. Solie (y—px) (p— 1)=p. [Poona.64; Nag. T.D.0 61]
Solutlon. The equation can be writ-en as

or

which is of Clairaut's form. Hence putting c for p, the solution is
C.

c—
ExA Solve s/n px cos y=cos px sin y+p. . [Agra 1950, 77]
Solution. The equation can be written as

sin (px—y) =p . Or y=px—sin' p
This is of Clairaut's forth.
Hence putting cfor p the solution is y=px—sia C.

Solve ptan (px—y),	 [Poona iNi]
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Solution. The equation can be written as

tàn_1 p=px_y or y=px-tan-'p
which is of Clairaut's form. •He,.ce putting c for p, the solution is

y. cx-tan- c.
Ex. 6. So/re (y-px)2 I+ps.
Solution. Here we have y=px±
Both the factors are of the Clairaut's form ; their solutions are

y- cx±V( 1 +C2).
Therefore the primitive is

[y-cx-j/1 +c2)) [y_cx+.J(l+c2)J=O
or (.v-cx)21+c2.

Ex. 7. Solve plx(x-2)+p(2y_.2Xy_X+2)..Fyz+Y0
Solution. The equation may be written as

(y-px+2p) (y-px+I)=O.
Each factor is of Clairaut's form. Hence putting c for pin

each fpctor, the solution is
(y- cx+2c) (y-cx+ 1)==O.

Ex. 8. Solve	 (x_a2)_2() xy4-y2-b2=0.

Solution. We have p2x2 _2pxy+y2_ra2p2b2 
[Gaubati 1962]

or (y_px)2=a2p2+b2
i.e. y=px±(a2p5+b2).

Both these are in Clairaut's form. Hence the solution is
y=cx '../(a2c2+b2).
x. 9. Solve

'01 y=px+p2.

xp2-yp+2=0. 
2Equation is	 =px+-

A's') p=/og (px-y).
Equation is y=px-e'.

Y2+X2()_y=4().

Equation is (y_px)2= 	 or y=px. Ans. (y-cx)2=

,..(v) (x-a)p2+(x-._v)p-y-_O.	 [Bihar 1954 ; Patna 53]

Equation is	 ap	 ac Ans. '=cx--1.

(vi) y=px+V(a p+ b8).	 [Delhi Hons. 1967]

[Delhi 19311]
Ans; y-cx+c2.
[Rajasthan 19521

Ans. y=cx+ 
2

[Karnatak 1964]
Ans. y=cx9.

[Gauhati 1964],
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Examples Reducible to Clairaut's Form. Sometimes by suitably
changing the variables the differential equation can be reduced to
Clairaut's form and then its solution can be easily found.

Ex. 10. Solve x3 (y —px)=yp'.
[Saugar 1966 ; Delhi 50; Nagpur 57; Patna Hon's. 53]

Solution. Put x=u, 2x dx=du
and	 ,=v,2ydy=dpfxdxdu

y	 dv	 xdvor —p= 7 or Pjj.
Thus the given equation becomes

Y2 du
I	 x2 dv\	 x2Idv\

dv	 dvdv /dv\O (Y2_x1).=() or y

which is an equation in Clairaut's form. The solution is
v-cu+c2 or Y2__CX2+C2

Ex. II. Reduce the equation y2 (y —xp)x1p1 where	 to
Clairaut's form bv the substitution x- 11X, y=l/Y and hence solvethe equwian.	

[Patna lions. 1945]Solution When x= l/X, y_— I /Y, we have
1	 dy X8 dYdx, dy=	 dYso thatp,_

Putting this alue of p in given equation, we get
1 /iI X'dT	 I X4 dY\2
yl —.yiv=--- yi(
(	 dfl /dI	 dY IdY aor Y_x)14 or Y=X1

which is of Clajraut's form. The solution is
Y Xc+c* or iIYC/X+casx1/Xandy..1/y.

*EX. 12. Solve (y+xp)2rx2p (put xy=v).	 [Poona 611
Solution. Putting xy=v,

dvdy	 dvx +y=. I.e. xp +yp where
Equation becomesp2 x (P—y)=xP—v,

Or	 vxPp
which is of Clairaut's form. Hence solution is

V—XC — C2 or xy=cx-c2.
Ex. 13. Solve e (p_l)+p3e2Y=O.

[And. 60; Bombay 61; Gujrai 61; Raj. 591Solution Put exu, e'v, so that

.4
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dy e' dy14y
du ei udx

dy	 dv
pm----u P where P=—

dx.v	 du
and then the given equation becomes

go

I.e. uP—v+F'=O
or v—uP+P', CIairaUts form.

Hence solution is
vuc+t.' or e'=ce'+C3.

• Ex. 13. Solve (px—y) (py +x) h'p, where	 dy/dx using
the transformation x1=u, =v.

(Gorakhpur 59; Bihar Hons. 55; Delhi Hons. 59;
Aflahabad 59 ; Saugar 591

SolutiOn. When x=u, y'—v,

P (say).
yduy

• Then the given equation becomes

(P.4_-y (P+x )=h1.P or (Px2yt)(P+l).h5P

h1P
or (Pu—f) (P+!)=h'P or vPu_p.1

which is of Clairaut's form. The solution is

	

h'c	 ch'
v—cu—	 or

Ex. iS. Reduce the differential equation (px—y) (x—yp)2p
to Clairaut',form by the substitutIon x2=u, y5 ..v and find its
complete primitive. (Bibar 61; Calcutta 54, Agra 71, 54; Rat 49)

Solution. When x'iu•y2.'rv
dyxdvx P (say);dxyduy

then the equation becomes

P or (x'P—y2)(l—P)-2F

or (up—*) (I—P)-2P or

which is of Clairaut's form. The solution is
2c

vcu— - Of Y2=CX
2
--

	

I—c	 1—c
or c2x5 —c (x1--)'-2)+y—O.

Ex. It. Solve x2p+yp (2x+y)+,taO; use she substitution
y_H xy=.V.	 (Bonibay, 58 (S)J
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Solution. We have y=. u, xy=v.
dudy	 dv dyNow	 =p and	 c-+ypx4y.= 

• dudu/dx p
so that p=' - .

Putting this value of p in the given equation, we have
XSYS	

Y2

(Px)' +(Px (2X+y)+y2.O

i.e. x'-f(P-x) (2X+y)+(P_X)'.O,
i.e. Fy_xy+P1=0
Ic. - xy-=Py+P' or v=.Pu+p
which is of Clajraut's form. Hence the solution is

vcu+c1 	 or xy=cp+c*..
Ex. 17. Solve , ()'+x. —x'y_O. By putting x5-u

[Poona 59 (S)J

Solution. We have p-_'!!.. 2y =^'	 pdu2xdxx4x
so that P=

x- P.
y

• Putting this value of p, the given equation becomes

y F+X'P-x'y-O

i.e. P'+xP-y'--O, i.e. P'+uP-v-O
or v=uP+P; Clairaut's form.

Solution isv= cu--c1	 or y2 - cx'+c1.
Ex. 1. Reduce the equation

axyp3+( 1-ap'--b) p-xyO
to C!airaut's form and hence solve the equation.

[Ailahabad 1960 ; Raj. 52, Patna Hen,. 461
Solution. Let us put xu, a."+b'v

dv dv/dx 2ayp	 yor -------=a-dudu/dx 2x	 x

•• p=-x PwhereP A-.ay	 du.
Putting this value of p in the given equation, it becomes

aXy. -P'+(x'-oys.-b) x P-xy=O,43ya	 -ay

uP2 +(u-v) P-(v-b)O
Of Pu (P+i)-v (P-f I)- -b or Pu-v--b/(P+l)
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Or	 v=uP+b/(P-l-1), 	 Clairaut's form.
.'. solution is v=uc+b/(c+1).
or 0y24-b--cx2l-b1(c+1).

Ex. 19. Solve y2px+yp2.	 (Patna Hons. 1950]
dvSolution. Put y'v, so that	 (say).

The equation becomes y2=2pxy+y2p2
or v=Px+P2,	 -	 Clairaut's form.

Therefore the sAution is v=CX +&c5 or y=cx+1c.
Ex. 20. Reduce the foIIowng equations to Cia!rout's form by

ruitable substitutions
(I) (XP —Y) (xp-2y)+x'O.	 [Patna Hons. 1958]

Put —_—v	 _dv _XP —y
X '	 dx x1

The equation becomes v= Px+J,etc.
ii) xp5+yp (2x+y)+y=O. Put y—u, xy= v.

[Bombay 1961, Bihar 62, 59, Patna Hons. 57, Luck. 62]
Ans. xy=cy+c2.

(lii) 3y2p' .-. 2xyp-I-4y2--x5=O. Put x2-3y2=v2.
Ans. x2—y2-4cx+3c'=O.

(IV) ayp5 +(2xb) p—y—O. Put y.= v, 2x —b =u.
vuP--aP.	 Ans.

(v) (xp —y)' = (x$ —Y2) [sin-' (y/x)].	 [Delhi Hons. 19561
(vi) (x2 +y2) (1 +pT)=(y—px)' (1+x5).	 Raj. 19551.

Ans. [c' (xS+ys)_(ys_l)J2=4c2 (x2+y5).
Ex. 21. Solve
.(x'+y2) 0 ±p) 2-2 (x+y) (1 +p) (x±p)-i- (x 4 yp)2_-0.

[Raj. 1954; Delhi Hons. 631
• Solution. Let us put x 4-y -- u, x2 +y2 =v, so that

dv2x+2Yp2(x+yp)
du	 I+p	 i-i-p

Now dividing the given equation by (I +p)2, we get
x-i-y (x+ )2

(x2-i-y')-2 (x+y). -i-:i: + T- y-•

I.e. v_uP+*P2=0
or v=uP—P,	 Clairaut's form.

Hence primitive is v—cu_ic2
or x+.y2__c(x+y)_c2
or xfy2 r2a (x±y)+a5=O.	 where 2a—c.
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-	 Miscellaneous Examples*
Ex. 1. Solve (x—a) p2 +(x—),) y—P=0.

[Bihar ions. 1954; Puma Hons. 53, 501
Solution. The equation can be written as

•ciairaut's form.

.. General solution is y=c--- ac_----j

or	 (x-a ,' c2 +(x -y) c-y=O.
Ex. 2. Solve y+x=(p+x)2.
Solution The equation isy2p4 . p2 etc.
Ex 3. Solve x2_p2_2xypy2y.5 ()o+y.

Solution. The equation is
(xp —y)=x 2 (x2 +y 2) or xp...y+x.J(xyt).

Putting y=vx,=v+x, the equation is

x (v +x Or x '---. ±xf(l 4 v)

(,r	 ±dx--(------ •or c±x-sinh-I V

or	 =sirh (c±x) or ' '=a sinh (c±x),
*E 4. Solve (py+nx)a=(vz+,&) (1 +p.

- [Delhi Hens. 53, Gnjrat 59)
Solution. On simpliicatjoe jf.,e cquvtion becomes

flXp_pflXy iy2..iflXt'_

dvNow put y=-vx, so that

Equation becomes
nX2p2_ 2pnx?v+v2X 2 +flX 2 _ nO.

Cancelling x 5, np2 -2pn'+ v+ n- nO

or (p—v)=(v-- T)+ ------

or
 (

dv\ 5 fl--! dox T) =-.- (v2 +n) 3sj---v;r1

de n-I \dxor

Integrating,

log [v+v'(v2+n)]± /(!) log x+log c

For  many more examples that can be reduced to Clauraut's .form, seer.ext chapter on 'Singular Solut(ons.
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or v+f(.t+n)=cx

or y+s/(yt+nx')=cx V 00 say—tx.
Ex. 5. Solve y=px+V(l+p) #(x2+y).
Solatlo.. Let us put x—r cot 9, yr sin 9.
Then dx-cos g dr—r sin U 49, dysin 0 dj- .fr cos ode, so that

dy tin 9dr/d8)+r cot 9

:. P1+1[ rs +()'J/[ cosO Idr
j jr sin 8 ]'.

2
cosAgain px—y= 	 0 (dr/dO)-r sin 9 on simplification.

Therefore the equation becomes

vV+(diIdO)21 —
I& t2	 p4	 dr/fr*_(#fr5fl!)

or 
•()	

or
dO

Integrating, 8=C+fvLs{S)}J dr.

Ex. 6. Solve (xp—y)'= a (I -I- p5) (x'+p')'J'.
S.Ivtlos. Proceeding as above, the equation becomes

ai j' 2a /
or •—c+J
	 dff

vE2, (1I2a)_r5J+	 4a/

as I
dx

	f(2aX—x2)	 a
or tatr1 (y/x)=c +verr 1 (2asf(x+y')]

as 0tan 1 y/x, x V(x+y).

'A differential equation which does not belong to any of the forms dii'
ct*ssd so far MAY sometimes be solved by suitable transfonnstiun. Ex. 6. is
solved hers by changing to pol&rs.
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81. Singular Solutions
[Delhi Hone. 1963; Poona 64; Pb. 59; Bombay 581

Sometimes a particular solution satisfies a differential equation
but this solution cannot be obtained for any particular value of
the arbitrary constant in the general solution. This is called
singular solution, i.e. to say, a solution which is not contained
in the general solution of the equation, Is called a singular
solution.

Illustration. Consider a differential equation

,y-,px+p	 ...(l)
This is of Clairaut's form. Hence its solution is

(2)
where m 15 any arbitrary constant.

Giving differ ànt valuá of m we obtain different solutions, all
of which satisfy (1) and they all touch a
parabola

yt-4ax.
Now consider a point P (x, y) on the

parabola, the tangent at which is

ymx
In

At point P the tangent and the parabola
have the same direction. Therefore at P, (2) and

(3) both have same LY and x, y.

And since P is any point on the parabola, the equation of the
parabola, I.e. y2 .-4ax must be a solution of the differential
equation (I). it is evident that this solution is not contained
in (2).	 .

Therefore y2.'.4ax. the envelope, is a singular solution of
equation (I).
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82. Discriminant
Of 's quadratic equation

ax'+bx +c=O
the discriminant is .ba_4ac.

If b1-4ac6 then the equation has equal roots. But if equation
is of higher degree than two, then the condition of two equal roots
Is obtained by eliminating x between f(x) O and f'(x)= 0.
83. p.dlscrhnlnant and c-discrindnant. 	 [Delhi Hoes. 1963]

Let fix, y,p)=O
be the differential equation whose solution is

Then pdiscriminant is obtained by eliminating p between

x, y, p)=O and L0.
Also c-discriminant is obtained by eliminating c between

S(x,y,c).O and ac
84. Important

If E(x, p)O is a singular solution of the differential equation
fx, y, p)O whose primitive is #(x, y, c)0 then E(x, y) is a
factor of both the discriminants.

However, each discriminant may have other Factors which
correspond to other loci associated with the primitive. Generally
equations of these loci do not satisfy the differential equation;
therefore they are sometimes called extraneous lad.

Ex. 4. Explain what Is meant by Clairaut's form of a differential
wuat(on of the first order, and show that its complete solution is a

family of curves and their envelope.	 [Peoria 19601
85. Types of Extraneous Loci	 I [Pb. % 1956]

Taciocus.	 [Pb. 1961; Delhi Hoes. 621
The vanishing ofp-discriminant simply gives locus of the points

for which two values of p become equal. In case two particular
curves touch each other, the two values of p at the point of
contact become equal. The point of contact is 'by no means a
point on the envelope. If T(x, y)O is a locus of such points

of contact), then 7(x, y) isa factor of p discriminant. In

It will be noted that a singular solution does not contain arbitrary
For workng rule read § 9 ,6 and then read solved txaroplcs.

U
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general, T(x, y) is not a factor' of c-discriminant and it does not
satisfy the differential equation.

Nodal locus.	 [Delhi Hon.,. 631
Let one of the curves of the family

have a node at P. So at P there is a
double point with distinct tangents.
Thus at? two values of p satisfy and 	 -
there can be no more than n—i (if n
values of p) distinct curves through P. Therefore c-discriminant
vanishes at P. If there is a locus of such points it is called nodal
locus N(x, $=O. Clearly N(x, y). is a factor of 0-discriminant.
In general, N(x,y) is not a factor of the pdiscriminsnt and it does
not satisfy the differential equation.

Cusp locus.	 IPanjab 61; Delhi 62)
Let one of the curves of the family have a cusp at P. So at P

there is a double point with coincident angents. So at P two
values of p ate equal and the p discriminant at P vanishes Also
as in the case of a node there can be no more than n—i curves
through P and therefore the ë-discriminant also vanishes at P.
The locus, if there is any, of all such points is called a cusp

cvsp
Accar

locus C(x, y)=O. Clea ly C(x, y) is a factor of both p and c-
discriminants and it in general does not satisfy the differential
equation.

Note. If the curves of the family 9S(x, y, c)=O are straight
lines, then there may not be a Tac locus, a Nodal locus or a Cusp
locus.
86. General Procedure. ,. 	 [Bombay 58; Karuatak 62)

To find singular solutions of a differential equation
jx, y, p).O.

I. Find its primitive #(x. y, c)=U.
2. Find p-discriminant.
3. Find c-discrimjnant.
Now p-discriminant equated to zero may include as a factor:
I. Envelope, i.e. singular solution once (E).
2. Cusp locus on6e (C).
3. Tic locus, twice ('I'2),

i.e. p-discrlminantET'C (Remember)
and c-discriminant equated to zero may include as a factor:

L Envelope or Singular solution once (E),
2. Cusp locus thrice (C3)
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3. Nodal locus twice (N5),.
i.e. cdlscrImantEN5C5 (Remember).

Ex. 1. Solve and find complete primitive and singular solution of
the equation- 3y=2px.?J?.t. 	

[GuJrat6l]
Solution. Differentiating the given equation w.r.t. x, we get

dx x! x dx'

. (X_) (
1_ )=o.Xxd.

dp	 :Jx
Ix 2x.--pO or 2---

p x
Integrating, p'=cx.	 -

• Putting the value of p' in given equation, we get
3y2px-2c or (3.'+2c)*=4p2x'

or (3y+2c)t 4cx8,	 ...(l)
which is the complete primitive.

Now the. given differential equation can be written as
2p'-2xp+3xy=O

and (I) is 40.-f-4c (3y—x2)+9y1 =O.	 .
From (3) c-discriminant (EN1C') is
• 16 (x'-3y)'— 144y2=O, i.e. x8-6xy'=O.

or	 . x3(x5-6y)=O.
Also from (2)p . discriminant.(ET1C) is

x (x5-6y)=O.
We find, that factor x5-6y occurs only once in both p and

cdiscriminants. Hence x'-6y=O is the singular solution.
Also  which occurs once in p-discriminant and thrice inc•

discriminant is the cusp locus.
Ex. 2. Reduce the equation xp'f-py (2x+y)+y2=0, where

p=4y/dx to Clairaut's form by putting u=y and v=xy and find its
complete primitive and also Its singular solution.

[Karnatak 1964; Agra 62,78; Raj. 64, 58; Bombay 61]
Solution. We have uy and vxy,

h	 dudy	 dv dyso t at	 and =t 1j+y
dy

du dv/dx X —+y XP
Now ----- =dii du/ax dy/dx	 p

so that p !xp+y, I.e. •
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Y	
41'

or	 where

Putting  this value of p in x1p'+py (2x+y)+y2=0, we get

(pX)1+Px' (2x+y)+y'=O

or y' [x'+(2x+j')(P—x)+(P—x)9=O
or yP—xy+P'—O -
or xy=yP-t-P', i.e. vuP4-P',,
which is of clairaut's form.

Hence replacing P by c the general solution is
vuc+C or xyyc+c1.

Now c-discriminant (EN20) is,2+4xyO
i.e. y(y+4x)O.	 ...(1)

And from the equation x1p1+py (2x+y)+y20.
p-discriminant (E72C) is y5 (2x+y)2.4x2$0
or y3.(y-l-4x)=O
or y2 .y (y+4x)=O (ET1C).	 ...(2)

Now y (y+4x) occurs both in c-and p-discriminants and both
y=O and y+4x=O satisfy the given differential equation. There-
fore y.O and y+4x .=0 are both singular solutions.

Ex. 3. Obtain the primitive and singular solution (If it exists)
of the equation xp'-2yp+4x0.	 -[Raj. 1961 ; Gujrat 61)

Solution. Equation is xp2-2yp+4x=0.
To find its primitive, write the equation as

y=jxp—	 (solved for y)

Differentiating w.r.t. x, we get
dy	 1dp22xdp

or (J!_p_o.

Factor	 givesdx	 x p'
i.e;	 CX.

Putting this value of p in (I), we get
c1x'-2ycx+4x=O

or c2x5-2yc+4=0.
This is complete primitive of (I).
From (I) p.discriminant (EMC') is

and from (2) c-discriminant (ET'C) is
Y2-03-0.
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Since y2_ 4x2 O is non-repeated common factor in p and

c-discriminants and it satisfies the differential equation, the singu-
lar solution is

Y'-4x' O I.e y-E2x.
Ex. 4. ObggIj the complete primitive and singular solution ofthe equation 4xp - (3x —a)i, explaining the geometrical signI-cance of the Irrelevant factors that present themselves,

[Agra 1976- 54, 32; Vikraun 621
Solution. The equation is 4xp*..(?x—a)'.

From this p . 4 = ± i =_a_ ±(lv'x IVx
or dy.±(h/x_I	 ) dx.

Integrating, y=c±(x511—ay1x)
or (y—c)'=x(x--a)'
which is the complete primitive of the equation (I).

Write it as c2 -2cy+y2— x (x—o)'O.
Now from (l),p-discriminant (ET2C) is

4x (3x— a)=O, i.e. x (3x—a)=0	 ...(3)
and from (2) c-discriminant (ENC) j

y2_Eys_x(x_0)*1...0, ie. x(x—a)20.
Non-repeated factors common, in (3) and (4) give singular

solution, -Thus x=O is singular solution.
The factor 3x-.. aO which occurs twice in p-discrimipant and

is not in c-discriminant is Tac-locus.
Similarly x—a=O which Occurs squared only in c-discriminant

gives nodal locus.
Ex. 5. Solve and examine for singular Solution the equation

xp'—x—a)2-0.	 (Vikram 1963; Delhi lions. 581
Solution. Proceed as above. Complete primitive is

(y— c)"=*x (x-3a)*.
p-discriminant is x. (x—a)2 =O (ET2C)..
c-discriminant is 1x (x-3a)1...0 (EN20).

Thus x=O is envelope or the singular solution,
x .—o=O is Taclocus

and x-3a=O is Nodal locus.
Ex. 6. Find the general and singular solutions of

•	 y2 72p3ry+p2(x2_I)rns.

Solution. Equation
[Raj. 62; Pb. 56; Luck. Pass 591

is
P2

• This can be written as (px_y)S=pI+M2

or px_y=±,J(p2+ms
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or y=pX± a/(p2+m2),	 (Clairaut's form)
Hence general solution is

y=cx±/(c2+m2) or (y .... cx)2c1+m2
or c (x—l)-2xyc+y2—m2=0.

From (1) and (2) both p-and cdiscriminants* are
x'y'—(x' 1) (y2—m2)=O, i.e. y2+msxm2,

which is therefore the singular solution.
Ex. 7. Find the general and singular solution of the differen-

tial equation (xp—y)2=p2— I where p has the usual meaning.
(Raj. 60]

Solution. The equation is
p2 (x2_l)_2xyp+(y2+1)=0

or xp—y-4-V(p-1)
Clairaut's form.

The general solution is
y=.c±/(c5-1) or (y—cx)2.=c2-1

or c'(x2—l)2xyc+y5+t=0.
Obviously from (I) and (2), we have the same p-and c-discrimi-

nants, namely
xSyt_(x*_ 1) O'+ 1)=0

or y'—x2 1=0 or xt—y2=1	 (rect. hyperbola)
which are therefore singular solutions of the differential equation.

Ex. 8. Find the camplete primitive and the singular solution of
the differential equation

Idy\	 I dy\ .	 dy
sin	 cos y—cos	 ) sin

[Agra 69; Raj."531

Solution. The equation can be written as

sin (xp) cos y—cos (xp) sin y=p, dx
or sin (xp—y)--p or xp—y=sin 1 p
or y=xp—sin 1 p Clairaut's foim.

Solution is y=cx—sin C.
Here p-and c-discriminants shall be just the same, so we find

any one of them (say c-discriminant) which will be obtained h
eliminating c between (1) and its differential w.r.t. C.

Diffesentiating (1) w.r.t. c, we get

1	 x2—1 .or x2 ='—.- otc':=— or c= x

*In thi case of Clairauts equation p-and c-discriminar.ts are always
Identical.
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Putting this value of c in (1), the c.discriminant is

= V'(x2— I )=sifl' 
1/(x2 _.l)

which is the singular solution.
Lx. 9. Solve the differential equation

(05+3 3) (px+y)=(p+ I)'
by reducing it 10 Clâfraut'., form and find its singular solution :111exists.	 [Raj. 65, S9, 551

SolUtion. Let Us put x+y=u and xy_—v,
so that l+.= and x

'dv dv/dx Xp+y

The given equation can be written as
((px+y)(x-l-y)—.xy (p+l)J(px+y)=(p+I)2

Divid ing by (p+l)', we get
fpx+y	 lpx+v1--1-.(x+y)._xy j p+l

or [Pa—v] P.-i	 from (1) and (2)
or v=Pu-1	 Clairaut's form.

Its primitive is 	 or tw—cv—j=O

r c'(x+y)—cxy_lrO
The c-discriminant (EN2C3) is

x5y2+4(x+y)=O.
Again equation is p2 (X3 — 1)+p (xy+xy_2)+y3-10.

:. pdiscrirninant (ET2C) is
(xy2 ±x'y-2)2 -4 (x—l)(y—l)O

.r 4 (x—y)3 (x2y2 +4 (x+y)=O.
Therefore from (4) and (5), xy2 +4 (x+y)—O, which occurs

once both inp.and c-discriminants is singular solution.
Also x—yO, which occurs in p-discriminant only, is the

lac-locus.
Lx. 10. Find the complete primitive and singular solution of

(a1—x2)()1+2xy +(b2_yt)=O.

[Gujrat 195$; Delhi Hons. 61
Solution. We have p*x_?pxy+y2=a$p2b2	 ...(l)

or y_—px±j/(asp+b2).	 Clairaut's form
Hence the complete primitive is
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The p- (or c-) discriminant M
4xty'-4 (a'-x2) (b'-y2)=O

or x'y0-.(a$b'.--b'x2-a2y5+xy3)='0
or b'x'+a'y'o5b5

as bs
which is the singular solution.

Ex. 11. Obtain the general and singular solution of
y=px+ s1(b2 +a1p2) and interpret the result geometrically.

[Nag. 1962; Gut 581.
Solution. Equation is in Clairaut's form.
.. General solution Is in Clairaut's form
As in the above example singular solution is

xt y2
if 62

The general solution (I) represents system of. lines which all
envelope the ellipse (2).

Ex. 12. Find the singular solution of
y=px+,/(A-p5)-p cos p 	 [Gujrat 19581

Proceed as in the above example.
Ex. 13. Reduce the equation xyp(x2+y2-l) p+xyO to

Cloiraut's form by substituting x"..0 and y'= v. Hence show that
the equation rcpresentso family of conics touching the four sides of
a square.	 . [Puajab 1966; Agra 58; Delhi Hens. 57;

Bombay 61; Bihar Hons. 56; Patna Hoes. 541
Solution. The equation is

xyp2-('+y'-1)p+Xy=0.	 ...(l)
Since x'=u and y'=v.

du.	 dvand 2y dydvi.e.

dv dc/dx 2vp, yp

	

	 xP
or p-du	 2x x	 Y

Putting this value of p in(l), the equation becomes
x5P5 	 x4xy---(x'+y'-l) -7+xy=OX2 

i.e. x'F'-(x'+y'- 1) P+yt=O
or uP5-(u+v-l) P4.v=O
or u(P'-P)-v (P-l)-1-PO

or v=uP+—	 -.P-iP,	 Clairaut4 s form.

	

C	 C
Solution is v-uc+	 or
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or c2x2 —(x'.fy—. J) c+y2O.	 ...(2)
From (1) p . discriminant (ET2C) is

(x2-fy1—l)1-4xy2=0
or (X$+y2_2x_1)(x2+y22Xy_t)O
or [(x—y)'—lJ [(x+y)5-110
or (x—y--1) (x-y+l) (x+y - 1 ) (x+y+I)=O..

Again from (2). c-discrjminant (EN'C3) is
(x'+)2I)2_4x2y1O.	 (4)

since (3) and (4) are the same, the singular solutions, I.e. cnve
lop of the family of conics given by (2) is

X_y_10,X_.y+1.O,xy_1O, x+y+l..O.
These four lines clearly form a square. Hence d iferential

equation (I) represents conics (2) touching the four sides of a
square.

Ex. 14. Reduce the equation xp 2 -2py +x+2y0 to Clairaur's
form, by putting x'u and y—xv. Hence obtain and Interpret
the primitive and singular solution of the equation.	 [Agra 1959]
• Solution. We have x2=u, y—x=v,

	

.du	 dy	 dv2x=—. and --1=—.

	

dx	 dx	 dx

dUdu/dx 2x
or p=1+2xP.

Putting this value of p in given equation, we'get
x(1+2xP)2.2y (1+2xP)+X±2y0

i.e. 4xP2+4xP+2x_4xypO
Pr 4x2P2+4p (x—y)+20 or 4uø-4vp2O
or VUP+y.	

Clairaut's form.
Hence replacing P by c, the solution is

or

or 2c2xi-2c(y_x)+1o.
Now p-discriminant (ET'C) from equation (1) is

y2-x (x+2y)O, i.e. y'—x2-2xyOor	 (Y_x)z.._2x20,	 ...(2)
and' c-discriminant from (1) (ENC) j

(y__x)2_2x20.
Since (y_.x)2_ 2x2 O. i.e. y-x .=±./2x occur only once

both in p-and c-discrimjnants, these represent the singular solution.
Therefore the general solution (I) which represents a System

ofparabolas touches a pair of lines
y—x—±/2x.
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Lx. 15. Reduce the differential equation (px—y) (x—py).2p
to Clairaut's form by the substitution X!=u and y'=v andfind its
complete primitive and Its singular solution, If any.

[Delhi Hons. 65, Sugar 63, Agra 66, 54; Raj. 49]

Solution. When x5=u, y5 v, p=dx	P (say), the

equation becomes

W
(

P —y ) (x-_xP)=X_ P or (.OP—y2)

or (uP—v) (1—P)--2P or v=Pu_jj,. Clairaut sform.

General sblutio is

r y1=cx_	 or c'xc (x4y2)+y5O.

The givn equation is pxy—p (x2y2_2)+xyO•

Now p-discriminant (ETXC) is
(x2-t-)2-2)2-4x5y2=0

or [xt+y'— 2— 2xy] [x2+y5 -2+ 2xy]= 0
[(x—y)-2] [(x+y)521=0

or x—y+12) (x—y-2)(x+y+V2) (x+y—.%/2)=0.
The c-discriminant (EN2C) from (1) is

x5-l-y0-2)2-4x2y5=O.
which is same as p-discrirninant.

Hence the common factors of p-and c-oiscriminant occurisig
once in them, i.e.

(x—y+V2)(x—y—V2)(x+y±V2) (x+y—V2)=O
give singular solutions.

Ex. 16. Solve and test for singular solution.
p3 -4pxy+8y2 =O.	 .	 [Airs 55; Ru. 6)

Solution. Let us put y=z5, !=2z dz
dx 2?

i.e. . p=2zP. where F= dz.

Then equation becomes (2zP)-4 (2zP) xy+8y20	 V

br 8zP'-8xzP+8z=0 as y=z.
or z=xP—P3, Clairaut's fprm.

Hence solution is zc1x—c1 or y11=c1xc1
or y=cit(x?_cia)$ or y=c (x—c)2 , c12c.

Now the equation isp3 4xpy+8y2 .=O. .
This is cubic in p, hence p.discrirninant will be ob tained by

eliminating p from (2) and differential of (2) w., r. t. p.

jo
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I.e. 3p2-4xy=0.
Eliminating p between (2) and (3), the p-discriminant

is	 y(27y-4.4 3	-
Again differentiating (]).w.r I. c, we get

(x-0-2c (x-c)=O or (X—C) (x-3c)=O;
x=c or x3c.

Putting c = x in (1), we get yO.
Putting c= ix in (1), we get 27y-4x'O.
Therefore c-discriminant (ENICS) is

y(27y-4x)=O.
Once occuring factors both in p-and c-discriminant

gular solutions. H,nce
y=O and 27y-4x'- 0 are singular solutions.

Hence when c=0,y=0 from (1) also, hence yO is
integral of the equation.

Ex. .17. Find the singular solution of

	

dy\	 IdyX2 (_x i-)' ij)

(Em)

(5)
give sin-

particular

[Poona 60J
Solution. Let us put x'=u,j?'=v,

du	 dydvso that	 2x=j, 2Y 1j

av2yp---=-y	 xor P j  -	 p or p—P.

Putting this value of p in the given equation, it becomes

. Xa (y_! P)=y. ! J`2 or (y3—x5P)=P21

I.e. v—uP=P2 or v=NP+P2,
which is of Clairaut's form. Hence complete prilnitivc is

v=uc-fc'.
From (I) and (2), p- and c-discriminants are

xS+4y$=0 or xt (x1 +4)4)=O,.u±4v0 or .+4;=0.
x4+4y2 =() which is the singular solution.

Ex. IL Find the singular solution of

( —x di\	 (dy\2 %.
'	 dx1	 \dr/	 [Agra 19701

Sobitlon. Out u= 1 and v=.
x	 y

This gives
A y2dx

Now dividing the given equation by y', we get
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l_1	 dyjxd\'.
yx TA * dx\y'dxJ

or v=uP+P'	 from (I),
which is of Clairaut's form; therefore its solution is

v=uc+c' or (1/y)=(Ifx)c'-f-c'
or c'xy+cy—x=O.

c.dicrtminant (EN'C') is
Y (Y'+4X')O.

Also given equation is

... p-discrimiriant (ET'C) is
xjfl(y+4x')=O.

Clearly y+4x'=O is the singular solution.
*Ex. 19. Obtain the singular solution of the equation

p'y' cos' a— 2pxy sin' a+)'—x' suit a=O,
directly from the equation and also from its complete primltivt
explaining the geometrical significance of the irrelevent factors thai
present themselves.	 LAgra 1967, 63; Raj. 54; Delhi Hons. 62

Soh'tioa. The equation is
ply' cos' a-2pcy sin's+y'x' sin' a.O,

which is quadratic in p; therefore p-discriminant gives
4x2y sin4 4t-4y' co.' at (y'—x' sin' a).O

or y' [x' sin' a (sin' a+cos' a)—y' cos' a]—O
or y' cos' at (x' tan' z—y2)O (ET'c).

Again solving (3) for p, we get
py—x tan2 a±scc aiscc a/(x' tan' a—y')

Y 4—x tan' a dxor ±	 —sec a dx

or ±(x' tons 1_y2)112cX see at
or x' tan' zy'= c'-2cx sec a+x' dec' a
or c7_2xseca±x2+y20,
which clearly represents a family of circles for all values of C.

Now c-discriminanz is
x' sec' s—(x'+y')'.O

or	 x' tan' a—y'=G (MCI).
Clearly once occuring factors in (2) and (3) are the singular

solutions. Therefore,
y= ±x tan a,

which occur once in (2) and (3) both, give singular solutions.
The linear factor occuring twice in p-discsimjnant give? lac-

locus. Hence y=O, which occurs twice in p-discriminant, is
tac -locus.
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Thus the equation (1) represents a family of circles (2), whose
envelope is given by

Y = ±x tan .
Ex.. .20. Find the differential equation of the fatnily of curves

X +y'-2cx+c2 cos' a=O where c is are arbitrary parameter and
is a given arc between 0 and jr.

Determine the singular solution of this d fferential equation.
[Punjab 1959)

Solution. Equation is
XI4-y2 _2cx7 c2cosa0.	 .

Differentiating, 2xi-2yp__2c=0 or c=(x+yp).
Putting this value of c in (1), the differential equation of family

ofcurvs is
x'+y'-.- 2 (x -f yp) x + (x+yp)' cos' o=O.

i.e. p'y' cos' sx-2xyp (I — cos' )+y'—x' (1—cos' a)=O,
i.e. p1y2 cos2 a-2xyp sin' rz+y'—x' sin' a=O
which is same as equation in above Ex. 19 P. 151.

Ex. 2L. (a) Find the djferent Fat equation of the family of circles
x2+y'+2cx+2ct— 1=0 (c arbitrary constant). Determine the
singular solution of this dfferentlq1 equation.

Solution. Eliminating c as above, the differential equation of
the family of circle is

2?p+ Zxyp ±x'+y'— 1=0.
c.discrjmjnant is	 x2-2 (x2+y2—I)=O

I.e.	 . x2 +2y'-2=0 (EMC').
p discriminant is x 2y2 --2y2 (x'+y'—i)=O

i.e.	 y2 (x'+2y2.-2)=O . (ET2C).
Thus x2 +2y2-2 0 (ellipse) is envelope of all such circles and..

y=O which occurs squared only inp-discrimináni is 	 tac-locus.
Ex. 21 (b) Find singular solution of the differential equation

which represents the circles, x' + y ' + cxy + c2 —1 0.
[Poona 1962,

Proceed as above. Differential equation is
p2 (l—x2)—(l—y2)0.

S.S..js	 x= ±1, y=±t.
Ex. 22. Obtain the primitive and the singular solutions of theequation	 pt

Specify the nature of the geometrical loci which are no singular
solutions but which may be obtained along with singular solutions.

Solution. We }'ave p2 (l_x2)_(1_y2)=0.
p-discriminant (ETC) is

0+4 (1 -•x (I —y')= 0 (ET2C)
i.e. (I —t) (l+X) (I —y) (1+),)=O. .	 .
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Again to solve (I), we have
dy	 .,/(I—y*)

or	 dy	 dx
V(1—,)

Integrating,	 Sin_1y±sin_1 XC1	 -
or sin' [y/(I -X5)±rv(l _y)],C1
or yV(tx')±xJ(l.....y)sjn C.rmC
or

Squaring, y*(I_x2)c2f2cxv(,_),$)+x2 (I _y2)or c'F2cxV( lP2)+x2_y=o.
c-discriminant (EN'C') is

(I —y1)—(x2y2).O
or	 y (l—x')O
or	 y8(1—x)(l+x)O.	

(3)The common factors occuring once in (2) and (3)singular solutions. Hence	 represent
1—x-O and l+x=0 i.e. x±1 are the singular solutions.

Again y=O which occurs twice in c . discrjmjnant Only and doesnot satisfy the differential equation represents nodal locus.
23. Obtain the primillye and singular Solutionfollowing equation: 	 s of the

4px (x—a) ( —b(3x . 2x (a -f b)+ab
Specify the nature of the bci which are not tolutIo,,s but whichare obtained with the singular solutions.	 (Agra 1960, 51)Solution. The equation is

4px (x—a) (x_b)=(3x2....2x (a+b)+;2..(1)
The p-discriminant is (ETV)

[3x2--2 (a+b)+ab]2 X(x_-a) (x—b)—o.
Again to solve (I), we have	 -

dy ±[3_2x (a+b)+abj
dx	 2s/{x (X—a) (x—b)}

dy 3x2 -2x (a+b)+abt

	

	
numerator being

Integrating,
Y = ± V{x3x2 (Q+b)+abx}+c

or (y_c)2x5_2 (a-i-b)+obx,
which is the complete primitive of
Written as

c22cyy2._.z (x—a) (x—b)o.
c-iscrjmjnant is (ENO)

4y*.4 [y 2 —x (X—a) (x—b)}O
or	 x (x— a) x—b)O.
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The non-repeated factors common in (2) and (3) give singular
solutions.. Hence x (x—a).(x—b)0, which occurs once in (2) and
(3) both, gives singular ,olutionS.

Again 3x2-2x a+b)+ab=O which occurs twice only in p-
discrirninant represents tac-locus.

Lx. 24. Investigate fully for singular solution, explaining the
geometrical significance of Irrelevant factors that present themselves.

in 4x x— 1) (x-2) 
().(3X1_6X2)2.

dic
Agra 1956 Raj. Si; Delhi Hens. 531

Solution. This is exactly Ex. 23 whena=I, b.-2.
Hence proceeding as in that example,

.x (x.! l) (x-2)=O is singular solution
and 3x2-6x+2==0 is tac4ocus.

Ex. 25.. Transform the equation

(2x"+ 1) (2+(r5+2xy+y+2)+2Y2+i=0
to Clairaut's forms by • the substitution x -4-yu, xy —I = v and
interpret It. Find its singular solusion.also. 	 [Katnatak 61]

Solution. x+yu, xy-- l=v.	 -.
du

P— dv y+xp
du p+l

Now write the given equations as
p2xs(p2x22p,4.yz)±(x8ys) p +y5 -- (p2 + 2p-4- l)=O,

i.e. px2 (p+ I)+y' . (p+ O+(Px+y)5+(p+ 1)=O
or (p-I-i) (px+y) (x+y)—(xy.--l) (p+l)2+(px+y)5=O.

Now dividing by (p+ l), it becomes
xy_1JX	 (x+y)+(	 )	 .	 . .

or P uP+P2, Clairaut's form.
Hence its solution is v=uc-I-c2.
From p-and c-discrimiaants the singular solution is

(x+y)2 +4 (xy-1)O.
Ex. 26. Interpret geometrically the factors in the p-and the

c-discriminan:s of the equation
8p3x=y (i 2p —9), where p=dy/dx.	 [Pub 561

Solution. Put 30=0, so that 63,p= 3v1

o4— P where
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Putting this v*c of p. the equation becomes

P—y (3 P2 9) or xvF2=yt (3v4F1-9y')
ya

xvlPS=(VlFS_1 $) or xP'=vP— 1

I	 .Ctairaut's form.ps

Solution is v=xa+ !j. where a is a constant	 -

or
 =(ax+

L ) or 3y'=a (x+)1as 	 as,

or 3cy(x+c)3, where

This ii the complete solution.
Now the equation is 8p 5x-12p'y+9y=O.	 .
To find pdiscriminant, we differentiate (2) w.r.t. p which gives

24p2x-24py=O i.e. p (px-y)=O.
When p=O. (2) gives yO,
When px—y=O, py/x, (2) gives 9x2y-4y30.
Therefore, p-discriminant, (ETC) is

y (9x'y-4y$)..O or y2 (9x2._.4y2)=O.
Again to find c-discriminant, differentiating (I) w.r.t. c, we get

3y=3 (x+c)t, i.e. (x+c)±y.
When (x+c)—y, (I) gives 3(—y—x)y2---y3.

i.e. (2y+3x)O,	 . ...
and when (x+c)=r, (1) gives.3 (y_x)yty,
ie y2(3x-2)..0.	 .

Thercfre, c-dicrimir.ant (EN2C3) is
y' (2y+-3x) (3x—.2v)=O, i.e. y' (9x2_4J4)O.

Now write
p-discriminant as y.y (9x*-4y2)=O. .
c .discriminant asy3 .y (9x2-4y)=0:
.' (9x-41)=O, which occurs both in pand c-discriminants, is

a singular solution. So geometrically interpreting y0. 3x.±Zv
represent envelopes of the family of curves in (1).

Again y occurs cubed in c-and once in p-discriminant. Hence
y=O is cusp locus also.

Lx. 27. Solve the differential equation x' (y—px) .2 and finil
its singular solulioiv. 	 .	 .	 [Delhi lions. 60)

Solution. Ref. Ex. 10, P. I 3. The complete primitive is
y2=X¼+c2 .	 .

Equation is yp+.x3p—.xy=Q .	 .
From (2), p .discriminant (ETC) is

or

or
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0+ 4xy=0, i.e. x' x4 -J-4y5)=O.	 ...(3)
Also from (I) c-discriminant (EN53) is

x4+4y'O.
Hence x4 +4y5=O, which occurs only once both in p-and

c-discriminant, is the singular solution. Also x=O, which occurs
twice in p-discriminant only, gives a tac-locus

Ex. 28 VerIfy that y=cx+c5 and x2+4y=O are both solu-
tions of the d?ff rential equation

(+x () -y=O.	 [Poona 1961]dx
Solution. The differential equation can be written as

ypx+p.
This is CIa-ut's form. He-ice pucting c for p, the general

solution of the equation is
ycx+c5.	 ...(2)

To investigate the singular solution, which is not included in
the genesal solution, from (1)p-discriminant (EPC) gives

X2+4y.O.
Also from (2) c-discriminant (E.N 20) gives

x2+4y==O.
Now since x2 +4y occurs only once both inp.and c-discrimi-

nants, x5+4y=O gives the singular solution of the equation.
Lx: 29. Solve and examine for singular solution of the equation.

(1+^LY)! (x±y). (i	 [Delhi Hons.1959]
dX

Solution. Let us put x+y=u, x-yv.
dv	 1—p	 dy.. -=P=y--- where P=

The given differential equation can be put as

(l+p)2(x+y)(l-p) or 1=2(x+y) (P)3,

which becomes 1=Z uP3 or P__',..1aa1I3u113.
8a.	 du

Integrating v+c=a1j3u213,
so that (v+c)2=0u3 or (x —y + c)$ ' a (x+y).

This is the general solution.
Differentiating (1) w.r.t c, we get

3 (x-y+c)O, i.e. x-y+cO.
Eliminating c from (1) and (2), the c-discriminant is

x+yO.
Similarly the p-discriminant is x±y=O.
Therefore x+y=O is the singular solution.
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Ex. 30. Solve p2m(2-3y)2 =4 (L—y).
[Delhi Hoes. 1964 ; Punjab 61J

Solution.' Too equation can be written as
dx	 2-.'3y	 3-3y-1WY- Y)27i-

or dx±[1(1_Y_. %
/(I —Y)}dy.

Integrating, xc±(—(1_y)I$(L_y)1isJ
or
or (x—c)'=(l--y)y' or c2 -2cx+xZ y2 (l—y)=O.	 ...(1)

From the given equation p-discriminant (ET'C) is
(2-3y)'(1—y)O

and from (I) c-discriminant (EN2C3) is
X'— [x'—y` (1—y)]=O or y2 (l—y)=O.

The common non-repeated factor in (2) and (3), i.e. I —y=O
is singular solution.

2-3y=O which occurs twice in p-discriminant óñly represents
tac-locus.

And y=O which occurs twice in c-discriminant only represents
nodal locus

Ex. 31. Find singular solution P'+7 2= I and Interpret the result
geometrically.	 (Gujrat 1959]

Solutlun. The equation is p4/(1_y2)

i.e. 
.4/(1	

I)=dxP I.e. j'1 y x+e or ysin (x+c). ...(l)
This is complete primitive.
Differentiating (I) wr.t. c,1 we get

O . coS(x+c).	 ...(2)
Squaring and adding (1) and (2) to eliminate c from them,

the c-discriminant is y'=1.
Also from the 'given differential equation, the p-discriminant is

y2-1O.
Therefore y2-1=0, I.e. y=±l gives envelope -(Singular

solution) of the sine curves given by (I).
Ex. 33. Find the complete primitive and singular solution of

3p2e'—pa'+ 1 O.	 [Poona 1959 (S)]
Solution. Solving for x, x-3pe'-l- I/p.

Differentiating w.r.t. y, 1=3peY+ 3e'

or (- ) (3e1_ i)_O!t—p-0, p—ce'.
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Putting this value of p in the equation, the complete primitive is
3c5e"-ce'x+l=0.

Now from the given differential, equation p4scriniinant is
(ETC), i.e.	 x'-12e'=O.

From (1),c,-discriminant is e" (0-124,f)-0 (EN*C).
.. X*12e7=6. which occurs only once in p-and c-discrimnants,

is singular solution.
Ex. 33. Obtain the complete prlmtive (C.?.) and singular

solutions (S.S.) of the following iquaaons:

(') ()
dd'=4(x_2)'.

(Karnatak 63 ; Calcutta Hons. 62]
S.S. isx'-l6y=O,y=O..

Hint. Put y I" to change into Clairaut'i form.
(Ii) j-3xp+y=0.	 C.P. y5-2cx+c2 0 S.S. y3=x5.
(Ill) 3xp'-6xp+x-2y=O.•	

'- C.P. x'+c (x-3y)+c3=O, S.S. (3y+x) (yx)=O.
(iv) P1+2x4-4x2y O.

C P. y.- cx'-c1 =0, S.S. x'+4y=O, Tac-locus x=O.
(v) y=px-Fp'.	 C.P. y=cx+c', S.S. x'+4y=6.
(vi)Ypx+p'.	 C.P. y=cx4-c, S.S. 27y'+4x'=O.
(vii)y=px+cos p.

C.P.y=cx+cos c. S.S. (y-x Ifl1.X)I_ I-x'.
(viii)p-log (px-y).	 CP. y_cx_ec, S.S. yx (log x- 1).
(ix) p2+2xp=x.	 No. S.S., x=O is Tac-locus.
(x) y' (y_xp)=x4pt.	 C.P. y=cy#xyc. S.S. +4x!-O.

Hint. Put =! (See Ex. 18 above).

(xl) y' (1+4p2)-2pxy-1=0.	 jAgra 72)
C.P. y$ +4c*= t+2cx. S.S. x'-4y5±4-0, Tac-locus y=O.

• (xli) yp'+y'=r'.
C.P. (x+c)2+y2=r8, S.S.y= ±r, T1oc1s y-.O.

(Ail) x'p1+xjtp+ai=0.
•	 (Delhi Hoes. 63'; Poona 64; Patna lions. 601

•	 Hint. Put u=!. v=y, Clairaut's form v+Px=aq".
C.P. i=cxy-a2c2x. S.S. x (xy$-4a3)..O. Tac locus x=O.

(xiv) y=xp+aV(1+p'). , 	 S.S. xI+y=a.
(xv) xp'-yp-y=O.

	

	 IDclhI Hoes. 541
S.S. y8+4xy-0.

(xvi) x'p'-3xyp+2y3+x'=0. 	 S.S. x2(y-40)=0.
(xvii) d,Vx=dx',/y,	 C.P. (x-t-y-c)=4xy, S.S. xy=O.
(xviii)4p'9x. CP. (y+c)5-x5 No p.S. x-O is cusp locus.
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(xix) 8y=pv (12-9p). 	 (Delhi Hong. 55)
(xx) cos'yp'+sin xcos x cos yp—sin p cos' x=0.

[Delhi lions.' 61)

Ex. 34. Solve ()+(—a) (y—b)—' q, a <b.

Find the singular solution if any.	 (Cal. lions. 621
Ex. 35 From the differential equation corresponding to the

family of curves p =c (x—c)2, where c is an arbitrary constant.
Show that the resulting differential equation reduces to Clairaut's

type by the substitution yv'. Hence solve Me equation and find
the singular solution.	 [Karnatak 60J

Solution As found in Ex. 4 page 3 the differential equation
of curves is	 p'=4), (px-2y).

dy
Now put y-0, =2v !=2vP (say).

dx
Hence the equation reduces to

8v5P2 =4v' (2vPx-2v) or PI.=Px—v
or v=Px—P3, Clairaut's form.

Hence solution is v=kxk' or Vy=kx—M
• or y=k x—k2 i2 or yc (x—c)a,	 where c=kt.

Now differentiating it w.r.t. C, (x—c)2-2c (x—c)—O.
I.e. (x—c) (x—c-2c)=O, i.e. xc, x-3 c.

When x—c, we have from (2), y=O. -
• When c=x, we have y Ix x-1x)', y=qx5.

Hence cdiscrimnaflt isy (Y_vX3)=0	 ...(3)
Again differentiating (1) w.r.t. p, 3p 4xy.
Putting this value in (I). xyp=xyp—&v5

or y'=yxp, i.e. :y4= 0y4xy
or y (y— x3) =0 or y5y (y— x') —0.	 ...(4)

This is p.discriminant (ET2C)
From p. and c-discriminants, y (y_fxI)=O is the singular

solution y=O, which occurs squared only in p-discriminant gives
Taclocus also.

Ex. 36. -olve the differential equation (8?-27) x-12p 2y and
Investigate whether ii singular solution exists.

(AVa 65 ; Punjab 62; DelbiHons. 57; Karn*r*k 6O, 62)
Solution. Equation is (8p$ -2?) x27p2y

9x
.or y=Ipx--.

Differentiating w.r.t. x, we get	 -

• 9x dp
d 4p&+2p3

or '(x_)(.i%)=o.ax 2
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•	 dppdpdxNow  
—x2--=0gives2—

p -- x -d
Integrating, p5=kx.
Putting this value in (I), we get

(8kxp-27).x121cxy,
i.e. (8kx)2 kx(12ky+27)' and x-.O

or 6k8x=I440 (_)' or	 (Y+)._O

or x3—c (y+c)2=0, where

Hence the complete primitive is
x (x'—c (y+c)]=O.

Now proceeding as usual, 4y+27x5=O is the singular solution.
x=O is a part of general solution. it is cusp-locus for one

part of the general solution and the envelopà-locus for the other
part.


